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TEE CCECEPT OF EATIOFALISM IE AKFEICAE LITOATVKr IE TEE 
SECOKDATIT SCEOOI3

AS ABSTRACT

The relatloruBhlpe of wan in his Ideological and educa* 
tlonal environment have long been the emcorn of investigators* 
This study Is an attempt to investigate an educational environ* 
»ent**A»erican literature in the seeccdary schools-*in Its re* 
latlonship to an Ideological envlron8ient**the concept of na
tional ism*

This survey Is based on a query addressed to the De
partment of Public Instruction of the several states# re
questing information pertinent to their program in American 
literature* The various textbooks utilised in these pro
grams were then analysed for writings with nationalistic im
plications*

The Introductory chapters of this stu^y deal with 
various background concept a which are necessary for a com
plete understanding di* the terms involved in such a study* 
These terns are discussed from the standpoint of their his
torical evolution*

Chapter III deals with nationalism as discovered In 
primary political writings# frtsa the period of oolonisation 
to the present day* Chapter IV is a continuation of this 
survey in the utilitarian and belletrlstlc writings of the 
same period*



Chapter V treats of na t Iona Ils la In its relationship 
to patriot la®# Internationalism# the development of Amer* 
loan publie eduoatlcn# and the teaching of American liter
ature* The following concluelons were then drawn I

1* Our American literature contains much In 
Itself which# when properly presented and un
derstood, makes for an intelligent naticmllsm*
8* A nationalism which is the result of cul
tural growth and which recognises the dynamic 
nature of the universe in which we live* is a 
Justifiable ballast against tbs insecurity of 
a chaotic world*
3* The historical milieu In which that liter
ature was produced proaotes a sound historical 
oomentcry on the American scene*
4* The anthologies utilised in the teaching 
of American literature in the secondary 
schools, are for the most part, well edited*
S« A course In American literature to be vital, 
mat be relevant to present-day needs#
In the light of the readings dons in the completion 

of this study, it was felt that certain reeoMacndaticms re
lative to the teaching of American literature in the 
Secondary schools should be made* These were!

1* Teachers of American literature in the 
secondary schools should be well-prepared 
in the subject-matter area, in the areas of 
American history and government, and in the 
Art of teaching*
2* Textbooks chould be oven more carefully 
edited, and meh material removed# This In* 
vestige tor sees little value in many of the 
questions which appear in various texts#



3e More selections should he given In their 
entirety* end seny selections whose literary 
qualities are doubtful should bo removed*
4* School administrators should seriously 
consider* from the standpoint of education* 
al and finanolsl econcsny* the correlation of courses in American literature with those 
of toerlcan history# Both of those areas 
focus attention on loan In hie social rola* 
t Lok ships, and both alto to develop a mture sensitivity#



ynmcs

Gbl» engaged In edueational aatlvltlee today 1» 
Mutely aware of the problem* ifiileh beset the American 
public♦ Many aolutions to these problems have been 

• ♦ 

proffered# some the result of refleotlve analysis# and 
others the result of xsifoundod Eonemllsatlcnsl

It Im felt by many observers that something 1» wrcexg 
with American 8oclety*»that somewhere the ideals of our pro* 
monitors have became last**that we are not a politically 
Conscious people# and that as a result those rights which, 
are the essence of American democracy are being destroyed* 

• ♦

Aa a nation# we have become group*aariBOious# stressing 
the needs of the particular group to which we belong# over 
and above the needs of our fellow*ta»ricAns* It Is necessary 
that we become oonaoious of these divisive tendencies# md 

recognise our follaWRAmericans not on the basis of creed#
* * 

odor# or educatlcencl background# but on the basis of e^Ml* 
ity before the lawi 

* ♦

The schools# as im American institution#,' met accept 
** ' * <e

this challenge* Educational.theory is# unfortmately# not 
always educational practice* as educators we have been 

♦ ♦

guilty of platitudes* It behooves us than# In the light of 
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disp&ielonate Munlysls, ta dleoover any' area la vMch ve 
eight ware effectively iwple®ent the vorkinge of the deeo* 
eratie yyocese*

. ' r
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iBiplementatlcn, vae first euggested by Dr, June Byer, who 
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source of supply.

To Dr, R, Balfour Daniels, Dr, Ratthev V« Rosa, 
Dr, Laurie T» Callicutt, and Dr< Esther Oibney, the other 
seebers of yy committee, X etun but be humbly grateful, >$y 
associaticn with them as a student prepared me for their 
genuine scholarship and their effective stimulatlcm of 
those students with whoa they come in contact. Had it not 
been for their example, X fear this task would have proved 
well-nigh insurmountable*

Xt would be amiss if X failed to acknowledge the as
sistance given me by other members of the University facultyi 
Dr# V* V, Kemmerer, to whose vision this University is a

itribute! Dr* Arvin M* Donner, who planned my work in its 
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early stageaj and to Mr a. Bessie ISbau^i* Mre* Anne Phillips# 
Mrs, dean Rosa, X>r, Belen B, Bufener# Mrs, Evelyn Thoapson, 
end Murray A* Miller, vhoee ensouragement have eeant euch 
to me.

Friendship is a quality not lightly to be prized, 
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CHATTEH I

CH m KELEVAKCY OF SATICFAnSM AKD LXTE3UTW

I« T3E PRGE1EM

For long centuries the people* of the earth have been 
obeying the impulse to unite into naticnse Group* of wen 
marked out by origin, by shared characteristics, and by 
language, have banded themaelvea together and have sou^it 
either the reign of lav and the dominance of justice, or 
It* opposite, the reign of terror and lavlessnees. It is 
important that ve recognise the implications of this evo- 
lutlonary process, for our political systems, our ethical 
standards, and our moral aspirations are a development, and 
are in the process of development today.

It Is important then that ve analyse the contributions 
vhich preceding generations have made to this development, 
for in so doing ve way discover that the problems vhich ve 
face today, vere, in.their essence, faced by those gener* 
ations, Ve must remember that ve are the products not of 
an age, but of all preceding ages, and the interpretation of 
the events vith Vhich ve are confronted can be based only 
upon this concept of cultural unity, T, S, Eliot in ’’Burnt 
Borton," echoes this concept of the unity of time:

I . I

1 
I .
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Tiise past and tiee future
Vb&t sight have been end vhet has been , 
Point to one end, vtich Is alv&ys present,* 
As educators, we Bust deal with thia ewe*inspiring 

concept of the relevancy of the present, Ve oust instil 
in these in our charge those ideals and principles which 
will enable then to create their—and our**vcrld of the 
future.

In the light of thio concept of the relevance of the 
present to the future and the past, this study is directed 
toward the concept of natlonalieo in American literature in 
the secondary schools. It is not concerned prieerily with 
the rationale of such a course of study, but accepts the 
obvious fact that such a course does exist in the ®ajcrity 
of states, and will undoubtedly continue to exist, although 
possibly In a changed fora.

The two sajcr divisions of this study deal with the 
prcblee of the historical evolution end eeaning of paticmllo 
and its related concepts and of the discovery of thoe-e read* 
ings in American literature in the secondary schools which 
contribute to a national consciousness. These writings will 
be discussed in their historical context, for only in that 
context can their nationalistic propensities be wholly understood.
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IX e THE KEmiSCX CF THB FROBMM

Thia generation Uvea in a dynade vorld, at a cri» 
tlcal point in the history of the human race, Ve are a 
generation of oriels, living in a tine of inevitable changes, 
and it should be our function to deterodne. Insofar as it is 
humanly possible, the direction which those changes will take

A study such as this is particularly relevant at the 
present time, for ve need a re-evaluation of those ideas 
which constitute nationalism, as well as an historical over
view of the development of the idea of the nation as a 
political fact, together with the associated concepts of 
nationality and nationalism, Ve are all aware that mere 
acquaintance with these areas will not, inso facto, create a 
cltisen whose ideals are beat exemplified by the "American 
Vay of X4fe,” for mere contact la not learning, nor does 
an acquaintance with the great figures of our national 
heritage produce in the student the desire—nor the oppor
tunity—to go and do likewise, Kere facts of history or 
government do not, unless intelligently discerned cr in
terpreted, point out a principle, and therein lies their 
weakness, for only as they become a living part of the 
individual can they possess meaning.
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Their study should not he decried, but In eonjuncticn 

vith learning the facts vhich they present, the student 
should also be confronted vith the vay sen at a particular 
tine concerned themselves vith and responded to those facts* 
This is the particular function of literature, for the stuff 
of vhich any literature is made is the life of een«

In SaaMUM Bssslssm la Issllsa# this signifi
cant comment is made:

Literary critics and great teachers of literature 
have long been agreed that literature is the embodi
ment of experience and that the function of reading 
literature is to broaden the reader's experttoce* , ♦ 
It may often—very profitably—be folloved by re
flection upon that experience, connecting and com
pering it vith ether experiences both direct and vicarious, interpreting it, evaluating it.5

If this should be the function of literature. It 
behooves us to consider seriously the type of literature 
vhich ve present to our students* If ve are concerned vith 
the preservation of democracy, then let us determine those 
elements in our literature vhich exemplify this national 
consciousness, and in our teaching aid in their Interpreta
tion and evaluation by the student*

Harold 8* Valley, in an article entitled ^Literature 
and Crisis* saysi.

is.
MSaBllan# p» 11
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The present crisis poses the fundamental question 

with brutal slapllcltyt Has literature, have the 
humanities, a vital function in time of stress?, , • 
Are books as Important as bombs or planes and tanks? 
Granted that ve have dedicated ourselves to arts 
most appropriate to peace, if these arts have no 
virility or meaning in ver, if they do not minister 
to the vhole life of man, if they prove impotent in 
time of stress then truly are they little but a . luxury end their fundamental validity Is suspect,3

This study is an effort to demonstrate that vitbfn' the 

framework of our course in American literature, ve can help 
preserve the democratic tradition in the United States, Ve 
teach literature which reveals the democratic tradition in 
its growth and In Its pover, in its emphasis of the Impor* 
tance of man as a human being with rational moral capatlll* 
ties sufficient for himself and for society* .

For the Interpretation of the drama of human experience, 
ve have little choice but to look to the disciplines of his* 
tory, philosophy, literature, and the fine arts* Of these 
literature possesses an advantage over and above the rest, 
for at its best it Is the embodiment of history and philoso
phy and the fine arts. History and philosophy tend toward a 
consideration of values in the abstract; and art, because of 
Its form, must speck by implication, but literature is both -

SosUsil. 3I1S1, November, 1941.
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epeciflc and explicit, Xt» iralues are those of human exper* 
ience in action, vividly reflected by a eeneltive elnd« It 
ie, therefore, ooat iomediate to the human experience Itself*

By and large, Asenicans have aeldoa kncwn enough about ♦ »
their ovn country in teraa of the origin aM development of 
democratic concepts and inetltutlona* Ve have been trained 
in the minutiae of its hletory**dates, battles, and heroes** v 

but In the most important aspects of its history**that of 
ideas—ve have, on the whole, been woefully unlearned*

Ve must understand that democraoy, in its basie con* 
cept, is an idea and an ideal far more than a political pro* 
cess or group of institutions! not a thing achieved, but a 
thing In motion* It Is as an idea and philosophy that it is 
being threatened today by a powerful force representing 
another philosophy of life which is the complete denial and 
negation of every value and principle which the democratic 
concept embraces* It must be rediscovered in terms of its 
true nature—that of a dynamic force emanating from deep* 
seated convictions relative to the inherent integrity of 
the human spirit*

In our enthusiasm for the interpretation of democracy 
by means of American literature, ve must not lose sight of 
the fact that it is not contact alone which produces the
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desired result, ncr is eur *dearoeratie heritage* an end in 
itself. Etaerson spoke wisely when be announced, ’"Every age, 
it is found, roust write its own books.Here accurately, 
each age roust re-evaluate and revitalise its heritage. A 
heritage worstlned as an end In Itself is of little or no 
value. The concept ©f cur heritage as Americans reoains a 
fora, a sytibol ©f a former vitality rather than the living; 
dynamic force which it should be.

A course in American literature, to be effective, roust 
have a twofold purpose and function. It must explain and in
terpret the meaning and implication of .our American heritage, 
by reference to historical origins and backgrounds. It roust 
relate the abstract idea to its practical application by a 
reference to the history of the ever-continuing struggle for 
human freedoro. It roust honestly, by a strict adherence to 
the historical record, reveal the shortcoslngs of the evolv
ing concept of nationallsro, with regard both to motives and 
techniques.

That such a program is in accord with the philosophy 
of the secondary schools is demonstrated by the various ob
jectives set up by agencies concerned with secondary educa
tion, Chris A. DeYoung discusses these objectives in Intro- 

 " PlbTAmeriean Scholar," AM 
l££lJ3££3b P. 68.
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XubJLlS, P»B»8 201-203, vhlch

cites the follcvingi In 1918, the Coooieelon on the Beer* 
g&nls&Uon of Secondary Education stated that one of the 
objectives should be Civic participation,* vhlch presupposes 
a knovledge of the democratic tradition. In its Quarterlx 
for March, 1927, the Morth Central Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools presented as one of its goals *To 
sustain successfully certain definite social relationships 
such as civic, domestic, coensunlty, and the like,* The 
Rational Association of Secondary School Principals lists 
as one of the *Imperative Meeds of Youth* that *A11 youth 
need to understand the rights and duties of the citisen of 
a democratic society, and to be diligent and competent in 
the performance of their obligations as members of the 
community and citlsens of the state and nation,” The 
Educational Policies Commission in Education for All 
American Youth states that the school should •Prepare the 
student to assume the full responsibilities of American 
Citizenship,ti Obviously then, anything vhlch vould contri
bute to this avokened consciousness on the part of the stu
dent is vlthin the purviev of the study of American litera
ture.

Thia survey is an effort to determine vhat concepts 
of nationalism exist in American literature as it is presented
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in the secondary schools, and to determine vbether or not 
these concepts can contribute to the development of pollti* 
cal acumen cn the part of the individual student,

Xn its preparation, an inquires vaa submitted to the 
Departments of Education of the forty-eight states. It vas 
felt that this approach vould be the most feasible one in 
determining the scope of instruction. It has obvious defects, 
as do the majority of studies vhlch deal vlth teaching methods 
or curricula, The most apparent ef these defeats is that the 
method of approach is quantitative rather than qualitative. 
This is a fault, but the only vsy in which a true qualitative 
analysis could be made vould be entry into an actual learning 
situation. Another defect Is that many states do not have 
state-adopted courses of study. This defect is more apparent 
than real, for those states which did submit answers indicated 
a definite trend insofar as textbook adoptions are concerned. 
It is fair to assuue then, that most high schools which have 
established their own course of struly utilise one of the 
textbooks analysed. Another mitigating factor is that enough 
replies were received to Indicate regional tendencies,

A study of this nature presupposes familiarity with 
some of the leading writers of American literary history,

tsee Appendix A,
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The most important is the late Professor parrlngton, whose
Main Cx M In teElSSl StaStl va» published posthuBously 
in a partially completed form. It is an influential study> 
but is not a history of American literature. In the Preface, 
page ill, he at&tesi

I have undertaken to give some account of the 
genesis and development in JUwricaa letters of 
certain germinal ideas that have come to be reckoned 
traditionally American*-how they came into being 
here, how they were opposed, and what influence they 
have exerted in determining the form and scope of our 
characteristic ideals and institutions, , ♦ •

In consequence, this work is actually a history of political, 
economic, end social ideas, lewis Mumford, in 19^6, published 
The o Dis on an admirable study, but obviously limited,
inasmuch as it was first delivered as a lecture, series in 
Svltserland, ludwlg lewis ohn* s ExTress Ion jjj Ameriea is an 
exposition of American literature in Freudian terms rather 
than a literary history, and T^e Great Tradition of Granville 
Hicks Is an effort to demonstrate that literature improves 
In proportion as it approaches the proletarian point of view,6 

The majority of the other writings concerned with 
American literary history deal with a particular period, 
group, or individual, and consequently will be treated as 
they have significance.

tFor an interesting refutation of Eick’s theory, see 
Donald Davidson, “Regionalism and Hationalisoi in American 
Literature,” American Review. 5it8, April-October, 1935*
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In analyzing textbooks for the concept of national* 

Isa, a modification of the pattern suggested, by Robertr 
Vhltney Bolvell7 vas followed. This consists of two-di

visions: the first of which deals with writings concerning 
nationalism, and the second with nationalistic literary 
exploitation of American themes. These two dlvielcra were 
further subdivided into three periods: 16O7-18OC;: 
I800-I870; and I870 to the present day,

7f,Concemlng the Study of nationalism in American 
Literature.*. American Literature. 10:405-416, January, 1939*



CIIAPTZH IX

unovxsrxc ahd sraaric iwucmcs 

NATIONALISM -OX) RELATED RQRDS

L’O ore &11 aw&ro of tLa pocull&r SlfrXaultlea 
Involved in the problem of word definition* for Xangumge 
egresses thought# and every complication that can entangle 
thought can entangle language* Thia phenomenon la p&rtlou* 
larly* even peculiarly* true In the realm of those syrhols 
which have oom to represent eome aspect of our political 
life*

So is it with Mtlonallstt* It Is a word aelsod 
upon and bandied about indiscriminately* either by Itself 
or in coribinatlm with other words or parts of words whose 
dofinltlcKi la often equally ccmfusedw It is Important 
than* tliat early in thia study those terms should ba clearly 
defined la order that our point of reference micht be fixed*

A minor difficulty* albeit a no loss real one* oust 
bo dealt with at the very outset* and this concerns the 
different and aomtlws conflicting uses and significance 
of the words people i nation* and nntlonalltv* which are * 
related in moaning to natlonalisia* Yet* if we are to under* 
Stand and eventually to evaluate the attitude of mind and I
ecstoamltant action which these words express* we must seek
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some understanding ot their meaning and their relationship one 
to another* It will be imperative that precise definitions be 
assigned to them, in spite of an awareness that these deflnl* 
tlona »iy be arbitrary and even tentative*

Fundamental to the study of these terms is a careful 
distlnctlcMa between the concepts people and nation* Both are 
the products of historical evolution, but a people comes into 
being by a alow psychological process, whereas the rise of a 
nation implies today merely a political processI the creation 
of a state*X That such was not always the concept of the word 

nation will be demonstrated subsequently*
People* A mere arbitrary combination or collection of 

men has never given rise to a People *2 Even the freely given 

social contract of a group of individuals cannot create one* 
To form a people, the experiences and fortunes of several gener* 
ations must cooperate, and its permanence is never certain 
until a succession of families have handed down Its accumulated 
culture from generation to generation* The essence of a people, 
which la understandable only from a psychological point of view, 
lies in its civilisation. Its cohesion, and Its separation from 
other peoples* Its Innate qualities can be revealed only in

1 'jen'K*-TBluntsohli, The Theory of the State* p* 83*

2 1,00* olt*



the Mutual spirit which Inspires it
nation* The word nation is provocatively aiabiguous*

As derived from the Latin natio» it meant birth or race, and 
signified a tribe or social grouping based on real or fancied 
comnunity of blood, and usually possessed of a common language* 

s t* * t

In the Greek, we find this Idea expressed by the word ethnos* 
which means a multitude or company distinguished fr«n the 
Greeks*3 This is shown clearly In the Hew Testament, as In
Matthew ^:li|.-lSt

F /2
 0^6 v GuXiuCC (4 G

r»A,x6 l Cl T* CUI/

a <-_A/£ XA tt ^14

IT f /O &V TO? llo P J a A/tiU
A/ C(j Aj - .

Matthew 10i5t.
_ - * - e 1 5 o <Tov X 6 v to v fl a it t _X_.0^ Tt 

£/$ "rr o\ w £. 6X4. nz) t./ T tuv X LircX^i'jTL

and Luke 2i32i
<t>u>^ t #5 c< it o P. a Ay V ft/ G Vu? 1/  

During the Middle Ages, the word nation denoted, rather 
loosely, a group oharaoterlsed by ccmmunlty of origin, language, 
and custom* The faculty and student body of medieval unlver* 
cities were not infrequently divided Into "nations*n Du Cange 
defines the term thusi 

p. 115. Karl Foyerabend, editor, A Greek-English Dictionary*
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Hatlones In quae etudioritia een Aaaderalarum Sabo* 

laitlai dlvlduntur, quae in alngulla quatemo fere 
aeaper deflnluntui* mmeroi verbi gratia Farlalenela 
quatuor natlonlbua c(matat Franclae, Ploardlae, 
Hormaglaee et Gertaanlae quae olio Angllae dloebatur

Du Boulay, the eeventeenth*aentury historian of the 
University of Parle* defined the tens nation for Parle ae *the 
corporation or aesoolatlon of Rasters* teaching • • • all the 
arte. Inscribed In the name roll* and living under the ease 
laws, ordinaries and chiefs•*

The reason for designating these aesoclations of students 
or Rasters as "nations* cannot be detertolned with certainty*^ 

The application of the term say have had some relation to the 
Roman and Greek ousttos of referring to peoples outside the city 
ae •nations** ae a synonym for foreigner#

Evidently, during the Middle Agee* the meaning of the 
nation hovered between what we now call "region* or ^>rov* 

Ince* with only a vague foreshadowing of •nationality** Kations 
In the present-day sense could hardly be eald to exist in those

Charles Du Frame Du Cange* Gloss ar lum mediae et 
infimae Latinltatlo* n*p*

5 Cesar E* Du Boulay* Ristorla Universltatis ParislensIs* 
Vol* X* p# 250* cited by Has tl hjm feash<dall* Hte 1bnl ver a j t f ea 
of Europe In the Middle Ages* Vol# I* p* 3157^
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daye, when, for Western Europe at least, Christianity was the 
eoBsoon fatherland*?

A more natural iseanlng was that a nation eonstltuted 
an ethnle and religious eommunlty, with some rights of self- 
government, but on a non-terrltorlal basis* Thus the Jews, 
without land or language of their own, formed a ’nation*” 
Shylook, in The Merchant of Venloe I* ill* 1^9*53# says:

Ee hates our sacred nation, and he rails. 
Even there where merchants most do congregate. 
On me, my bargins and my well-won thrift, 
Which he calls interest* Cursed be my tribe. If X forgive him! 8

It was not long after thia impassioned speech, with its 
linkage of ’nation" and "tribe,* that seventeenth-century jurists 
and publicists began employing the word nation to describe the 
composition of peoples within a sovereign political state, re
gardless of any racial or linguistic unity, and thia defini
tion still enjoys general sanction*9

Rationality* It was In part to cospensate for the abuse 
of the word nation that the word nationality was coined in the * * * * 8 9

< Albert Guerard, "Herder1 s Spiritual Heritage! Ration
alism,' Romantleism^ Democracy,*. The World Trend Toward Ration-
alism. Vol* 17U (Philadelphia I THe lotir lean Academy of" Politi
cal and Social Sciences, 193^), p* !•

8 Hardin Craig, editor, Shakespeare* p* 332*

9 Carlton J* H* Hayes, Essays on Nationalism* p* ^*
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X7 
early portion of the nineteenth century, and incorporated 
into aoet European language!• Thereafter, nation denoted a 
eoverelgn political state, and nationality wae used in refer* 
enoe to a gro^p of people speaking the same language and oh* 
serving the same customs ,1® To the philologist, this def ini* 

tion has certain obvious defects, coming about from a confu* 
eion of the word ethnos with natioe which, as has been Indi* 
sated, have entirely different linguistic backgrounds and 
meanings* Two writers in this field have felt this difficulty* 
Kohn sayst 

nationalities are the product of the historical 
development of society* They are not identical with 
clans, tribes or folk groups**bodles of men united 
by actual or supposed common descent or by a ooomon 
habitat* Ethnographic groups like these existed 
throughout history, from earliest times on, yet they 
do not form nationalitiesl. they are nothing but 
•ethnographic material" out of which under certain 
ciroumstances, a nationality might arise* Even if a 
nationality arises, it may disappear again, absorbed into a larger or new nationality**1

Pillsbury makes much the same comment I 
nationality is an affair of the mind or spirit, 

not • • • of physical relationships* The only way to 
decide whether or not an individual belongs to one nation or another is to ask him*l»

IbidT, p*

11 Hans Kohn, The Idea of Nationalism* p* U*

12 W* B* Pillsbury, The Psychology of Nationality and 
Internationalism* p* 5*
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The conolual©n> then, geeme Inesoapable—the basis of 

nationality cannot be found,,either historically or psyoholo* 
gically, in Inherent mental or spiritual dlfferencee among 
peoples, or for that matter. In racial heredity or physical 
environment, It la a group^onsoiousness, and is therefore a 
psychological and sociological fact, but any psychological or 
sociological explanation la inadequate in its interpretation* 

In a discussion of thia group^consclousneas, It la seen 
that nationality la not an absolute, although efforts have been 
made to raise it to such a quality* These efforts have prima* 
rlly centered around the concept that blood or race is the 
basis of nationality, and that it exists eternally and carries 
with it an unchangeable aubatance* Secondarily, it la aeen 
aa the Volksgelat^the ever-welling spring of nationality and 
all ita attributes* Theas theories cannot be accepted in the 
light of historical perspective and scientific investigation* 13 

nationalities come into existence only when certain ob
jective bonds delimit a social group* A nationality usually 
has several of these attributes! very few have all of them* 
The most usual of them are a common language, a common histori
cal tradition, a belief of its meiribera that they constitute a 
distinct cultural eooiety, and a comon territory, or the state

Hayes, og* cit** p* 8*
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Among the cultural attributes of nationality, language 

is and has been pre*emlnent) in fact, the formation of most 
modern nationalities has been historically dependent upon the 
development of particular languages.

Language as a determinant of nationality has been criti* 
olsed by many writers, of Whom Kohn may be regarded as typical# 
Ke cites In support of hie contention that "there are many 
nationalities who have no language of their own—like the Swiss, 
who speak four different languages, or the Latin American nation
alities, all of whom speak Spanish or Portuguese#*^ These 

citations mi^ht be multiplied, but ultimately they are equally 
irrelevant, for the difficulty of this school of thought arises 
either from a confusion of nationalities with political enti
tles, or from a failure to recognize the fluid and dynamic 
nature of nationality#X5

It is easy to understand why language should be the 
principal component in forming and supporting a nationality# 
Uniformity of language tends to llke-mindedness, to the develop
ment of an inclusive set of ideas as well as words# Like-minded 
persons tend to develop’ a consciousness of themselves as members 
of a group with responsibilities co-existing between themselves 
and other members of that group—in other words, to constitute 
a tribe or nationality#

Ope Pit## p# 1U#
Hayes, og# 2j&*t p# 11|.#
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The seaond. attribute of a nationality—the cherishing 

of a comon historical tradition—was flrat stressedlby 
Rousseau*^ Hot only do men naturally recall certain outstand* 

Ing events In their own lives, but also, as a part of their 
group-oonaciouaness, they have a tendency to preserve and even 
augment the recollections of past decisive moments in the life 
of the linguistic group to which they belong. They are often 
prone to commemorate the group*s heroic figures and its prowess 
In battle. These innate tendencies, which doubtless are assool* 
ated psychologically with man*a group consciousness, combine 
with his sense of chronological unity and his moimiry endowment 
to fora the traditions upon which nationality most conspicuously 
thrives*

Coincident with the accumulation of historic traditions 
appears the tendency to personify the group and to view the 
nationality as an historical personage* All such porsonlflca- 
tlons operate emotionally upon Individuals, presenting them, 
with a glorified picture of the spirit, the principle, the ideal 
of their group, and thereby persuade them to a deeper loyalty 
to their common nationality*!?

Kohn, op. clt** p* 11|.*

G* E* Partridge, The Psychology of Hat Ions* p* 8$*



The third distinguishing mark of a' nationality is the 
belief that its Bembers compose a distinct cultural society, 
possessing a living and active corporate will* Every nation* 
ality has a cultural pattern all its own, a distinctive combi* 
nation of institutions, customs, and art* Too much emphasis 
as well as too little »ay be placed upon this unity of culture* 
Within a nation there nay be—and frequently la—a wide pattern 
of divergencies, and on the other hand, improvenent in travel 
and conmunications have undoubtedly given an impetus toward a 
uniformity of culture on a world*wide scale• In spite of thia, 
each nationality tends to regard itself as a center of culture 
Which is dissimilar to any other*

The fourth distinguishing mark of a nationality is its 
common territory**the state* This degree of political indo* 
pendence need not be present when -a nationality originates, 
but in such cases, (as with the Csechs in the late eighteenth 
century, or the Zionists in our own) it is frequently the memo
ry of a prior state or the aspiration toward statehood which 
characterises a nationality*

Among primitive men, tribe differs from tribe not only 
in language and religion, but also in form of government* With 
the development of civilisation, loyalty to a tribal chief 
evolved into loyalty to his corsnand, and this in turn to loyalty 
to the political institutions of the state* Wot infrequently 



a dynasty has been the intezmediate agent between the tribal 
chieftain and the abstraot idea of the political state*
Partridge feele that this idea of the political state has com* 
mended a high degree of loyalty,and certainly in the experi
ence of the Hebrews, the Egyptians, and the Romans, polities 
powerfully aided the transition from tribe to nationality*

In suBwiary then, we may say that nationality finds its 
basis in cultural foundations) that a nationality usually con
sists of a group who shax»e a common language, who cherish oommon 
historical traditions, who constitute a distinct cultural unit) 
and who look back to, possess, or anticipate a coesson territory* 
Yet we need to remember that!

Nationalities, as ’•ethnographic material,* as ”prag- 
vatic* and accidental factors in history, existed for 
a very long tisie) but only through the awakening of 
national consciousness have they becoae volitional and *absolute* factors in history* The extensive use of 
the word "nationality* must not blind ua to the fact 
that the lack of this voluntaristic element makes what 
are sometimes called nationalities of the period before 
the rise of modern nationalism fundamentally different 
from nationalities of the present time* To base nation
ality upon "objective* factors like race Implies a re
turn to primitive tribalism. In modern times it has 
been the power of an idea, not the call ofablood, that has constituted and molded nationalities**^

Nationalism* A natural outgrowth of the concept of 
nationality is nationalism, and today there Is preached and 
practiced a two-fold doctrinal

X8 Ibid** pp* 8^-85*

Kohn, og* p* 16*
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<!)• • • eaoh nationality should oonstituta a united 

Independent sovereign state, and, (2)• « • every nation
al state should expect and require of its altIsens not 
only unquestioning obedience and suprene loyalty, not 
only an exclusive patriotism, but also unshakable faith 
in its surpassing exoellenoe over all other nationali
ties and lofty pride in its peculiarities and its desti
ny# This Is nationalism and it is a modern phenomenon#^0 
[Jtalloa aiinej

It has been demonstrated that always In the history of 
mankind there has been some oognisance of the fact that lin- 
galstio, historical, and cultural peculiarities of a group-make 
its members kindred among themselves and extraneous to other 
groups# It has not, however, been until very recently that 
whole peoples have been Inculcated with the belief that every 
Individual owes an allegiance to his nationality) that nation
ality is the ideal unit of political organisation) and that in 
the final analysis all other human loyalties must be in relation
ship to a national state# These tenets are the essence of modern 
nationalism#

Both the idea and the fora of nationalism were developed 
prior to the Ago of Kationalism# In the Old Testament we find 
religion in various countries closely identified with tribal 
concepts# The story of Kaaman, the Syrian, demonstrates clearly 
how the worship of a given god was related to the country and 
the actual soil over which he ruled#21

Hayes, op. filSe, p* 26#
21 II Kings 5il ffe



The isuah debated book of Jonah has its great hlstorloal 
slgnlfloanoe because it throws such vivid light upon the struggle 
of religion to escape the limitations of nationalism* The 
story is probably a satire to ridicule the nationalistic con
cept of Jahweh.22

These incidents# as revealing as they were# do not, how* 
ever# present the entire picture# for the ancient Jews did not 
think of themselves as blest because they spoke Hebrew and lived 
In Palestine and constituted a national state* They were a 
chosen people because they believed in Jahweh# a belief Which 
transcended nationality* The foreigner who could say with Ruth# 
*Thy God shall be my God#”23 was admitted to full membership 

in a religious group# not a national group*
Later in time# this universalism became the dominant 

note of the early Christian teachings* The Roman Empire had 
converted the orbem terrarum into one city with a common history 

! * 
In time# and the church gave it an organic unity with eternity* 
This universalism of the Empire# which was rooted in Hellenistic 
civilisation but devoid of the exclusiveness of the Greek state# 
prepared the earth for the universalism of Christianity* Later, 
these two concepts—the universalism of the Church and the

^ Albert W* Heaven# "The Meaning for Religious of the 
World Trend toward Rationalism#* The World Trend Toward Ration* allsm# Vol* 174 (Philadelphiat American Aca<f<May of ToHtl*
cal and Social Sciences# 1934) * P« 66*

Ruth 1116.
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universaliBm of the Empire—came into oonfllot, and in theX^ 

atruggle the church emerged vietorioua.
During the Middle Ages# nationalism, in the sense under

stood today, did not form any essential part of the communal 
mind* There was a primitive and natural feeling of a common 
language or homeland, especially in the latter part of the 
Middle Ages, and one of tribal cohesion in the earlier part* 
The decentralisation within those territories which were to 
later form nations did not permit that degree of political and 
emotional Integration which is essential to modern nationalism*

During the period of the Holy Boman Entire, the problem 
of nationalism passed into the background because of the unify
ing power of the Church, but with the dissolution of that em
pire, the medieval synthesis of Church and Empire came to an 
end, and nationalism again became a socio-political force• The 
Reformation, which laid the foundations for state churches with
in the different nations, was caused partly by a resurgence of 
the nationalistic spirit, and in part it Implemented that same 
tendency* The causes of the Reformation were devious, but the 
intimate association of the Church with Feudalism was certainly 
an important factor* Medieval conditions were rapidly passing 
away, and the new life in Christendom called for a progressive 
stand in religious matters as in other affairs*. A new life re
sulting from the Crusades, the rise of commerce and industry.

1
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the rise of tradesmen and workers* the evolution of the univer* 
sity* and the discovery of the art of printing bad united to 
develop a ehanged attitude toward the old problems and prepared 
Western Europe for a rapid evolution out of the medieval oondi* 
tions which had for so long dominated all action and thinking.^ 

The rise of vernacular languages in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries tended to emphasise nationality* for not 
even the best-educated person could be expected to be familiar 
with all the languages spoken In Europe • Writers in English 
began to stress what was peculiar to England) French writers 
performed the same function in Finance) and Italian writers did 
the same In Italy* Gradually national characterlstias were 
imaginatively depicted and national aspirations voiced* 
Shakespere, in Kins Rlohard II* II* 1# 1^0-50, penned the praises 
of England thus I

• • * This royal throne of kings* this scepter* d isle* 
This earth of majesty* this seat of Mars* 
This other Eden* dami-paradlse*
This fortress built by nature for herself 
Against infection and the hand of war* 
Thia happy breed of men* this little world* 
This precious stone set in the silver sea. 
Which serves it in the office of a wall 
Or as a moat defensive to a house. 
Against the envy of less happier lands. 
Thia blessed plot, thls^earth, this realm, this England, * * **5

Kohn, og. cite* pp* 119 et soq*
Craig, op. bit., p* l|.85*
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A scant fifty years later In a work entitled The Second 
Defense of the English People by John Milton. Engllshmane In 
Reply to an Infamous Book Entitled ’Cry of the King*s Blood,* 
may be readi

A grateful recollection of the divine goodness Is 
the first of human obligations! and extraordinary 
favors demand more solemn and devout acknowledgementst 
with such acknowledgements I feel It my duty to begin 
this work. First, because I was bom at a time when 
the virtue of my fellow*oitiserui, far exceeding that 
of their progenitors in greatness of soul and vigor of 
enterprise, having Invoked Heaven to witness the justice 
of their cause and been clearly governed by its directions, 
has succeeded in delivering the commonwealth from the 
most grievous tyranny • • • • And next, because when 
there suddenly arose against us many, who, as is usual 
with the vulgar, basely calumniated the most Illustrious 
achievements • • • X, who was neither deemed unequal 
to so renowned an adversary, nor to so groat a subject, 
was particularly selected by the deliverers of our 
country, and by the general suffrage of the public, 
openly to vindicate the rights of the English nation, 
and consequently of liberty Itself • • • ♦ For who la 
there, who does not identify the honor of his country 
with his own?*®

Certainly here is a^ clear Indication of the evolving national 
consciousness*

By the third quarter of the eighteenth century, national 
characteristics were not merely acknowledged, but they became 
a source of pride# The majority of historians agree that the 
beginnings of modern nationalism date from this period# a# P# 
Gooch says, “Nationalism is a child of the French Revolution#*^?

26 The Prose Works of John Mil ton • • • with a preface, 
preliminary remarks and notes7 by J# A • St • John, I, 217#

Studies in Modern History# p# 217#



Hayea at ate a that "Katlonallaa is modern, very modejm."28 

and Kohn says that ^Nationalism as we understand it is not 
older than the aeeond half of the eighteenth century. Its 
first great manifestation was the French Revolution, which 
gave the new movement a dynamle force*29

The events of this period which brought the seed grow* 
Ing secretly to fruition were, first, the French Revolution 
which promulgated the dogma of national demooracy* The theo
retical basis of popular sovereignty, which predicated thia 
dogma had already been prepared by hooke, Rousseau, Jefferson 
and others.

The French Revolution made many definite and signal . 
contributions to the subsequent, almost universal 
practice of nationalism* It strengthened the lay 
state at the expense of th# church, and while allowing 
to individuals a considerable latitude of eocleaiastl* 
cal affiliation, it inculcated the doctrine that all 
sitIsens owed their first and paramount loyalty to the 
national state and it prescribed quasl-religious rites 
before altars of la patrie and over the remains of the 
dead * pour la patrie •* It inaugurated such nationalist 
forms as the national flag, the national anthem, and 
national holidays. It insisted upon lingula tie unifor* mity»3u

The second event of thia period which exerted influence 
on nationalism was the Industrial Revolution. On first thought.

Esgays in Nationalism, p. 29*

Sfil JS2& of Nationalism, p. )•
5° Hayes, og. cit., p. 47*
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it night appear that thia laid foundation! for internatlonalien 
rather than natlonallan* for It hai plainly brought national 
group! Into closer contact with each other* Closer observa
tion indicates, however# that Its effects# important as they 
have been on the world at large# have had much more influence 
within the national states* Because of the Industrial Revolu
tion, production of goods was greatly increased# but the organi
sation of production remained on a national basis* The chief 
instruiaents of communication wore usually owned# or at least 
controlled# by national governroente* Doasstic consisaptlon of 
production increased more rapidly than did foreign consumption* 
The instrumentalities of trade—money# credit# and banking— 

were organised on a national basis# and even Labor organised 
itself on those lines*

The increase of wealth which resulted from the Industrial 
Revolution brought about a clear recognition of economic wealth 
as an instrument of power politics* This new economy further 
strengthened the state# and thus contributed to natlonallstlo 
tendencies by making ths state as self-suf fie lent and as rich 
in induetrlal potential as possible*

Mercantilism represented the eoonomle counterpart of political etatiam* In practice it sought to bring 
all phases of econonlc life under royal control* In 
theory# at least# mercantilists were almost pathetic 
In their childlike belief in the omnipotence and ©ffinl- 
competenoe of the central government# Was anything
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wrong, the king should, end could, remedy It* Did an abuae exist, the king could annihilate It by an edict* 
Was an undertaking deeirable, the king could Initiate it and make it a eucoeaa,^*

The purpose of meroantlllsm was to strengthen the state 
and its power in international political but it became no more 
than a schema Imposed from above, trying to achieve a national 
unity which It in reality never approached, continuing in many 
ways the medieval confusion and disruption of economic life, 
and leaving provinces, cities and villages as centers of eco* 
nomle life.

The third element in the promulgation of nationalism 
was the literary and philosophical romanticism exemplified by

H i*'Schlegel, and Lessing in Oermanyi Chauteaubrlad and 
Rousseau in Francs I and Sir Walter Scott and Wordsworth in
England,

Tains says of thia periods
Thus rises the modem man. Impelled by two sent!* 1 

sents, one damocratls, the other philosophic* From 
the shallows of his poverty and Ignorance he rises 
with effort, lifting the weight of established society 
and admitted dogmas, disposed either to reform or to 
destroy them, and at once generous and rebellious* 
Then two currents from France and OercAny at this 
moment swept into England* The dykes there were so 
strong, they could hardly force their way, entering 
more slowly than elsewhere, but entering nevertheless* 
They made themselves a new course between the ancient

Charles Woolsey Cole, Colbert and a Century ofFrench Reroantillem.I* 2>* w



barriers# end widened without bursting thorn# by e. peace* 
fuX'&nd alow transformation which continues till this day#^

Romanticism had a well*defined tendency toward nation
alism. Its interest in the commcci man stimulated the study 

• * * \ 

and revival of folk-ways# folk-legends# and folk-emislo. It 
was primarily a literary movement# and consequently exalted folk- 

* * * ♦ 

language> folk-literature# and folk-culture. As Talne points out# 
it possessed certain philosophical attributes which gave to 
every folk a soul and inherent mental qualities and dis
tinguishing manners and customs*

These three movements—the French Revolution# the Industri
al Revolution# and Roman tl ci so—made possible# and perhaps in
evitable# the process of nationalism as we know it today# and 
with which# as a part of our cultural heritage# this study is • e
concerned* In consequence of this historical background# nation
alism will be defined in this study as the group-oonsclousness 
of a people# which recognises the nation-state a« the ideal 
form of political organisation and the nationality as a source 
of creative cultural energy* It is the loyalty of men one to 
another and to the nation# inasmuch as their lives are rooted 
in and enriched by its welfare 1^3

11 Eh^itsh Literature# trans* H* Van L&un#
# 227-2^11* n"T „ ‘

^Adapted from Kohn# op* clt*# p* 16i
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progreeelve development of mankind in it* eearoh for Identl 
flcatlon with a group*



CHAPTER XII

HATIOKAMSM VIEWED I» PRIMARY POLITICAI, 
DOCUSEHTS ASD WRITIRGS

The iaolated word nationaliBm le only » phonetlo 
or written sytabol with no referent by itiiloh Ite weaning 
ean be determined, end to beeome intelligible it must 
be plaeed in a speelfle context* The eignifieanoe of 
nationalism becomes apparent only when It is examined 
In the light of those attitudes which have nurtured it, 
and it is with such attitudes that this chapter la 
coneerned*

The famous paragraph in Creveeoeur1 a Letters of 
an Aroerloan Farmer contains the rhetorical questionI 
•what, then, la the Amerlean, this new mant*^ It will 

be the function of this unit to demonstrate, by ref* 
erenoe to writings of primary political aignlflcanoe, 
those nationalistic concepts which enabled Creveooeur 
in his day, and will enable us in ours, to answer that 
question*

Those writings which form the basis of the American 
governmental system, together, with certain others of

' . 1 jay B* Hubbell, editor, American Life In
Literature* I, 180*
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politioal origin or elgnirioanoe, fora the background 
of this study. They ere relatively few in number and 
are treated* for the most part* in the majority of the 
textbooks analysed*® Their Importanoe osrnnot be over* 

em^iaalaod* for in them la dlaoarned the genesis of the 
national mind and the concept of nationalism* These 
writings have been treated In the light of the historical 
milieu which produced them* for they are but represents* 
tlve seleotlons indicative of man*a quest for freedom*

In dealing with the pragmatie origins of our 
system of political organisation* Raymond Gettell saysi

The American governmental system* in its organi
sation and in its polloles* has been based to a 
relatively small degree upon abstraot and philo
sophical political speculation* Like the Romans 
in ancient times* and like the English, from whom 
our political Ideas were originally derived* the 
Americans have been Influenced far more by practi
cal oonslderatlone and have shaped their policies 
to meet actual conditions* rather than to corres
pond with a priori deductions of political dost* 
Fine* Impractical Ideals have seldom received 
wide accaptanoe in America, nor have Americana 
been particularly concerned with logical oonalst- 
ency In their political principles* In many 
respects Americans have not attempted to work out 
a cosprohenalve phlloaopiiy of politics* nor to 
formulate definitely their national policy in 
domestic or in foreign affairs* Conditions have 
been met as the need arose| and political theory 
has usually been able to adjust itself to changing 
conditions without serious Intellectual

®3ee Appendix B*
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dlaoomfort, and to atato Ita pplnoiplaa to justify 
the aooompllehed faot»«>

This "lack of a oompi^henaive philosophy of poli
tics* did not prevent the formation of contMtctual agree- 
ments among the early colonists of this oountry* and in 
these early doouawnts and writings we can discern the 
beginnings of the republican form of government which 
ultimately eventuated In the Constitution*

I

TIGS MAYFLOSER COMPACT

The colony of Plymouth was established in 1620 
by a small band of religious radicals known as Separatists* 
who represented an extreme wing of the prevailing group 
dissatisfied with religious and civil conditions In 
England* Their theooratle concepts are well-known*^ and 

It is not to be considered unusual that these early 
settlers should regard their new horn as a clvitas del* 
Before landing* they assembled in the cabin of the 
Mayflower and signed a coapact acknowledging themselves

"r"' J nistory of American Political Thought* p, 3»

Ray Allen Billington* et» al«* toe Making of 
American pemocraey* p. 13»
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• ♦ • th* loyall subjeota of our dread aoveralgne 

Lord, King Jasea • • • doe by those preaenta aolean* 
ly In the preaenoe of Ood, and one of v
another* covenant & oombine our aelvea togeather 
Into a oivlll body polltlok, for our better order* 
Ing & preservation & furtherance of the ends afore* 
aald> and by vertue hearof to enacte, constitute, 
and frame such lust & equall lawea, ordinances, 
acta, const1tutIona, & offices, from time to time, 
aa shall be thought most meete At eonvenlent for 
the generall good of the Colonie, unto which we prom* 
Ise all due aubmlasion and obedience • • •

This seems at first glanoe to lack all the funds* 
mentals of a political organism, but It waa sufficient for 
its purpose. It waa not an assertion of Independence, but 
arose from necessity, since there waa no other way to pre* 
serve order. It did not provide a plan of government, 
since the Separatists were more Interested in founding a 
spiritual than a political system. Situations shich called 
for joint action on the part of the colonists were deter* 
mined in a town*meeting,, but aa the colony grew thia became 
impractical, and a representative system of government waa 
established,® The act of the Pilgrims in thus establish* 

ing a provisional government was the first Instance of 
complete self*determination in our history

The Mayflower Compact,* Cited by E, A, Cross,

®3foaier Carer Hockett, political end Social Growth 
of the vn.lted stateaa492*1852rJ p. 655,

^Davld Saville Mussey, History of the American 
fepple.p, 48,
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and the first ©f a long serial which have oo our red in our 
history whenever pioneers have found them salve a in areas 
Where governmental function was wanting* Hockett says* 
"Experiences of thia kind undoubtedly did develop the*
American oread that *Governmenta derive their just powers 
from the consent of the governed*•”6

Lest too much emphasis be placed on the right of 
self-determination on the part of these early colonists* 
it la well to note thati

Xt la another cotmaon mistake to think that the 
Kew England leaders oaoe to Amorloa to found a 
colony where each man should have complete re
ligious freedom* To them individual religious 
freedom would have meant chaos* lurthensore. In 
a Bible Commonwealth like aassachusetts there 
could be no problem without religious bearings* 
No intellectual problem could be discussed without 
reference to the decisions of the magistrates and 
ministers* and all decisions regarding church doct
rine and discipline were enforced by civil author
ity* Under such a system there could ba no intellect
ual or political freedom* no more than there could be 
a religious freedom* There simply were no non- 
religious questions* * • • The state was governed 
aecording to Biblical injunction as interpreted by 
the rules* and any failure to conform to the stand
ard set by those in authority met with ismdlate 
punishment* In a theocracy those who Interpret God’s 
word are always highest In authority* and in 
kassachusetts ths place of interpreter was taken by 
the ministers**

^Hockett* ^p* cit*, p* 62.
^Russell Blankenship* American Literature,. pp* 78-79*
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Ctettell, in apeaklnc of the ease pUonomenon «ayai
In several ways* then, Purltanlsa was deeidedly 

undenooratio* It required leemberehip in a partic
ular churoh for the rltiit to take part in covern* 
Bent i it gave political preeminence to the clergy 
and the eldera* It found in the Cid Teetaoent 
Justification for theocracy sa the beat form of 
government in church and state, Puritan leaders 
openly denounced democracy as the meanest form of 
government, and upheld aristocracy as natural and 
preferable* John Winthrop insisted that the magis
trates were Qo&'t vicegerents* with authority 
beyond popular limitation or control* The people 
he considered as factious* overswayed by eaqpedlenay 
and self-interest* incapable of governing wisely* 
At the same time there were decidedly demooratle 
elements in the religious views of the colonists* 
The majority of them were dissenters from the 
established church of England* They came to America 
to secure religious freedom, end religious liberty 
and political liberty iiave ever gone hand in hand* 
There Is but a step from religious dissent to 
political opposition* The democratic system of 
congregational church government also gave rise to a 
dettooratla political spirit* Each congregation was a 
miniature republic* choosing its own pastor and church 
officers, controlling its own affairs, independent of 
other congregations* The same system was applied in 
the government of the comunity, and the spirit of 
local self-government was thereby fostered* Town 
meetings and boards of selectmen were the secular out
growth of church congregations and deacons. The 
social contract theory of which the Mayflower compact 
is an example had a special moaning to the colonists* 
This theory emphasised the importanee of the individual 
as the unit in both ecclesiastical and political 
society, since it was voluntary consent and not divine 
right that formed the basis of both church and state* 
Hence a germ of individualism and democracy existed 
which could not fail to develop under favorable condltlons.l0

olt** pp* 56-57*
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The oonospt of natural law, based upon universal 

reason, also appealed to those early colonist»• In 
their attempt to secure freedora of consolenoe they had 
become habituated to look beyond the authoritative laws 
of the state to the natural law and to their natural 
rights*

In dlsousainc the attitude of early colonial
leaders, Haymond Oettell oomentst

Mlllaja Penn believed that there were certain 
fundamental laws, eternal and unchangeable* 
Superficial laws, made to meet temporary needs, 
might be abrogated for the good of the state, 
but the fundamental laws of nature were not sub* 
leot to human alteration* John Wise stated that 
"wise and provident nature, by the dictates of 
right reason, excited by the moving suggestions 
of humanity, and awed by the just demands of 
natural liberty, equity, equality and principles 
of self-preservation, originally drew up the 
scheme** The House of Eepreaentatlves in 
Massachusetts quoted "the great Mr* Locke** to the 
effect that there was "a law antecedent and 
paramount to all positive laws of men*"**

These two doctrines—that of the natural law and 
of social contract—were especially relevant to conditions 
In the Hew World* The colonists found themselves in a 
state of nature, and by mutual consent they established a 
government* The contract hypothesis fitted exactly the 
olrcumstanoes under which political inetltutiona in

^Ibld** pp* 67*60
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Amarioa aame into beingand which led ultimately to 
the Conatltutlon*

II

LETTERS FROM AH AMERICAS FARMER

The Letters from an American Farmer* by Jean de 
CrevecoeuFt provides the next example of nationalism in

I
the material aurveyedj Those letters appeared In 1782,

!and underneath their protracted small talk is the firm 
xsubstance of economic fact# Crevecoeur, was a confirmed 

physiocrat, as evidenced by the warm humanitarianism and 
agrarian bias throughout his writings* As he studied the 
ways of colonial society, he could but wonder how the new 
American differed from his European ancestors* He was 
convinced that a new people was emerging in a new country, 
not in consequence chiefly of a new mixture of blood, but 
because of the potent influence of the mental and physical 
environment peculiar to the new nation* He sayai

Khat then is the American, this new man? He is 
either an European, or the descendent of an European, 
hence that strange mixture of blood, which you will 
find in no other country* I could point out to you 
a family whose grandfather was an Englishman* whose 
wife was Dutch, whoseson married a French woman.

18Ibld** p* 71* 
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and whose present four sons have now four wives of 
different nations* Ke la an Amerloan, who, leaving 
behind him all anolent prejudices end manners, 
receives new ones fxxam the new mode of life he has 
embraced, the new government he obeys, and the new 
rank he holds* He becomes an American by being 
received In the broad lap of our great Alma Mater* Here Individuals of all nations are mellTng into a 
new race of men, whose labors and posterity will one 
day cause great changes in the world* Americans 
are the western pilgrims, who are carrying along 
with them that great mass of arts, sciences, vigor, 
and Industry, which began long since in the east) they will finish the great circle*^

Here is found the concept of the Hew Wrld as an 
asylum for the oppressed of every country and race. The 
Hew World gave them an opportunity to own land, to enjoy 
the fruits of their own labor, and to assume their right
ful place In the Conduct of their government* It gave 
the colonist a sense of rare opportunism and abounding 
hope. This was part of the Idea of America, the *land 
flowing with milk and honey*“

Inasmuch as he was transplanted from the meager 
opportunities of the old world to the rich land and 
expansive spaces of America, the European underwent a 
subtle transformation* From economic individualism in 
the presence of unexploited natural resources, Crevecouer 
deduced the emergence of a new American attitude, which

^Siubbell, op* cit.. I, 180



ifrl 
tiltferentleted the Colonial froa the Zurpooan peaeenti

*• . «• * ’

Here he ieei» the Industry of his native oountry, 
displayed in a new Banner# and traces in their 
worJta the embryos of all the arts, solenoes and 
ingenuity which flourish in Europe# Here he be* 
holds fair cities# substantial villages# extensive 
fields# an immense country filled with decent 
houses# good roads# orchards# meadows* and bridges# 
where an hundred years ago all was wild# woody, and 
uncultivatedI

Wat a train of pleasing ideas this fair spectacle 
must suggest! It is a prospect which oust inspire a 
good citisen with the most heartfelt pleasure# The 
difficulty consists in the manner of viewing so 
extensive a scene# Be la arrived on a new continent? 
a modern society offers itself to his contemplation# 
different from Wat he had hitherto seen# It is not 
ootBpbaed# as in Europe# of great lords who possess 
everything, and of a herd of people who have nothing# 
* e • The rich and the poor are not so far removed from each other as they are In Europe#14

In these letters we see Wat might be called an 
adolescent nationalise—an attitude of mind which was 
born of the revolution and a oonsciousnesa of the unique 
destiny of America# This was enhanced# as can be seen In 
the passages quoted# by a belief that the Americans were 
a people apart# They had been drawn from many lands# and 
were smiled on by a bountiful providence which provided 
Infinite opportunities for a growth unparalleled in
history# As this became the heritage of succeeding decades# 
it came to occupy an lm£»ortant aspect of American nationalism.

178*179
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OM ARMING THE COLONY OF VIRGINIA

On March 23, 1775, was delivered the speech which 
today keeps alive the name of Patrick Henry, and which 
lifts him, in the belief of many, almost to the rank of a 
Hector or a Roland, In this speech, made before the 
second revolutionary conventitm of Virginia, he declared 
the futility of all further efforts for peace with England, 
and the instant necessity of preparing for war. In 
reality, it constituted his own individual declaration of 
war. As is the problem with so much of the political 
utterances of this period, it is necessaxy to Investigate 
briefly the background which precipitated it in order that 
we understand its full nationalistic implications,

Henry’s principal ideas concerning titxe Revolution 
rested upon hie denial of the supremacy of the British 
parliament. In justification for this point of view, he 
followed Sir Edward Coke who maintained that the common 
law controlled the acts of ParliaQent, The natural 
corollary of this la that when a law was against common 
right and reason, it might be adjudged null and void,®

^Edward Channing, Jk History of the United States, 
III, 24 et aqq, "" w
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Xn 1765 Henry beocuae a nesber of the Virginia House 

of Burgeaaee* and in the spring of that year he presented 
his celebrated *Virginia Eesolvese* by which the king was 
Infonaed, la effect* that If he signed any sore laws which 
the people of Virginia did not approve* they would pay no 
attention to thes#M . It was at the climax of the argument 

that Henry addressed the Xing In familiar words i
*Caesar had his Brutus| Charles the First his 

Cromwelli and George the Third [J1Treason,* shouted 
the speaker* ’’Treason,* "Treason,* rose from all 
sides of the room* The orator paused in stately 
defiance till these rude exelamations were ended, 
and then, rearing himself with a look of still 
prouder and fiercer determination* he eo closed 
the sentence as to baffle his accusers| without in the least flinching from his own position?] •• 
and George the Third may profit by their example* If this be treason* make the most of it***"

Whan the second revolutionary oonvontion of Virginia 
convened at Kiahmond* its members were well aware that one 
of the principal measures they would be called upon to 
decide would be that of local and unified military 
preparation* Henry moved the adoption of the following 
resolution!

x&koaes Colt Tyler* Patrick Henry* pp* 69 et. SQQ*
X^Ibid** p. 72*



Resolved* That a well-regulated militia* ooraposed of gentXeiaen end yeomen* la the natural strength and 
only aeourlty of a free government! that auch a 
militia in thia colony would forever render it un* 
neaeaaary for the mother country to keep among ua 
for the purpose of our defence any standing army of 
mercenary forces, always subversive of the quiet and 
dangerous to the liberties of the people, and would 
obviate the pretext of taxing ua for their support,

P.esolved# That the establishment of such a militia la at tills' time peculiarly necessary, by the state of 
our laws for the protection and defence of the country, 
some of which have already expired, and^others will 
shortly do ao| and that the known remlssiesa of govern* 
ment in calling us together in a legislative capacity 
renders it too insecure, in thia time of danger and 
dlatreas, to rely that opportunity will be given of 
renewing them in general assembly, or making any 
provlalun to secure our inestimable rights and liberties 
from those further violations with which they are 
threatened.

Resolved, therefore. That thia colony be Immedl* ate'ly put into a posture of defence | and that , • • 
be a committee to prepare a plan for the embodying, 
arming, and disciplining such a number of men as may be sufficient for that purpose,3*8

It seema difficult to account for the opposition 
which these resolutions engendered* It must be remembered 
that thia assembly waa not the legally constituted House of 
Burgesses, but a revolutionary convention, and it seema un* 
likely that the delegates were not in substantial sympathy 
with the prevailing revolutionary spirit•

l^Xbld?, pp, 134-135.



It la» of oourae, pooalble that those Imbued with 
revolutionary principle# might have taken issue with these 
resolution# had they been marked by any startling novelty 
in doctrine» or by anything extreme or violent in wording* 
They contained nothing essential tvhloh had not been approved 
by similar convention# in other eolonlea* *It is safe to 
•ay that no man who had within him enough of the revolution* 
ary spirit to have prompted his attendance at a revolution
ary oanventlon could have objected to any essential Item in 
Patrick Henry*# resolutions*'’^®

The best explanation of the opposition which was en
countered rest# In the special Interpretation put upon them 
In the speech which Henry made In moving their adoption* 
Before that time, no public body In America had openly spoken 
of a war with Great Britain as more than highly probable« but 
still not inevitable* Henry not only spoke of It a# inevitable 
but endeavored to induce the Convention of Virginia to apeak 
of It In the same manner* Similar conventions in other 
colonies had merely recognised the proximity of war* Patrick 
Henry would have Virginia virtually declare war*

' l^ibid** p* 136*



. Henry be^en the speech 8kllfullye giving recog*
# nltion to the ability and the patriotism of "those gentle* 

men who have just addressed the house*" but recognising 
the Importance of the opposition* he stated his positlont 

Should X keep back my opinions at such a time for 
fear of giving offense* X should consider myself as 
guilty of treason towards my country* and of an act 
of disloyalty toward the Majesty of Heaven which I revere above all earthly things• • « *^0

There is no adulation for the things of royalty 
here* nor is there any concept of loyalty to England* The 
inflammatory tenor of the speech militated against any 
rational development of ideas and concepts, and while there

' la little of nationalism as such In the speech* Its entire 
tone is one that predicates no other motive* If the yokes 
of loyalty to Britain are to be thrown off* what then?
Henry makes no specific answer to the question, but it seems 
obvious with his repeated use of "we" and "our" that he 
possessed a concept of political unity within this country* 
This in Itself was the beginning of allegiance and common 
bonds based on loyalty rather than blood*

The country was on the way to revolution in order to 
prevent "the price of chains and slavery*" and Henry was the 
high priest of its cause*

eoMa;-; 136>



IV

THE DECLARATX03 OP IMDEPEKDEKCK

e • • the principle 
That all men are created free and equal. • e 
That1* a hard royitery of Jeffer*on*a« 
What did he mean? Of oourae the easy way 
It to deelde 16 simply Isn’t true.
It may not be. I heard a fellow aay to.
But never mind, the Welahman got It planted 
Where 16 will troucle us a thousand years. Each age will have to reconsider lt.21
The Declaration of Independence, as drawn up by 

Thomas Jefferson, was the final proof that the teachings 
of John Doeke were not limited to a particular time or 
place. It contains both the general political philosophy 
of the American Revolution, and the speciflo causes of re
sistance to the mother country. It should not be regarded 

*
as ths instrument by ^Uch the Continental Congress first 
gave notice of our Independence, for the resolution 
declaring our separation from England had been passed on 
July 8, 1776. The Virginia delegation had taken the lead 
in this,movement tea? Independence, and its chairman, 
Richard Benry Zee# had submitted a resolution as early as 
JUne 7, 1776, thati

^^Robcrt Prost, *The Black Cottage,* Worth of 
Boston, pp. 63-55,



♦ * #these united Colonies are, and of right ought 
to be, free and Independent states| that they ere ab
solved from all allegiance to the British crown, and 
that all political eonneotlon between them and the 
state of Great Britain is and ought to be,totally 
dissolved,**

By July 1, 1776, Pennsylvania was the only Colony 
with a majority of delegates opposing independence, but 
with the struggle going against them, and with a strong 
trend favoring Independence in Pennsylvania, Robert Morris 
and John Dickinson, the old guard of the Pennsylvania 
delegation, absented themselves from Congress on July 2, 
1776, This permitted an almost unanimous vote of the 
colonies—although not of the delegates themselves—In 
favor of Independence, Because the vote of a colony was 

determined by the vote of the majority of its delegates, 
evidence of diversity of opinion in Congress was not 
revealed to the people. The delegation from Rew York was 
not instructed, and did not vote on July second. On July 
fourth, when the Declaration of Independence was adopted, 
Kew York still declined to vote, and it was not until July 

23 fifteenth that It formally Joined the rebellious colonies,

—■iw — ■»;n•^Davld Saville Muszey, History of the American 
People,d« 126,

23lbid., p, 127,
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Thomae Jefferson was almost wholly responsible for 
the oomposition of the Declaration. At the first meeting 
of the committee appointed for Ita execution, the other 
members**John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Roger Sherman, and 
Robert Livlngston**An81sted that he do the work.8*

8®^oses Colt Tyler, “The Declaration of Independence 
in the Light of Modern Criticism,* Forth American Review, 
47611-16, JUly, 1896.

27Ibid., pp. 1-2.
88Ibid., p. 6.

The draft which Jefferson submitted to Congress was 
greatly modified before It was voted on, and in all cases 
for the better. Carl Becker says, "On the whole it must be 
said that Congress left the Declaration better than it found 
it. The few verbal changes that were made improved the

2S phraseology, I am inclined to think. In almost every case.”
Today, no one claims that there was anything original 

In the ideational content.Rufus Choate said of it that 
it was made up of “glittering and resounding generalities 
of natural right.Richard Henry Lee, who had submitted 
the original resolution of independence, scoffed at It as 
a work “copied from Locke’s ’Treatise on Government.’*8®

^Percy H. Boynton, Literature and American Life, 
p. 149.

8®The Declaration of Independence I A Study in 
the History oT Politic al Tdeaa. p. 194. **



The historian John Stockton Utt ell described it as "that 
enduring monument at onoe of patriotism* and of genius and 
skill in the art of appropriation#*29

Too much has been said in generalisation concerning 
the oonoepts incorporated in the PeeleratIm> and too little 
has been said in specif 1c detail# Becker characterises it 
thus I

• • » It makes a strong bid for the reader’s 
Interest* But it was beyond the power of Jefferson 
to impregnate the Declaration with qualities that 
would give to the reader’s asset the moving force 
of profound conviction* With all its precision, 
its concise rapidity, its clarity, its subtle iw 
plications and engaging felicities, one misses a 
certain unsophisticated directness, a certain sense 
of impregnable solidity and massive strength, a 
certain effect of passion restrained and deep con
victions held In reserve, which would have given 
to It that accent of perfect sincerity and that 
emotional content which belong to the grand 
mannor**that passion under control which lifts prose to the level of true poetry*50

In contrast with this attitude. Hoses Colt Tyler sayai
Had the Declaration of Independence been, what 

many a revolutloaary state paper is, a clumsy, ver
bose, and vaporing production, not even the robust 
literary taste and the all-fbrglvlng patriotism of 
the American people could have endured the wear!* 
neas, the nausea, of hearing its repetition in ten 
thousand different places, at least onoe every 
year, for so long a period* nothing which has not 
supreme literary merit has ever trlumjhantly en
dured such an ordeal, or ever been subjected to it* 
Ho man can adequately explain the persistent fascination 
which this state-paper has had, and which it still has, 
for the American people, or for its undlmlnlshed power 
over them, without taking into account Its extraordinary

^LocTTit,

Silo PP» 821-222*
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literary oerlts—lt» poeaeaalon of the witchery of true 
subetanew wedded to perfect forsi—ita massivenesa and 
inoiaivnesa of thought, its art in the marshaling of 
the topics with which it deals * its symmetry, its energy, 
the definiteness and limpidity of its statements, its 
exquisite dlotion—at once terse, musical and electrical) 
and, as an essential part of this literary outfit, many 
of those spiritual notes which can attract and enthrall 
our hearts,—veneration for Ood, veneration for man, 
veneration for principle, respect for public opinion, 
moral earnestness, moral courage, optimism, a stately 
and noble pathos, finally, self•sacrificing devotion to 
a cause so great as to be herein identified with the 
happiness, not of one people only, or of one race only, but of human nature itself,5*

5^The Literary History of the American devolution* 
I, S20-621<F

The Declaration is made up of four parts I a 

preamble, two sections in the body of the document, and a 
conclusion* It opens with a sentence acknowledging that 
”a decent respect to the opinions of mankind* demands an 
explanation of the momentous step which was to take place* 
This can be held to imply that the Declaration was written 
chiefly for foreign consumption, and that Jefferson,s 
primary purpose was to lay the cause of the United States 
before the tribunal of world opinion*

The first section of the body sets forth a political 
Ideology which indicates the prerogative of a people to 
establish, and to overthrow, its government* It readsi



We hold theee truth! to be eelf evident» that ell 
men are oreated equal, that they are endowed by their , 
Creator with certain unalienable rights) that anong 
these are life, liberty and the pursuit of Happiness* That to secure these rights, Govemaonts are instituted 
aaong Man, deriving their just power# froa the eonsent 
of the governed* That whenever any Form of Oovernaent 
beooaes destructive of tliese ends, it is the Right of 
the people to alter or abolish It, and to Institute new 
Government, laying its foundation on such prinolples 
and organising its powers in such fora, as to then seea most likely to offset their Safety and Happiness* ».* e52

^Citations from the Declaration of Independenoe are 
takentrom W* Leon Oodshall, editor, Prinolples and Functions
51 -Govexvroent. JLn the tJnlted States* to* loS? 's¥ aua*

The distinction of the Declaration of Independenoe 
today rests ohlefly on the above section* The reaalnder is

N ,a legalistic doouwent, written with a rare union of loftiness 
and grandeur, $he second seotion proceeds from a statement 
that governments eLong established should not be Changed for 
li^it and transient causes,* to a catalog of wrepeated in* 
juries and usurpations* of the "present King of Great Britain** 
It was the iniquity of the king which was held to be the prin
cipal, it not the only cause of Juserlca1! withdrawal from the 
empire♦ Parliamentary domination—which the colonist had 
denounced for a decade—was almost entirely t orgotten* It la 
not unlikely that In this manner Jefferson consciously paved 
the way for a representative democracy* The movement which 
Tas Falne had begun in Cosimon Sense* Jefferson Intended to 
complete In the Declaration of Independence* Equality and 
Liberty—government by consent of the governed—was the ideal 
held up to men* * 51
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That the Declaration waB*»and li**oharged with eaa* 

tlonal utteranae le indicated by the etatement of Tylert 
It did Indeed at laet, become very hard for 

ue to 11 a ten each yeir to the preamble of the 
Declaration of Independence* and still to remain 
the owners and users and eatchore of slaves| 
still harder to accept the doctrine that the 
righteousness and prosperity of slavery was to 
be taken as the dominant policy of the nation* 
The logic of Calhoun was as flawless as usual* 
when he concluded that the chief obstruction in 
the way of his system* was the preamble to the 
Declaration of Independence* Bad it not been for 
the inviolable sacredness given by it to those 
sweeping aphorlatos about the natural rights of 
man* it may be doubted whether* under the vast 
practical inducements Involved* Calhoun might not 
have sucoeedod in winning over an iimonse majo
rity of the American people to the support of his 
compact and plausible ache me for making slavery 
the basis of the republic* It was the preamble 
of the Declaration of Independence which elected 
Lincoln* which sent forth the Etianolpation Procla
mation* which gave victory to Grant* which ratified the Thirteenth Amendment*53

The reception given the Declaration of Independence 
was first of all emotional* and unrelated to Its specific 
ideas or language* lb put an end to the ineonsiatenoy of the 
colonial position, the ultimatum of the king had been.accepted 
It changed the struggle on the part of America from one of 
armed resistance to the unjustified acts of a recognised 

, > * i «

sovereign* to open war against a foreign king and state*

33Tyler* oj»» cite* p* 617*



tshether the Declaration ie true or false is of slight 
oonoern today) that it produced the intended result in its 
day Is enough* In the days ahead that were to try Bien’s souls, 
only the loftiest ideals and the most stirring maxims could 
sustain Americans in their struggle for freedom*

V V*

WHITINGS OP THOMAS PAIHK

Thomas Paine was born on January 29, 1737, in 
Norfolk County, Thetford England, the son of a Quaker father 
and Anglican mother*^4 He attended the local grammar school 

for a ahoirt time, and at thirteen began to work with his 
father as a staymaker* Three years later he became an excise* 
man, but was dismissed for recording places which he had not 
visited. In 1768 he again became an exalse»man, but was again 
dismissed for general Incompetence and what would today be 
called unionising activities,^^ During these years he took 

steps to supplement the scanty education he had received. From 
his small earnings he purchased books and scientific apparatus,

JeC, Hearnahaw, The Social and Political Ideas 
of Some Representative Thlm-ers of the Revolutionary Era. p, 1027 

Sfi Charles Angoff, Literary History of the American 
^Jeoglgi,!, 271,
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and beoame Interested In Newtonian eolenoe.s« In the England 

of hie boyhood he eaw the effect of a system which threw 
thousands of agricultural workers Into the cities, and their 
subsequent transformation Into lawless factory workers, 
fighting aracng themselves to eke out a pitiful existence. 
These experiences left their mark on Paine, and after having 
experienced what he considered British tyranny, he decided 
to come to the New World, bearing with him a letter of intro
duction from Benjamin Franklin,^ Upon his arrival in 

Philadelphia, he embarked on a career in journalism, becoming 
the first editor of the Pennsylvania Magasine, and winning 
for himself the friendship of such men as Dr, Benjamin Rush 
and John Adams,®®

Paine early threw himself into the colonial dispute, 
and thirteen months after his arrival published Common 
Sense, a tract which was destined to spread his name and 
fame throughout America,

Common Sense made a direct appeal to material Interests 
In it, Paine asserted openly that governmental policies are 
based on economic premises—that the problem of Independence 
was but a question to be decided in the light of advantages

56Harry Hayden Clark, "Toward a Reinterpretation of 
Thomae Paine," American Literature. 51133-145. May, 1953,

S7Angoff, O^, elt,. p, 271, 

S8Tyler, Op. olt,, p, 455,
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which would aoorue to the colonies* The rroblea resolved 
it self t then, into Whether it would be expedient for the 
oolonists to retain their ties with England, or to establish 
a new state* Such a question was not to be determined by 
statesmen, but by the people conoemed—the farmer, the 
tradesman, the trapper, the soldier-—the plain American*

In enumerating the eoonomio aocuieq^enoes of the 
American-English liaWon, Paine aaidt

Our corn will fetch its price in any market in 
Europe, and our imported goods must be paid for, 
buy them shore we will*

As Europe is our market for trade, we ought to 
form no partial connection with any part of it* It 
is the true interest of America to steer olear of 
European connect ions* which she never can do while, 
by her dependence on Britain, she ie made the makeweight in the aoale of British policies*^

Paine was well aware, however, that in spite of the 
grievances of the colonial against the crown, there remained 
an unoonsolous subservience to tradition* Consequently, 
Paine struck at the heart of that tradition—the monarchical 
principle itself* Parrington says I

After the appearance of Common Sense, middle and lower class Americans shed tlxeir colonial loyalties 
like last year’s garment, and thenceforth they 
regarded the pretentions of kings as little better 
tlxan flummery* King George*a dlsgra ed exciseman

•'"Philip S* Foner, Editor, The Complete Writings of 
Thomas Paine* I, 81*
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had hl a revenge; he had thruat hie royal BMter out 
ol the colonial alfeotlon and destroyed the »on* arohiaal principle In Amerlaa#*O

In December, 1776, appeared the first number of The 
Crlslse a series of sixteen pamphlets, issued between the 
years 1776 and 1783* At every crucial point in the War of 
Independence, a new article came from Paine*a pen, couched 
in terms the soldier in the continental army and the people 
on the home front could understand* These pamphlets were 
widely circulated, text Paine, with an unparalleled devotion 
to the cause of the Revolution, refused to accept a penny 
for his work*

The Crisis and The Crisis XV were Included in the 
anthologies examined* The Crisis was written while Paine 
was attached to Washington’s forces during the heart-rendering 
days of the retreat from Sew York* Because of desertions and 
the insubordination of General Charles lee, who refused to 
come to his aid, Washington found himself with a mere skeleton 
of an army* On Christmas Eve, 1776, Washington and his im
poverished forces rowed across the Delaware to launch a 
surprise attack on the Hessians**^ Before the soldiers

'°Main Currents in Amer loan Thought* I, 330* 
41lfcussey, op* clt** p* 133*
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weighed anohor, they listened to a reading of the new 
panphlet# The opening worde alone inspired them, and un* 
doubtedly aided In the restoration of eorale trhloh was to 
eventuate In the decisive vlotoryagainst overwhelwlng eneay 
forces*

The opening paragraph of The Crisis is, even today* 
a stirring eall to arast

These are the times that try men’s souls* The 
owmner soldier and the sunshine patriot will* in this 
crisis* shrink from the servloe of their country| but 
he that stands it now* deserves the love and thanks 
of man and woman* Tyranny* like hell, is not easily 
conquered| yet we have thia consolation with us* that 
the harder the conf Hot* the more glorious the triumph* 
What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too Hghtlyi it is dearness only that gives everything its value**2

The insurrectionists* according to Paine, have little 
to be concemad about, for* *0od Almighty will not give a 
people to military destruction* or leave them unsupportedly 
to perish, who have so earnestly and so repeatedly sought to 
avoid the calamities of war* by every decent method which

; - wisdom could invent*^3 He is equally certain that the British 

cause la not the cause of righteousness* and should they have 
the temerity to pray for victory* their prayers would go un* 
answered*

Xn his disouaslon of the abortive retreat from Port 
lee* he emphasises the high morale of the colonial soldier 
In the face of overwhelming odds* and epeaks highly of

Complete Writings pf Thomas Paine. I* 80*
43 Ci^.*
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General Waehlngton—an early example of deification of a 
leader• Becauae of thle morale, he oalla to freemen every* 
where to throw off their lethargy and to rally to the support 
of the eolenlal oauae* The. Crisis I ends thust

• # • By perseverenoe end fortitude we have the 
proapeot of a glorious Issue) by oowardloe and sub* 
mission* the sad choice of a variety of evlle**a 
ravaged oountry**a depopulated city-*habitatlons 
without safety, and slavery without hope—our homes 
turned Into barraoka and bawdy-houses for Hessians* 
end a future race to provide for, whose fathers we 
shall doubt of* Look on thia picture end weep over 
itl wid if there yet remains one thoughtless wretch who believes It not, let him suffer it unlamented***

On April 19, 1783, Washington formally announced the 
cessation of hostilities* On the same day, Paine published 
The Crisis XV* writing as the first sentence one that looked 
back to tragic dayet "♦The times that tried men souls,* are 
over—and the greatest and oompletest revolution the world 
ever knew, gloriously and happily aeoompllshed*"46 A note of 

warning Is next Injected, that Amerleans, In their new-found 
freedom should look to the "mighty siagnitude of the object*" 
To Paine, the American Revolution was a missionary cause, and 
those whom It benefited should beoome apostles of the causel

44Ibid** p* 57*

45Ibld** p* 830*

To see It in our power to make a world happy—to 
teach mankind the art of being so—to exhibit, on the 
theatre of the universe a character hitherto unknown— 
and to have, as It were a new creation Intrusted to 44 45
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our handst are honors that; oommand reflection, and 
can be neither too highly estimated, nor too gratefully received,*6
The political heritage of the past, with Its untenable 

element of compromise, was to Palm nothing bub an oppressive 
aocumulation of futile expedience espousing the cause of 
despotism. In contrast with this, the colonist now possessed 
a country, "setting out in life, like the rising of a fair 
morning,*46 47 48

46Ibld,, p. 231,

47Ibld,e p, 231,

48oe« «11»» 527•

4®The Complete Writings of Thomas Paine, I, 231,

parrington speaks of,Paine as *• « « the first modern 
internationalist, at home wherever rights were to be won or 
wrongs corrected,*4® and we see evidence of this internation

alism as Paine enjoinst
In this situation may she [AmerloS never forget 

that a fair national reputation is of a# much impor
tance as independence. That it possesses a dharm 
that wins upon the world, and makes even enemies 
civil. That it gives a dignity which is often 
superior to power, and ootamanda reverence where pomp and splendor fall,40

In the following section, Paine advocates strongly a 
Union of the States, and in this furthers the cause which had 
been begun by The Federalist, It must be remembered that 
this idea of the "Union of the States* was a far from popular 
one to the staunch believers in state sovereignty, and that
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Paine*• ooiament was regarded in many olrolee with a good deal 
of antagonleoi* Again we see hie concern with the attitude of 
the world toward America:

Bit that which eiuet more forcibly strike a thought* 
ful penetrating mind, and which includes and renders 
easy all inferior ooncema, la the UillOK OF THS STATESe 
On this our great national character depends* It la 
this which must give us Importance abroad and security 
at home* • • The division of the empire into states Is 
for our own convenience, but abroad this distinction 
oeaaes* The affairs of each state «*e local* • • we 
have no other national sovereignty than as United hi states* Sovereignty must have power to protect all * 1 
time parts that compose and constitute it: and as 
UhIT«X> STATES wo are e^ual to the importance of the 
title, but otherwise we are not* • •

It is with confederated states as with Inllviduala 
in aobietyi something must be yielded up to make the 
whole secure* In this view of things we gain by what 
we give, and draw an annual interest greater than the 
capital ***I find myself hurt when I hoar the union, 
that great palladium of our liberty and safety, the 
least Irreverently spoken of* It is the moat sacred 
thing in the constitution of America, and that which 
every man should be most proud and tender of* Our 
cltlaenahlp in the United States Is our national char* 
cater* Our cltisenshlp in any partloular state la 
only our local distinction* By the latter we are 
known at hose, by the former to the world* Our great 
title is AHinilCAHS—aur inferior one varies with the place*60 ♦

In these passages it la not difficult to dlsoorn a rising -■ I
national eonaclouaneas which traascends sectional rivalries*
It Is not only a conselousnesa, but a pride in the UhlcHd which 
was in the process of creation, and in the recognition that 
national cltlsenahip was to play in the lives of future 
generations*

C0Ibid** p* 834
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THS FWERAUST

SdweM Gaylord Bourne begins hie Introduotlon to The
Federalist with these words I

The fora&tlon and adoption of written oonstltu* 
tlons may well be eonsldered the greatest contrlbu* 
tlcn of the Amerlean people to the art of government 
under the eondltlons of olvll liberty# By an In
teresting oolneldenoe# the series of essays known 
as the Federalist* written to advocate the adoption 
of the greatest of these oonatltutlona la not less 
assuredly the most leportant contribution of our country to the literature of political aelenoe#6*

In Its origin* The Federalist was a campaign document* 
and In Its time only one of many-most of them now deservedly 
forgotten# It la remoobered today because It proceeded from 
the prolonged stifles* matured thought* and ripened experience 
of three mon# aho* whether viewed as statesmen# political 
thinkers* or practical politicians* were among the very first 
of their era#

The Federalist had its inception in a series of two 
letters which Alexander Hamilton addressed# under the pen name 
of *Caesar#* to the Mow York Pally Advertiser# These wore 
written in answer to Governor George Clinton of Hew York* who 
opposed ratification of the Constitution In a series of letters 
to the Hew York Journal, Hamilton, who realised the necessity

Alexander Hamilton* et al## The Federalist# n#p#
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of preaentilng an argiuaenti breed In aacpe, enllabod the oo* 
operation of John Hay end James Madison In preaentlng "To 
the People of the State of Mew York,* a well planned eeriee 
of artlolee In support of the Conatltutlon# It was designed 
as a frankly partisan argument to appeal to an Influential 
group in Hew York* many of whom followed Clinton in opposition 
to the Constitution•

The Federalist develops four main themest the urgency 
for taking effective action in view of the failure of the 
Articles of Confederation| the urgent need of a sovereign 
unitary atate| the necessity of providing that Justice should 
prevail over the will of the majority! and the adaptability 
of the republican form of government to an oxtenalve territory 
with divergent interests*^

We see from thia that Hamilton and the Federalists 
aligned themselves on the side of centralisation and an expanded 
federal power* The Jeffersonianst or antl*Fedoralistae were 
strict oonntruotloniats who Insisted that all rights not speoi* 
fie ally granted to ths central government resided in the states* 
Generally speaking, ths division followed economic interests* 
The Federalists were the wealthy, and the anti*Federallits were 
the debtors*®®

-'-T T r-T--^g -r r r 7-n.- 
Farrlngton, j^ala Currenta X» 88®

S3« H»oke»» editor, Tho
Tradition* X, 839*
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One textbook examined Included The Federalist LXX» which

deals with the exeautlve branch of the government• In It we 
•ee reflected the spirit toward centralisationt

There 1 a an idea* which la not without Its advo
cates, that a vigorous Executive la Inconsistent with 
the genius of republican government* The enlightened 
well-wishers to this apeales of government muet at 
least hope that the supposition is destitute of foun
dation! aInce they can never admit its truth* without 
at the seme time admitting the eondemnatlon of their 
own principles* Energy In the Executive is a leading 
character in the definition of good government* It 
is essential to the protection of the comaunity 
against foreign attacksJ it la not lese essential to 
the steady administration of the laws; to the protec* 
tion of property agalnat those Irregular and high
handed combinations iftilah sometimes interrupt the 
ordinary course of Justloss to the security of liberty 
against the enterprises and assuits of ambition* of 
faction* and of anarchy* Every man the least conver
sant in Boman story* knows how often that r ejmbllo 
was obliged to take refuge In the absolute power of a 
single man* under the formidable title of Dictator* 
as well agalnat the Intrigues of ambitious Individuals 
who aspired to tyranny* and the seditions of whole 
classes of the coomunlty whose conduct threatened the 
existence of all government* as against the invasions 
of external enemies who menaced the conquest and destruction of Bose*6'

Hamilton* op* alt** II, 49,

The office of ths president* as It has developed* has 
almost abnegated the confidence which our early atetcamen 
placed in it* The causes for this abnegation are many* but 
among thms is a tendency to show concern for political fortune 
rather than national good* This selection reflects Hamilton’s 
fear of such a tendency* and these injunctions were the re
sult of this distrust*
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VII

SPEECH IH DEFE8SE 0? THB C0H3TITVTI0S

Hamilton** *Speeoh In Defoneo of the Canatltu61onee 
waa delivered, on June 21, 1788, before the Hew Yorlc State 
Leglelature, Sy the pereuasiveneae of hie eddreae, the sixty* 
five legielatore, forty*elx of whoa were enti*Federaliate, 
were persuaded to ratify the eonstltutIon* The epeeeh anewere 
the objeotion that the proposed oonatitutlon did nob prevent 
the rich and well-eduoated from obtaining control of the 
government. In thia epeeeh, which a^peare in Adventurea in 
Amer loan Literature» Hamilton deala f iret with the word 
arletooraoy, and eayai

• • • @hy then are we told so often of an aristo* 
oraoyT For my part, I hardly know the meaning of 
thle word, aa it la applied. If all we hear be true, 
thia government ie really a very bad one# But who 
are the arlatooraoy among ua? Share do we find man 
elevated to a perpetual rank above their fellow 
bltlaena, and poaeeaalng powers entirely Independent 
of themT The arguments of the gentlemen only go to 
prove that there are men Wbio are rich, men who are 
poor, some who are wise, and others who are not| then, 
indeed, every distinguished man is an aristocrat. 
This reminds me of a description of the aristocrats 
I have sees in a late publication styled the Federal Fanner, The author reckons in the arlstooraoy all 
governors of states, members of Congress, chief magis
trates, and all offioere of the militia. This det
er Ipt ion, I presume to say, is ridiculous. The image 
la a phantom. Does the new government render a rich 
man more eligible than a poor onet Ito, It requires 
no such qualification. It Is bottomed on the broad and equal principles of your state constitution,65

Rewey Belle IngUs, et. al,, a. in dEMLFA®til
Literature, p, 470,
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The address concludes with Hasllton1! concept of a 

republics "After all» air* we emat eutmlt to thia idea* that 
the true principle of a republic is* that the people ahould 
choose whc»3 they please to govern thenie*^ Hen lit on esophaslses 

the neceaslty for popular election* which ha says "should be 
perfectly pure and the moat unbounded liberty allowed**57 The 
necessity for separation of the branches of government is 
stressed* as Is the concept of checks and balances* In this 
address, as in no other place in bls writings, Hamilton empha* 
sixes the coordinate role of the national and the state 
govemaentsi '

This balance between the national and state govern* 
meats ought to be dwelt on with peculiar attention, as 
it Is of the utmost importance* It forms a double 
security to the people* If one encroaches on their 
rights, they will find a powerful protection in the 
other* Indeed, they will both be prevented from over* 
passing their constitutional,limits, by a certain rivalship, which will ever subsist between them*68

In the present day* aristocracy Beoma to be an anti* 
quoted term, belonging more properly to the eighteenth cen* 
tury than the twentieth# but the question of aristocracy 
appears In these times In other aspects* It Is the protlem 
tof the control of the mny by the few, and the Issues which 
presented themselves In Eamllton1! day can easily bo translated 
Into a present*day idiom*

• ' .
^Ibidel P* 471*
67toc, Pit*
68Loo* cit*
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THE BIIX OF RIGHTS

The English ooayson law* frca which basis Amerlean liber* 
ties stem, is the outgrowth of centuries. It is that *law of 
the land,* to which the Magna Charts referred, and thia concept 
wae early brought to America# Formal declarations of rights, 
baaed on the oommon law, were incorporated in the earliest 
colonial legislation#^® It was anticipated that the new eon* 

atltution, whan drafted, would follow thia tradition and make 
a full enumeration of such ancient rightsI

Sufficient provision was made in the body of the 
Constitution for taxation by the legislature only, 
for judgment in eases of ispeaohment, for the prl* 
vllage of the writ of habeas corpus, for trial by Jury in erlmlnal e ases, if co- the definition, trial 
and punishment of treason with limitation of histo
rical abuses in such connection, for the prohibiting 
of bills of attainder, ex post facto laws, and laws 
impairing the obligation of contracts or Imposing 
religious tests. All these were so many dealarations 
of rights for the protection of the eltisens, not 
exceeded in value by any which could possibly find a place in any bill of rights#* 60

KQW’C# Ellis Stevens, Souroes of the. Constitution of the 
United States, p# 608#

60Ibid.. pp. 611.618.

Thus, the bill of rights in our national constitution 
was oonsolcaisly demanded by the people of America against the 
judgment of their Constitutional Convention# Saab of these 
ten amendments is charged with nationalistic aignifloanae, and 
consequently will be dlsouaaed individually#
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ASESDmr x

Congresa ahalX make no law raspacting an aatab* 
llshmant of religion, or prohibiting the free oxer* 
ciae thereof| or abridging the rreeaom of speech or 
of the proas; or the right of the people peaceably 
to assemble* and to petition the government for a 
redress of grlovanoese

When the Constitution of the United States was fonsu* 
lated* the principle of religious freedom had for seme time 
been gathering strength* It was partially because of this* 
but «x>re probably from the fact that no one religious body 
possessed great enough huabars to make an eaclealaatioal 
establishment of it a political posaibility* that this amend* 
msnt was enacted*

The next provision of this omendsont la concerned with 
freedosi of public utterance and the press*

•freedom of speech" and •press* may be defined as 
the right of fair disousslon of public men and measures* 
Such a ri^ht is absolutely Indispensable to a republican 
form of government such as ours* But freedom of utterance Is not license of utterance* and TE*T5only the 
former which la protected by the Amendment* The line 
between the two la finally for t he Supreme Court to draw*6*

These rights are regarded as fundamental In a domoaracy* 
but they must be oonsldered In the light of other clauses* for 
the Constitution la to be read as a whole and effectuated in 
all its parts* ea nearly as may be done*68

®*Edward 3* Corwin* The Constitution and What It Means 
Today* pp* 85*66*

. 62Thoaas Jay Worton* The Constitution of the United 
p* eoo*
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The last clause of the first amendment deals with the 

right of petition and assembly, and these also must be defined 
with reference to the ^primary necessity of good order**®^ 

The historical evolution of thia stipulation In America may be 
traced from the Declaration of Independence, which states, *Xn 
every stage of these oppressions we have petitioned for redress 
In the moat humble termaj Our repeated petitions have been 
answered by repeated Injury,* The Congress of 1774, An Ita 
Declaration of Colonial Rights, stated In the thirteenth reso* 
lutlon *that It la the right of the British subjects in these 
colonies to petition the king, or either house of parliament,*®^

AMEUDMKHT II

A well-regulated militia being necessary to the 
security of a free State, the right of the people to 
keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.

The right to bear arms Involves the latent power of re
sistance to tyrannical government. From prehistoric days, the 
right to bear arms has been the badge of a Teutonic freeman, 
and closely associated with his political privilegesThe 
term *a free State* la patently here used In the generic sense, 
and refers to the United States as a whole, rather than to the

1 ' r ^Corwin, op, clt*, p, 97,

®®Charles W* Eliot, editor, American Historical 
poeuments, p, 158,

6Sw3tevens, op, clt,, p, 825,
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. several etatee*66 Xia thia country the privilege of bearing 

aroa la a right .of altlaenehlp rather than of per*on, and It 
nay be denied aliens, at least on Justifiable ground,®?

-r -n-TT-nT

See Article X, Section VIII*
67'"Oorwln, PPe cite, p, 97,

AMEKDm? XII '

Mo soldier shall. In tl®e of peace, be quartered 
In any house without the consent of the owner, nor 
In time of war, but In a iwumer to be prescribed by 
law.

This and the following areendoent sprang from certain 
grievances which brought about the Awerlcan Revolution, This 
amendment laplements the great ri^it of common law, that a 
man’s house la his oastle, privileged against civil and mill* 
tary Intrusion,

AMEUDMtiKT IV

The right of the people to be secure in their 
persons, houses, papers and effects, against un- 
reaaonublo searches and selsures, shall not be 

> violated, and no warrants shall Issue but upon 
probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, 
and particularly desorlblng the place to be 
aoartiied, and the person or things to be seised.

This amandaent touches upon the question of protection 
against search by civil authorities without formal warrant. 
The warrant»*the document tdilch authorises so serious an 
action as depriving a oltlsen of personal llborty-««ust * 67
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neaesearlly, in * nation devoted to the right» of lndlvidual»t 
be surrounded with safeguards to prevent the oltliens against 
unjust polios measures* W* Leon Godahall sayst

Satrusion of government Into private and personal 
affairs has beeome flagrant under the guise of Congres
sional investigations* which are justified by the need 
of the legislature for accurate and comprehensive in
formation for its guidance in the formulation of 
laws* • • • There can be no doubt of the great public 
service which may be rendered by properly conducted 
investigaticma* but there have been notorious instances 
in which the inquiries were devoted to persecution «r 
discrediting selected individuals or institutions* * • 
From this* we may conclude that an aggressive publie 
opinion must forever be alert in behalf of the protec
tion of Individual rights from government infringement 
rather than rely too confidently on the courts which are expected to be champions of the people*6®

AMEKDSEST V

Bo person shall be held to answer for capital or 
otherwise infamous crime* unless on a presentment or 
indictment of a grand jury* except in cases arising 
in the land <xr naval forces* or in the militia* when 
in actual service In time or war or public danger! 
nor sliall any person be subject for the same offense 
to be twice put in jeopardy of life or llmb| nor 
shall be compelled in any criminal case to bo a wit
ness against himself* nor be deprived of life* liberty 
or property* without due process of law* nor shall 
private property be taken for public use without just 
compensation*

Edward Corwin says, "Amendments IV* V* VI, and VIII 
constitute a ’bill of rights9 for accused persons* For the 
most part they are compiled from the Bills of Rights of the

, Zifeelsles and la IM Vnited
States* p* 158*
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early state aonatltutlona, and In more than cme reapeat they re* 
preeent a dlstlnoti advanee upon English law of 4 that tl-oe* • 

Hotable among the guarantees whioh our c onatItution 
gives uag Amendment V provide* that "no person shall be held to 
answer for a capital or other infamoue orlme unlasa on a pre* 
aentment or Indictment of a Grand Jury** Of this, Corwin 
remark#t "From the point of view of oonotltutlonal llmltatlona 
on power, end so from the point of view of the control exerciaed 
by the Supreme Court, through judicial review, upon the powers 
of government, whether State or National, in the United States, 
thia clause and Its companion piece, the ’due process of law* 
clause of Amendment XIV, are the most Important clauses of the 
Constitution."^

In American courts, "due process of law* has been held 
to require both a fair and just prooedure In the transaction 
of the government with Its citisena, and also the absence of 
arbitrary substance within the legislation.71

AMMiDMT VI

In all criminal prosecutions the accused shall en* 
joy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an 
Impartial jury of the State and district wherein the

;r...
;0p« bit*, p* 100,

70Ibid,, p, 104, 

71 Oodshall, on* elt,, p, 162,
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crlns® ah&ll have been contoitted, yhieh dietrlob 
shall have been previously ascertained by law# and 
to b e informed of the nature and cause of the a 0* 
cusatlcn) to be confronted with the witnesses against 
hl»| to have compulsory process for obtaining wit* 
neases in his favor, and to have the aaaiatanoe of 
counsel for his defense*
The hlatorical background of thia right may be traced 

to a basic principle of English ccsmon law, implemented in 
America by the Colonial Declaration of Bights, in iMoh it 
was said "That trial by Jury la the inherent and Invaluable 
right of every British subject In the Colonies**78 Some ten 

years later, the Declaration of Independence arraigned the 
English government for “depriving us in many cases of the 
benefit of a trial by Jury** Another complaint In the 
Declaration of Independence was that of “transporting us 
beyond the seas to be tried for pretended offenses,* and 
hence In thia amendment the provision for trial In the “State 
and district therein the crime shall have been commit ted**

AMSHDMEST VIX

In suits at common law, where the value In con* 
troversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of 
trial by Jury shall be preserved, and no f act tried 
by a Jury shall be otherwise re-examined in any 
court of the United States, than according to the 
rules of the common law.

The Constitutional Convention carefully protected the 
right to Jury trial for those accused of crime, but it defeated 
a proposal for Jury trial In civil suits* Hence, this amendment

'Hllot, on* olt** p* 138* 
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extendllns trial by jury—ao«»thing which all Aaarleana 
oherlah—to civil suite ♦

AMEKDMEBT VIIZ

Exoeealve ball shall not be required, nor 
exoesslve fines Imposed, nor oruel and unusual 
punishments Inflloted,

This amendment la •simply a tranaerlpt of a clause In 
the Bill of Rlgbts framed at the Revolution of 1688*•^ It 

Is Interesting that OodshalL comments that the Mmere novelty 
in punishment is not banned by Amendment VXZXj to do so would 
prevent Innovation of new and more hxaoane foxnaa. Some people 
consider all punishment cruel, and no doubt there Is disagree
ment on what constitutes cruelty, Nevertheless, electrocution 
was held to be permlaalble in New York, althou^i »unusual, i** 74

-------
Stevens* op, elt,, p, S32,

74,0g>, olt,, p, 160

AMESDIBNT IX

The enumeration in the Constitution of certain 
rights shall not be ccmstrued to deny or disparage 
others retained by the people.

Thia amendment indlcatos that the authority of the 
federal government oonslste of delegated and enumerated 
powers* and that these are all that the Chited States pcaaeaaes 
and may exercise. It also Implies the doctrine of the natural
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of rlsht* of ao baala a character that no govern* 

®ent Bay treepaia upon then* whether they aro enumerated or 
not#

ASEWMOT X

The power# not delegated to the United States 
by the Constltutlone nor prohibited by It to the 
State®, are reeerved to the State* respectively or 
to the people*

This amendment was written In restraint of national 
power against the peoples and the states* and Is an out* 
growth of the doctrine of checks and balances* Charles and 
Mary Beard sayi ^Finally, to soften the wrath of provincial 
politicians * it was announced in the Tmath Amendment that 
all powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitu* 
tlon or withhold by it from the states were reserved to the 
state* respectively or to the people**75

iilse of American Civilisation* I* Ml*

The great structure of American civil liberties thus 
were enunciated in the early days of the Republic* It has 
been noted that the majority of these rights were either 
specified or Implied In the body of the Constitution* and 
that these ten amendments were unnecessary* but to a people 
so lately freed from tyranny* their specific enunciation was 
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important* Today these amendmenta are probably better 
known than any other portion of the Constitution, wad their 
implioationi in the life of the present-day Amerloan cannot 
be numbered* The laeaninge men have read into those rights 
have acmblnod to form a oonerete expression of our nationalis* 

esprit de oorps* Suooeedlng generations have interpreted 
these rights as the fundamental reward for their political 
alleglanoe to the United States of America*

HC

TH3 FAREmit ADDRESS

Xn no aspect of our polltieal Ideology is the Influence 
of Washington more apparent than in the evolution of our 
foreign policy* Washington’s life was one of action rather 
than theoretical apeculatlon* He contributed no scheme of 
government to the constitutional convention, and in the estab- 
llahment of the government under the Constitution, the inaugu* 
ration of necessary procedures was left largely to members of 
his cabinet*^

In the area of foreign policy, where opinion was divided, 
the conservative nature and careful judgment of Washington

". ""r.... *f(i . .........Bussey, o^* clt** p* 178 et ooc*
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peculiarly flttefl him to taka the initiative* Thoma# 
Jeffer»one hi# Secretary of State* nfltxlle a brilliant theoriet 
In the field of government* wa# not equipped to mark out a 
rational foreign policy# Muaaey at ate# that

jrefferean had an Intense faith In the aound 
oommon sense of the people and an equally strong 
distrust of a powerful executive government* 
Sometime# hi# enthusiasm led him to extreme 
statements* as* for example, that a revolution every twenty years was good for a nation*7'

Zbid»» »• 179,
78fr>c* clt*

Where Jefferson erred In one aspeot* Alexander Hamilton, the
Secretary of the Treasury erred In another# Of him, Hussey 
says I

He differed absolutely from Jefferson on every 
question of the Interpretation of the Constitution 
and the policy of the govemmtmt* The two men* each convinced of the Justice and necessity of hie 
own policy* were at constant odds over the cabinet 
table* Each begged the President to choose between 
them and let the other resign* Bub Washington pre* 
vailed on them both to remain in the cabinet during hie first administration** 78

Because of increased factionalism in the political 
parties of his day, and because of misinterpretation of hl# 
policy of neutrality by the people* Washington decline^a 

third term, and shortly before the presidential election of 
November* 1796, iseued a Farewell Address to hl# fellow 
citIsens*

• * * with a solicitude for your welfare, which 
cannot end but with my life* and the apprehension
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of danger natural to that eollaltude, urge me, on 
an oooaalon like the present, to offer to your 
•oleum ocntemplation, and to r eoonmend to your 
frequent review* eocae sentiments* whloh are the 
result of much refleotlcm* of no Inconsiderable 
observation* and *loh appear to me all-important to the permancy of your felicity as a people.7®

The memorlea of the factlonallam demonstrated In the 
fight for constitutional ratification were uppermost In 
Washington’s mind* as he enjoins t

« * ♦ The name of America* which belongs to 
you* In your national oapaolty* must always exalt 
the just pride of patriotism* more than any appel
lation derived from local disorlminatlons. With 
•light shades of dlffcronoe* you have the »ame 
religion* manners* habits* and political principles* 
Xou have In a common cause fought and triumphed to
gether | the Independence and liberty you possess 
are the work of Joint counsels and joint efforts* of eaason dangers* sufferings and successes*®0

The second of the dangers which Washington feels might 
serve to the detriment of the Union are those

* * * overgrown military establishments which* 
under any form of government* are inauspicious to 
liberty* and which are to be regarded as particular
ly hostile to republican liberty* Xn this sense It 
le that your union ought to be considered aa a main 
prop of your liberty* and that the love of the one 
ought to endear to you the p reservation of the other*6*

From this* Washington returns to the problem of see- 
tlonal jealousies I

^^Thomas H* Briggs* et al** editors* American 
.literature* p* 13*

^Ibld** p* 14,

61Ibid*, p, IB*
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la ttontemplMtlng the ceuaee «aay dlaturb 

our Union, it oooure ee • matter of eerloue oon» 
oem* that any groimd should have been furnished 
for eharaoterlalng partie a by geographical die* 
orlslnationa Sorthem and Southern, Altantla and 
Western} wbenee designing men may endeavor to 
exalte a belief that there la a real difference 
of local Interests and views. One of the expedi
ents of party to aoqulre Influence, within parti- 
oular districts, le to misrepresent the opinions 
and alms of other districts# You oannot shield 
yourselves too much against the jealousies and 
heart-burnings which spring from these misrepre
sentations | they tend to render alien to each 
other those who ought to be bound together by fraternal affeotion,62

partisanship, according to Washington, whether It be 
geogrs^hlo ©r political, produoes effects which are not con
ducive to a sound republican government t

It serves always to distract the public coun
cils, and enfeeble the public administration. It 
agitates the community with ill-founded jealousies 
and false alarms| kindles the animosity of one 
part against another, foaonts occaaionally riot 
and Insurrection, It opens the doors to foreign 
influence and oorruptlcm, whloh find a facilitated 
access to the government Itself through the ohannels 
of party passions. Thus the polloy and will of one 
country are subjected to the policy and will of another,63

JDa the economic realm, he warns |
Ao a very important source of strength and se

curity, cherish public credit. One method of pre- 
aervlng it la, to use It a a sparingly as possible|

P. IS.
eaIbl4.. p. 17.
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avoiding oooaslcni of expanae by cultivating peace, 
bub raaotoberlng also that tlnoly diaburaementa to 
prepare for danger frequently prevent ouch greater 
diaburaenente to repel it; avoiding likewise the 
aooucaulatlon of debt, not only by ohunnlng occaaions 
of expense* but by vigorous exertion in tine of 
peace to discharge the debts* Which unavoidable wars 
oay have ocoaaioned* not ungenerously throwing upon 
poaterlty the burden Which we ourselves ought to 
bear* The execution of these caxltas belongs to 
Tour representatives* but it is necessary that pubic opinion should oo*operate*84

In the realm of foreign affairs* he enjoins I
Bo likewise* a passionate attachment of one na

tion for another produces a variety of evils* 
Sympathy for the favorite nation, facilitating the 
illusion of an imaginary oommon interest in eases 
where no real common Interest exists* imd infusing 
Into cns the enmities of the other* betrays the 
former into a participation in the quarrels and 
wars of the latter# without adequate Inducement or 
justification* • •
• ••••*•*•*. •«•*••*♦#••*****

Ths great rule of conduct for us, in regard to 
foreign nations* is* in extending our c OHsaercial 
relations* to have with them as little political 
connection as possible* So far as we have already 
formed engagements* 1st them be fulfilled with per
fect good faith* Here let us stop*
• **»•••♦*•••••••«*••••*•*♦

It 1s our true policy to steer clear of permanent 
aHiances with any portion of the foreign worldj so 
far* X mean* as we are now at liberty to do it) for 
let me not be understood as capable of patronising 
infidelity to existing engagements* I hold the 

no less applicable to public than to private 
affairs* that honesty is always the best policy* I 
repeat it* therefore* let those engagements be ob
served in their genuine sense* But* in my opinion* it is unnoGossax*y and would be unwise to extend them*»5

^^Ibid,* p* 19,

BBIbid** p, 19-21.
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X6 1» well to note that the Farewell Address was preol* 

pltated by a partloiilar ohaln of elretoistanaes# and that 
Washington addressed himself to the people of his own time* 
Kia advice should be heeded today* but it should also be 
remembered that Washington was not a political phlloaopher* 
but a man of aotion, and would undoubtedly modify his views 
when oonfronted with * new situation* Gettell eaysi

Washington did not objeet to tempwary allianees 
for special emargenoies* ITor did Washington Intend 
that ths United states should refrain permanently 
from the exeroise of its Influence in the oomunity 
of nations* He stated spealfloaHy that the pre* 
dominant motive in his neutrality poll ay was to 
give the United States tine to mature Its new in* 
atltutlons and to grow to that degree of strength 
idiloh would give It the oommand of Its own fortunes* 
Like Hamilton* Washington advised the Amerloans to 
extend their eomerolal relations with foreign ooun* tries* but to have 'as little politloal oonneotlon 
with them as possible* The Inoreasing oonnoatlan 
between business and polltloa made thia advloo diffi* suit to follow*85

In his Farewell Address* we see evidence of an increas* 
Ing nationalism In Waahlnjton'a efforts to keep Amerloa free 
from entangling foreign alliances* Wore than this* we see a 
statesman who feels hie opportunity for aotlve servlee has 
passed beoause of a change in national attitudes* In the 
face of these ehonges* Washington retired* giving to the 
people of the united States as opportunity to assert their 
wishes* unhampered, by any personal alleglanee they might feel 
toward him*

s£. tosim Thou^t* p* 179*
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X

the oEmsBuna addhess

The year 1863 wae the deelalve year of the War be
tween the States* The Emancipation Proclamation had been 
Issued on January first* On July fourth* General Grant re* 
calved the surrender of Vleksburg, thus re-opanlng the Mis* 
elaslppl and Isolating the Southeast from the main states 
of the Confederacyj and In a battle which raged from July 
first to the third* General Meade overcame the forces of 
General Lee at Gettysburg In <mo of the greatest battles of 
the Civil War* and destroyed the last opportunity of the 
Confederates to Invade the Horth In force*87

Lee*a withdrawal from Gettysburg* and Meade*8 pursuit 
of him* left thousands of dead to be burled by the Pennsyl
vania authorities* Governor Curtis proposed to the Gover
nors of the other sixteen states whose troops were engaged* 
that a section of the battlefield be obtained and set aside 
as a national oemetery* The proposal wag offsetIvely oar* 
rled out* and Hovwmber nineteenth was eet for the formal 
dedication* Edward Everett was selected ae the principal 
speaker for the occasion; the FreeSdent^Lincoln* as Chief 

•.i,***™*,...gw* .....
®'Hussey, ng. SASm P« 37U»
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Exeoutlv* of the nation# wa» invited to "formally aet aalde 
theae grounds to their aaored use by a few appropriate re* 
marks•*88

Everett was at this time in the height of hie poweri 
he had served in Congress for ten years# been Elnlater to 
England, Seoretary of State under Fillmore, and nominee of 
the Constitutional Union party in 1860 for Vloe*Prealdont*8® 

The oration ^xioh Everett delivered was worthy both of his 
prestige and the situation# He discussed at some length 
the battle# the genesis of the war# and the object and oon* 
sequences of the vletory#

Follcmlng Everett*a address, an Ode written for the 
oooaaion by Benjamin B# French was sung# Eongfallow# Bryant# 
Whittier# Lowell and George Baker had been requested to sub* 

»
mlt Odes, but none had responded#90 Then President Lincoln 
arose to make the dedication# What was to be a mare formal 
utterance proved to be the high spot of the occasion#

Editorial comment on the speech varied# The Chicago 
Times held thatt

^Carl Sandburg# Abraham Lincoln I The War Years # 
II# 455#

Bdibld,# p# 453 soa# 
90Ibid#> p# 468#
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top* Lincoln did ioo»6 foully traduce the Motives of 

the men eho were slain at Uettyaburge Readers will 
not have failed to observe th* exceeding bad taste 
vdiloh characterised the remarks of the President and 
Secretary of State at the dedication of the soldiers* 
cemetery at Gettysburg* The cheek of every American 
must tingle with shame as he reads the silly flat* and 
dish»watery utterances of the man who has to be pointed 
out to Intelligent foreigners as the rresldont of the 
United states* And neither he nor Seward could refrain* 
even on that solemn ocaaalon, from spouting their odious 
abolition doctrines* The readers of THS TIMES ought to 
know* too* that the Valorous Prealdcnt did not dare 
to Make this little journey to Gettysburg without be* 
Ing esaorted by a bodyguard of soldiers* For the first 
time in the history of the country * the Frosident of 
the United States* la traveling through a part of his 
dominions, on a peaceful* even a religious mission* 
had to be escorted by a bodyguard of soldiers* • • it 
was fear for his own personal safety which led the 
President to go eacortod as any other military despot might go* 81

Xh contrast with thia tirade* the Springfield Repub
lican commentedi

Surpassingly fine as Hr* Everett’s oration was in the 
Gettysburg consecration* the rhetorical honors were wan 
by Freeldent Lincoln* Bis little speech Is a perfect 
gem) deep in feeling, compact In thought and expression* 
and tasteful and elegant In every word and comma* Then 
it has the merit of unexpectedness In its verbal per* 
faction and beauty* We had grown so aoouatoaed to home* 
ly and imperfect phrase in his productions that we had 
come to think It was the law of hla utterance* ^ut this 
shows he can talk handsomely as well as act sensibly* 
Turn back and read it over* it will repay study as a 
model spoech* Strong feelings and a large brain were its parents*** little painstaking Its aooouchexzr.92

81As cited In Sandburg* co* olt** p* 473, 
G3as cited in Sandburg* on* clt*, p* 474*
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The natloneliatlo oontont of this addrees la obvioust

The hlstorle&l Ideas of the Aeerloan Revolution and the 
Declaration of Independence are included in the first linel

Foursoore and eeven yeara ago, our fathere broutiit 
forth upon thia continent a new nation, conceived in 
liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal,03

The testing of the strength of the nation la the theme 
of the second sentence 1

Sow we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether 
that natlon*~or any nation, so conceived and so dedicated** 
can long endure.8*

^ibidVJ p. 469,

94Loo, cit, 
OBLoc Bit.

The concluding paragraph constitutes an appeal
• « • for us, the living, rather, to be dedicated, here, 
to the unfinished work that they have thus far so nobly 
carried on, it is rather for us to be here dedicated 
to the great task remaining before uaj that from these 
honored dead we take Increased devotion to that cause 
for which ttiey here gave the last full measure of de* 
votioni that we here highly resolve that these dead 
Shall not have died in vain; that the nation shall, under 
Cod, have a new birth of freedom, and that government 
of the people, by the people, for the people, shall net perish from the earth,v3

Few speeches have boon so charged with emotional and 
patriotic fervor, Sandburg says a

He had stood that day, the world's foremost spokes* 
man of popular government, saying that democracy was
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yet worth fighting for* He had apoken aa one In mlat 
who might head on deeper yet Into mlat. He ineamated 
the aasuranoea and jxretenaea of popular government# la* 
plied that it eould and might perish from the earth* What he meant by *a new birth of freedom* for the nation 
could have a thousand interpretations* The taller rid
dles of democracy stood up out of the address* It had 
the dream touch of vast and furious events epitomised 
for any foreteller to read what was to oome* ^e did 
not assume that the drafted soldiers, substitutes, mad 
bounty-paid privates had died willingly under Lee*a 
dCot and shell, in deliberate consecration of themselves 
to the Union cause* His cadences sang the anolent song 
that where there la freedom men have fought and sacri
ficed for It, and that freedom is worth men’s dying for* 
For the first time since he became President he had on 
a dramatie occasion declaimed, howsoever It might be 
read, Jefferson*a proposition which had been a slogan of the Revolutionary War—"All men are created equal*— 
leaving no other inference than that he regarded the 
Kegro slave as a man* His outwardly smooth sentences 
wore Inside of them gnarled and tough with the onigmas of the American experiment*96

The theme of the Gettysburg Address marks the entry 
of a new concept in the growing nationalism of the period— 

the ancient idea of sacrifice, or the cult of dead heroes 
who had given their life for the country* Hot long there
after, Lincoln himself joined the ranks of the "honored 
dead,* and became even a greater symbol of those who had 
been aaorlfloed for the deliverance and regeneration of this 
nation*

■^bld*, p* 476*
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KI3CELLA.2IL0U3 WR25?IKa3

Affiong the alaaellaneoue works with nationallatio 
plications written by political leaders and theorists* a 
majority are of twentieth-oentwry origin* The detailed 
analysis of these would be but repetitious* for all of them 
hark back to that earllor period tftien the Amerloan character 
had its inoeptlcoi* Their weakness lies in that* The prin
ciples upon which this country was founded are as valid to* 
day as they ware at that time* and should be reinterpreted 
in 'a present-day Idiom which reflects the patina of enriched 
stoanlng from constant re-interpretation under ever-changing, 
ever-challenging circumstances*

Theodore Roosevelt, in a letter to the Boy Scouts of 
America, demonstrates his oonoem for the casual acceptance 
of Amorlean citlsenshlpi

Ho one can be a good Amerloan unless he la a good 
alt Isen* * * QD<5 not morely sing, "My Country *Tls 
of Thee,* but aot In a way that win give them a 
country to be proud of* Ho man la a good cltIsen un
less he so acts as to show that he actually uses the 
Ten Commandments and translates the Golden Rule into his life oonduot* , *8*

""'T ^Russell Blankenship, et al*, editora, American 
Literature* p* 710*



It salghti be asked whether this 1» natlonallsa, cr 
Innocuous advice which slight bo given any group* Probably 
lb la both, but in the linking of the duties of the cittlaen 
with the obligations of a religious conaolousneas. It tran* 
scends mere advice and pedantry. In an effort to demonatrate 
that this la pre-eminently a nation blessed of Heaven, with 
a world mission which we fail to realise,

Cii&rles We Eliot, In *®hat Is an ^oerican,* discusses 
the historical backgrounds of the American ethnic group, 
and then makes these pertinent eocmnts concerning the role 
of government In life todayt

A genuine American regards his Government as his ser
vant and not his master* • * * He recognises that men are 
not equal aa regards native capacity or acquired power, 
but desires that all men shall be equal before the law 
and that every individual human being—child or adult— 
shall have hla Just opportunity to do his best for the common good* * * *^8

Ralph Barton Perry in °What Price Freedom,* and Ray
mond B* Fosdick in *The tiew Civilisation,* eoncem themselves 
with the role of Affierloa In tlae world today* There are few 
natlonallatla concepts, per se* In their writingss both em- 
phaslse rather the role of international and interoultural 
cooperation* This in Itself Is an Interesting commentary

T,r '"'' 88Ibld*7 p* 719*
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on the growing awareness of tlxe peculiar position of the 
United States as the foremost advocate of democracy in the 
realm of international relations.

The best example of sober thinking concerning the 
American of today is to be found in Woodrow Wilson•a address* 
which was delivered in Philadelphia on May 10* 1915, to a 
group of newly-naturalised cltlsense It is one of the beat 
examples of the wise nationalism idiich should be practiced 
today—a nationalism tempered by the realisation that we 
are living in a much smaller world than did our ancestors. 

In thia address, the role of the new immigrant in the 
American national life is stressed, together with a Just end 
rational evaluation of the contribution which he can make to 
American culture 1

This is the only country in the world which experiences 
this constant and repeated rebirth, • • by the same pro
cess by which it was originally created. It la as If 
humanity had determined to see to it that thia great 
nation, fouxxled for the benefit of humanity, should not lack for the allegiance of the people of tiie world,99

In the second paragraph of thia address, Wilson speaks 
of the oath of allegiance to the United StatesI

You have Just taken an oath of allegiance to the 
United States, Of allegiance to whom? Of allegiance 
to no one, unless it be Ood—Certainly not of allegiance

p, 712, 
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to those eho teraporsrily represent this great government* 
Xou have taken an oath at allegianoe to an Ideal* to a 
Ereat body of principles* to a great hope of the human race* • * **00

Wlleon, oonsolous of the national partisanship whleh 
sometimes limits the vision of men* enjoinst

My earnest advice to you would be* not only always 
to think first of Araorloa, butt always, also, to think 
first of humanity* You do not love humanity If you 
seek to divide humanity into jealous oanpa* Humanity 
oan be welded together only by love* by sympathy, by 
justice, not by jealousy and hatred* * * • Aaorloans 
oust have a oonselouaness of every other nation in the 
world* * * • The exsople of Amerloa must be the example 
not merely of peace because It will not fight, but of 
peace because peace is the healing and elevating in* 
fluence of the world, and strife is not* There, is such a SMSa SS a nation beiry^ 80 Eight that rt 'doe'a, not 
Mgslp C2L^lnoa
Cut allo a minej

There can be few more stirring addresses than this one, 
with its consciousness of the world«ralsalon of the forces 
of democratic righteousness* It is an effeotlve refutation 
of the dictum that internatlonallaa is opposed to national* 
ism* It is not thet we are to Impose demooraoy on other 
nations, but that we are so to live ae a nation that the 
benefits of democraoy are isoedlately apparent*

Nationalistio writings of a political nature are few 
following U'orld War I* Herbert Ik)over. In *The Miracle of 
Asaerlca,* makes a pertinent comment oonoemlng the

oit*
lOllbld*. p* 713*
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crXtlalam of 8the Aaeriaan form of civilization’’ t

Whatever our faults may be, our critics do not grasp 
the sense of a word which is dally upon our lips— 
America* r'ros Its Intangible meaninga spring the mul
titude of actions, Ideals* and purposes of our people* 
• • * America means far more tlian a continent bounded 
by two oceans* * * * It la more than our literature* 
our music* our poetry* Other nations have these things 
also*

Ahat we have In addition* the intangible we cannot 
describe, lies in the personal experience end the liv
ing of each of us rather than in phrase a, however ln6plrlng**0«

During the Roosevelt admlnlstratlcei, political utter
ances became surcharged with internationalism* On July 3* 
1936* In bls annual message to Congress* Roosevelt reaf
firmed the "Good Neighbor Policy**’ This speech was deliv
ered In the face of a world arming for war* and Its last 
paragraph Is reminiscent of ttxe troubled days at the con
clusion of Washington's term of offleel

As a consistent part of a clear policy* the United 
states Is following a twofold neutrality toward ang* 
and all nations which engage in wars not of irarnedlate 
concern to the Americans* First* we decline to encourage the prosecution of war by permitting bellig
erents to obtain anas* amunltlon, or implements of 
war from the United states; second* we seek to dis
courage ths use by belligerent nations of any and all 
American products calculated to facilitate the prose-

TTr-r-1 --r-™-Marcella Lucas* et al*, editors* Prose 
and Poetry of Ameriea* p* 365*
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cution of a war in quantltlea over end above our normal 
exporta to them in time of peace#103

On the sixth of January• 1941• when it waa apparent 
that the United Statea could not with good faith refuse to 
come to the aaalatanoe of the democratio nations of the ■
world In reaiatanoe to aggreaalon# President Roosevelt 
enunciated *The Four FreedomaHt

In the future days, which we seek to make secure# we 
look forward to a world founded upon four eaeentlal 
freedoms•

The first is freedom of speech and expreaaion**every» 
where in the world#

The second ia freedom of every person to worship God 
in his own way»«ev6rywhere in the world#

The third la freedom froza want**vhioh, translated 
into world torraa# means economic understandings which 
will secure to evex*y nation a healthy peace-time life 
for ita lnhabitants**everywhere in the world#

The fourth ia freedom from fear—which, translated 
into world terms# means a world-wide reduction of arma
ments to such a point and in such a thorough fashion 
that no nation will be in a position to commit an act 
of physical aggression against any neighbor—anywhere 
in the world#

This la no vision of a distant millenlvm# It la a 
definite basia for a kind of world order attainable in 
our own time and generation# i'hat kind of world in the 
very antithesis of the so-called new order of tyranny 
which the dictators seek to create with the crash of 
a bomb#

' A# Cross# et al#, editors, Herltar.e of 
American Literature, p# 601#
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To that new order we oppose the greater oonoeption— 

tiie Boral order* A good aoalety is able to face schemes 
of world domination and foreign revolutions alike without fear**04

The state of the world requires that we reaffirm otu? 
faith In the possibilities of the demooratlo way of life* 
A long-oontlnulns oonfllet between two oultural patterns 
seems to lie ahead* Our objeotlves in Amerlea should be to 
secure the maxlsiUB degree of personal liberty and to in
crease the possibilities for a full life to all oltisenst 
for only then will our example be followed by the free nations 
of the world* Our task la not completed nor was it completed 
with the great documents of our past* We have been the 
medium for extending to all peoples democratle ideals and 
aspirations* and only Insofar as we implement those ideals 
and aspirations will a "government by the people and for 
the people" continue to be a present reality* Herein lies 
tlie current nature of our natlonallsia* for the spirit em
bodied In our efforts to radiate our oultural patterns to 
the world focuses our national attention upon ourselves as 
others see us* giving us opjiortunlty to reaffirm those 
qualities Which constitute our national heritage*

^IbldT* p* 301*
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HATIOSALISS VU-V-ID IK UTILITARIAN AND 
EEII2-TRISTIC WRITINGS

The basic purpose of thia section of this stud^ la to 
explore the concept of nationalism found in the utilitarian 
and belletrlatlc writings of this nation, insofar as these 
are Included in the anthologies examined* To execute thia 
purpose demands, in some instances, a more elaborate analysis 
than would be needed merely to examine the work itself* The 
historical setting, the attitude of society, and the attitude 
of the author must also become subjects for Investigation*

The related concept# of national pride and a develop* 
Ing patriotism will become evident as thia chapter progresses* 
For the most part, these are pervasive qualities which will 
be noted only in passing, inasmuch aa they will be more fully 
discussed in the following chapter, after their evolution has 
been trecede

I 
C0L03IAL 1X0IKNIH0S1

It cannot be emphasised too strongly that in its inception 
American literature was the production of transplanted Englishmen

^Eee Appendix C for high-school anthologies in which 
representative writings of thia period occur*
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who conceived their function aa that of purveyors of European 
principle• to Anerica* Before an Indigenoue literature could 
develop In the colonies, an adequate printing establishment 
was eaaentlal* A press was established in Kaaeachueetta la 
1€39, and from thia came the Bay Pealm look, the earliest laws 
of Maaaachuaetto, and many religloua end learned works,®

America*a literary stirrings were early felt In Virginia, 
where, under the leadership of Captain John Emith, the first 
of the enduring colonies in the A*ew Ko rid was established. In 
the face of poverty, famine, pestilence and masseere, these 
early colonists demonstrated that what wealth thia country had 
to offer to the English came not from conquest and exploita
tion, but from the cultivation of the land. Thio concept, felt 
in the early days of this nation*a history, was to contribute 
greatly to the later nationalletic* movement.

Smith looked upon American settlement distinctly as colon 
laatlon, and as the prototype of all energetic realtors, found 
time to write an account of the colony to Its financial sup
porters in the home country. It subsequently appeared with 
the Eliaabethan caption A True relation of such occurrences 
end accidents of note as hath happened In Virginia since the

Robert E. Spiller, et al.. Literary History of the 
United ftetes, I, EO.
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first planting of that colony, which la now resident in the 
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south part thereof, till the last return from thence*3

Thia work waa demonstrated that Smith was rather more 
adept in the arts of war than in the art of historical narrative# 
Kevertheleas, despite the conventional euphuiama of hie time, 
hia writing was vlgoroua, although not trustworthy#4 The Journal 

is interesting from the standpoint of hia boundless enthusiasm 
for things of the Kew World# The descriptions of the search by 
the colonists for a place of settlement, their early skirmishes 
with the Indiana, their journeys into the interior, their first 
futile contention against illness, all contribute to a growing 
awareness that the Mew world, while politically associated with 
England, was nevertheless a realm apart#

In Kew England, unlike Virginia, the growing civilisation 
tended to become urban rather than rural# Few Hew Englanders 
needed to go far from their homes for social, economic, or 
religious needs# The Hew England colonies were, In a sense, 
more stable than many of the other colonies,® and it was in 

them that seventeenth^oentury intellectual life In America 
J______________

Walter Fuller Taylor, A History of American Letterse 
p# 4# ~

4Splller, op. clt., p. 53.
®Percy H# Boynton, Litersturo and American Life, p# 55#
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came to fruition* The lack of concern for Intellectual 
activity on the part of the southern colonies Is demonstrate 
ed by Covemor Berkeley of Vlrelnla, who Is quoted by Halph 
Boas and Katherine burton as sayingt

But I thank Cod there ere no free echoola nor printing, 
and I hope we shair not have tKeae huniired years for 
learning has brought disobedience, and heresy, and sects Into'iLe world, and printIng has divulged then, and 
libels against the best government* God keep us from 
both*6

6Foolal Backgrounds of American Literature, p*13*
7Davld Saville Musaev, History of the American People, 

p* 49* — "
8Ibld„ p, 46*

In discussing the Mew England colonies. It Is necessary 
that the relationship vhlch existed between the Pilgrims and 
the Puritans be clarified In order that their contributions 
to our national literature be properly evaluated* The Pilgrims 
settled In Plymouth In 1620, whereas the Puritans, slightly 
later, settled the area of Massachusetts Bay*7 8 The Pilgrims 

were, for the most part, artisans and farmers, whereas the 
Puritans were yoemen and scholars* The Pilgrims were Eepara* 
tlst8-*members of a group which broke away entimly from the 
communion of the Church of England* The Puritans preferred 
to rotorm .nd purity th. church ot th. -remnant, ot Idolatry* 
Which It had cherished, and as followers of Calvin, they looked 
to the Bible rather than to tradition In matters of conscience*® 

The Pilgrims were absorbed by the Puritans with the passage of 
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time, and today have been Idealised by tradition and legend. 
Their virtue, almplioity, and demooraay have come to symbollae 
a national ideal*

The simple, homely life of the Pilgrims is best revealed 
in Governor William Bradford*s History of the Plymouth Planta
tion (1630-1650)* The scope of this work is comprehensive, 
in that it treats of the rise of the Separatists in England, 
traces their vicissitudes in Holland, their subsequent voyage 
and colonisation in America, and the growth of their colony 
in the ensuing twenty-five years* From this account the 
traditional brimstone end bigotry of Puritanism are conspi
cuously absent. The Puritans of the History are hardy, honest, 
sensible individuals, possessing a methodical efficiency. They 
are a people endowed with a high degree of resolute courage, 
and yet tender, devout in worship, and acutely conscious of 
the guiding hand of God in their daily lives.

The settlers of the Bay Colony were of a different nature 
from the historically obscure Pilgrims, Moses Colt Tyler says 
of them that they wex*e the most eminent group of “wealthy and 
cultivated persons that have over emigrated in any one voyage 
from England to America,”9 Without doubt, the principle motives 

which induced their leaders to leave England were based on 
religious grounds, but a great many emigrants looked to America

Histoi^y of American Literature, 16jD7*1675, I, 129*
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a» • land of economic opportunity* Thle brought
• • • members of the lesser aristocracy, small 

farmers, merchants, farm laborers who had nothing 
In the home country, servants who hired themselves 
out for a term of years to pay for their pasaage, 
and workmen such as smiths, carpenters, bakers, dyers, 
shoemakers end tailors* tilth them went their capable, 
active wives and daughters, who would work with them, 
make and mend their clothes, prepare their food, keep 
their houses and bear their children* Ke in all times, 
the emigrants were those who were intelligent, able 
and vigorous••and with something to gain by going to a new countx»y,10

The first governor of this immigrant group was John
Winthrop (1588*1649), who la known to us chiefly through hie 
Journal, itolch records civic, domestic, and religious affairs 
in the northern colony during the years 1650 to 1649, If we 
may take Winthrop’s Journal as a criterion, the Puritan regard* 
ed the spiritual life as of primary importance, and he apprehend 
ed hla life in terms of constant self*analyala, wrestling in 
prayer, and constant struggle with the “old man*** Ee accepted 
Calvin’s premise of the absolute sovereignty of God, and God’s 
will lay heavily on humanity.

The doctrines of predestination and election as presented 
by their religious leaders did away with any rational concept 
of freedom, and the Puritan idea of liberty waa predicated on 
this doctrine* Ho Puritan could conceive that liberty meant 
the right to do evil as well as good* Such "liberty11 he would 
have categorised as "natural"••resembling the liberty of animals

i^toae and Burton, op* clt*, p* 14* 
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in & state of nature* Wlntlirop was vitally oonoerned with 
the theory of government and the theory of liberty* and In a 
speech before the General Court of the colony* drew a distinc
tion between natural end civil liberty* He esiphaelsed that 
the belief in the right of an individual to do what he chooses
without restriction is Inconsistent with authority.^

It would be a mistake, however, to assume that the life 
of the Puritan was entirely somber* As depleted by Winthrop 
they were a prosaic* business-like people concerned with

I
carving their new homes in the wilderness*

The Puritan did not feel that his whole duty consisted 
in the achievement of personal ideals, but that these ideals 
should prevail in civil affairs as well. Because they felt 
so keenly this necessity for civil and religious unity* they 
restricted the suffrage by religious qualifications and admitted 
to the government of the colony only those mon whose aims 
coincided with their own* Boas and Burton say of this tendoncyl

The greatest mistake of Puritanism was to suppose 
that unity is possible In a commonwealth* America 
was to prove that in union of differing groups Iles 
strength, not in an enfox*ced unity which suppresses 
all differing ideas and personalities and makes of 
free speech, and even of free thought, a crime* The 
Puritans did not know the middle way which led between 
anarchy on the one hand, and, on the other, complete 
submission to the rule of men who assumed that they alone possessed the secret of truth*1®

ilBoynton, op* clt** p* lt2* 
^Op* clt** pp* 211.-25*
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From Winthrop*a Journal it is plain that he, together 

I with other Puritan leaders, sought to enforce religious Ideals 
by governmental approbation* Ke worked diligently to establish 
a fixed, continuous relationship between religious belief and 
civil conduct. The fact that our national mind has developed 
in the opposite direction does not invalidate the contribution 
which Winthrop made to American thought, for he aided in the 
establishment of Puritanism in the Hew World, and Puritanism 
has been of profound significance in the growth of our nation.

The composition of verse occupied a relatively minor 
place in the literary achievements of this period. The first 
volume in English printed in the Western hemisphere was Che 
Bay Psalm Book (16^0)• This represented a conscientious en* 
deavor to adapt the Psalms to the meter of the few tunes 
familiar to the people,^ and as such is indicative of the 

concern for participation on the part of members of the con* 
gregatlon in liturgical worship. The poetry of Anne Bradstreet 
(1612*1672) was first published in London in 1650 as the product 
of *The Tenth Muse Lately Sprung up in America.** Her work is 
only of cursory concern in this study, but it la interesting 
to note that she was an early champion of her sext

^^Exmast Erwin Lelsy, American Literature, An Interpx»eta* 
tlye Survey, p. 13.
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Lot Creeks be Greeks, and women what they are
Men have precedency and still excell. 
It Is but 7aIn unjustly to wa^e waive$ Men can do best, and women know It well 
Prehenlnence In all and each is yours, . Yet grant some small acknowled-jraent of ours*1^

The eighteenth century marks the crucial period in 
which our national ideals began to take fonn# and the writings 
of this period portray to us a national culture in the process 
of development* Taylor says of this erat

The more one reflects on the cultural changes Ulus* 
treated in eighteenth-century literature, the more amazing 
those ohangee appear* In these hundred years a ragged 
line of colonies along the seaboard, supporting a total 
population of only 250,000, developed with startling speed 
Into a united and independent nation of five million 
people • • • In 1700 there were no facilities for a pro* 
fessional literature; not a single newspaper, magazine, 
or theater existed In the entire length and breadth of 
the colonies* By 1800 journalism had become a growing, 
though inchoate, profession; the theater was an accepted 
institution; the first American novels had been published, 
and foundation had been laid for the professional careers 
of Irving, Cooper, and Poe* Altogether, the etory of the 
unfolding America of the eighteenth century, as mirrored 
in American literature, is one of more than epic adventure*

The Puritan mind was not alone in the making of the new 
nation, and a distinguished example of the leisure class of 
this period was William Byrd, the author of A History of the

Dividing Lino, and £ Progress to the Mines* A History of the
Dividing Line is based on a journal kept by the author in 1723

^John Harvard Ellis, editor. The Works of Anne Bradstreet
In Prose and Verse, p. 102. ------------------------------

olt., pp. 23-21t.
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while aoe let Ing in a survey of the north Carolina-Virginia 
border* Passages frow the History portray the baok-oountry 
people, and reveal the origin of Important eoeial forces that 
were even then making for democracy. To William Byrd, Gentleman, 
of Virginia, the Korth Carolinians appeared laay, devoid of 
religion, unprincipled, and dirty.

The men, for their parts, just like the Indians, 
Impose all the work upon the poor women. They make 
their wives rise out of bed early in the morning, at 
the same time that they lie and snore, till the sun 
has run one third of bls course, and dispersed all the 
unwholesome damps. Then, after stretching and yawning 
for half an hour, they light their pipes, and, under 
the protection of a cloud of smoke, venture out into 
the open air; though. If it happens to be never so 
little cold, they quickly return shivering into the 
chimney corner. When the weather is mild, they stand 
leaning with both their arms upon a corn-field fence, 
and gravely consider whether they had best go and take 
a small heat at the houghs but generally find reasons 
to put it off till another time.*6

Throughout the History, Byrd comments on the fact that - 
these people prefer their shiftless freedom* to the pleasures 
of society. The significance of this frontier antipathy to 
government cannot be over-emphasised in our development as a 
nation. Byrd, as a prototype of others of his time, could not 
foresee that this attitude was the precursor of the democratic 
revolution, and eventually, under Jefferson end Jackson, would 
form the ideology of a major political party.

l^ewey Belle Inglis, et al.. Adventures in American 
Literature, pp. 437*438.



♦ » » ho waa t2io first car-ulnely intsmatlcnal 
fi^yre to eaar^o in Aaarlcaa the first to achlevo solid, 
perr-wmonco in lltorory fum* and tixs first to offer a 
widely influential challenjo to the rollclous life by the 
secular llfee And he was the first eralnerit t’gericsn writer who was an apostate froai Purl tan T52**

franklin is known to nost Americana through, his

ic4
Another interesting work la Sarah Kemble Illicit<s

I

journal of a journey .frort Boston to few York .In 170^!^
In thia she reveals a Genuine Intercolonial consclousnesa

I

In her Interest in trading and social cudtotaa at tlio
I

various stops of her Journey#
^hs srepresont&tlve flcaro of thia period was 

Bazijemin I'T^nklin (1706*1790) t.ho typifiea the achlevononta 
of the ei^teonth-Kientuxy ziildlo class la Anericc# Boynton

Autoblocrnplm tihlch contains the pertinent facta in hla 
life up to the tine of his najor public services* In It 
one cm learn of his concern for sucli diverse interests
as public libraries) an aca.tey which crew into the 
thlverslty of Pennsylvania; end iaprovonent In street 
pavings sweeping, and lifting;13

FTanklln has cone to symbolise that conblnatlcsi 
of virtues v^itch Aaorlcma have always respeotod* He was

iwirnnrm-flni-rr p# <^X*
^^Ihiasoll Blankonshlpf M^rjean TA.toratH.re, as an 

^g>re>g.9ien tho rational,, rtn- y d, ,r"n'T r ***
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a nan of eotmd business acumen# with definite ideas of
the value of money* Kilo attitude of mind enabled
Franklin to create Poor Btchard<8 Almnnac# one of the
most widely x*ead books of the eighteenth century* In
his political views as in his economic theory# Franklin espoused 
the cause of acrarlanlms as opposed to mercantilism*
Blankenship says of him:

The three important traits of l^nklln are his 
ratianallsm# his utilitarian profoironees# and 
his democracy* The first came from the apo in which he 
lived# the second from the middle class that 
pave birth to the man# and the third from an 
acquaintance with the desires and problems of 
American small farmers-*tlie frontier class* Every 
proposal submitted to Franklin must stand these th*reo 
tests! Is it reasonable? Is it useful? Is it in accord with 
the principle of equality? Above everything Franklin 
insisted that nothing be allowed to prevent or impede 
th© steady material progress and welfare of the deserving man*19

Tn examining the life of Franklin# it appears tiint 
he was one with the revolutionary spirit of his age* i:o 
Is today not only a man# but a symbol of the forces Which 
brought about this nation*

It was the role of Phillip Freneau (1752*1832) to shed 
the conventions of the Au jus tans# and to become a forerunner 
of the nomantlcs In his treatment of nature* He was singularly

clt* P»133e
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equipped for the task# of poetry, having been educated at 
Princeton, where he la said to have excelled in Latin and 
Greek.20 Hia conception of nature, like his political ac«* 

tivity, had ita roots In scientific deism-*the conception of 
a cosmic law—which predicated man's happiness only insofar 
as man was adjusted to the laws of nature*

Following the Revolutionary War, Freneau became editor 
of the National Gasette, and became the "first powerfully 
effective crusading newspaperman in America*"21 in this 
journal he began a vigorous campaign "against titles, class 
distinction, and all the aemi*regal trappings that Adams 
and the Federalists so ardently desired.'’22 ^ie fat« which 

was meted out to Freneau is described graphically by 
Blankenshipt

Freneau was an ardent friend of the French revolution
ists. This was too much for respectable Federalists to 
endure, so they read the poet, in company with Jefferson 
and Paine, out of the society of decent people by dubbing 
him an "atheistic editor." To the Federalists Freneau 
was a democrat, a democrat was a follower of Paine and 
Jefferson who in turn believed In an "infidel* French 
philosophy. Therefore a democrat was an atheist. The 
logic was a trifle weak, but the conclusion eminently 
satisfied such guardians of righteousness as Timothy 
Dwight. Thus Freneau, like Paine, was saddled with an 
odium that he did not deservee2J

^UTaylor, 02. alt., p. 53.

21Spiller, 02. clt., I, 172. 
22Blankenship, op. clt.. p. 187.
23loc. clt.
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The life of Phillip Freneau wae bitter and troubloaoiae) 

yet in the mysteries of nature and in the oraft of the poet 
he found a oomfort which transcended the pettiness of men* 
An the events of the later years of his life have become 
clearer, his figure assumes more noble proportions, and we 
diseover in him "an eager child of an age of democratic 
aspiration, the friend and advocate of social justice

Kono of the belletrlstlc qualities of Freneau are to 
be found in the ballade and satires of the Revolution, but 
these minor poems made their effect on American life# Of 
these, "Yankee Doodle* is the most conspicuous example* Its 
composition was originally attributed to Edward Bangs, a 
Harvard sophomore, but it undoubtedly came into being through 
modification and variation, as is the case with most ballads* 
The feelings engendered by songs of this nature wore no more 
Important than the sentiment which was produced by singing tiaem, 
but they did much in converting revolutionary spirit into 
revolutionary action*

Related to this type of literature is Francis Hopklnson^e 
"The Battle of the Kegs,* occasioned by an attempt Cf the 
Americans to mine the English ships in Philadelphia harbor* 
The plana were not successful, but the English becanp so

^■Vernon Louis Farrington, Main Currents in American 
Thought, I, p* 380*
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alarmed that they endeavored to destroy every piece of drift
wood they could eee* Obviously timers are humorous overtones, 
and the discomfiture which the English suffered In the incident 
and in Hopklnson^s re-telling of it did a great deal for the 
American cause by helping to destroy the awe In which the 
British were held*

At the end of the Eevolution, America possessed little 
or no native fiction* Throughout the preceding period the 
Puritan tradition had militated against any concern with this 
genre, and during the days of the Revolution the best intellects 
were directed to the problems of statesmanship* In commenting 
on this period, Lelsy aayst

The first signs of literary self-consciousness In the 
new republic appeared in the form of a recognition of 
the obstacles that stood In the way of dealing with 
native themes* The Revolution was too familiar to be 
a satisfactory subject* The story of Plymouth Rock 
might have served, yet it was a reminder of colonialism* 
Writers complained also that there were no class dis
tinctions and that consequently they could depict no 
contrast in manners* Worst of all, local publishers 
preferred pirating English novels to fostering native authorship*£o

Charles Brockden Brown was the first American writer to 
make a profession of literature* He was Inevitably Influenced 
by foreign models, for American models were practically non
existent* Even as a writer of Gothic novels. Brown endeavored 
to utilise native materials, as is deoonetrated in Wlelmd (1798),

2®0p* clt*, p* 49*
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baaed on an aotual ease of murder oommltted In Tomhaiarook
some years before*26

The last years of Brown's all-too»short? life were de* 
voted to the cause of native literature through the medium

literary yagasine and American Register.27 jje did 

much to develop a reading public, and to foster a desire 
for native productions. Taylor says of his contributions

«, * • Bx*own did much toward freeing Anerioan fiction 
from the blight of the outworn Rlchardaonlan school. 
Re did much toward connecting the Anoriean novel with 
the still living ideas of the eighteenth century end 
with the fresh materials of European romanticism. • • • 
By virtue of hla union of philosophical weight, popular 
interest, and American subject matter. Brown became 
practically the originator of the genuine .\nerlcan novel. 
It must be admitted that, when considered purely from 
the viewpoint of the art of fiction. Brown's work la 
crude. Writing too hastily, he failed to individualise 
his characters and perfect hla plots. But in hla trans* 
lation of the American wildemesa and the Indian into 
fiction, he anticipated the larger achievement of Cooper's 
T.eatherestocking Tales, and In his Rdheronce to the Gothic aclioof he "an tTcipa teT" the finished work of Kawthcme and 
Poe.23

II

The life of Washington Irving (1783*1859) all hut spans 
the period from the Revolutionary War to the War between the

■aT""" —"”*■*^Spiller, op. clt.. I, 182.
^^Boynton, og. oit.. p. 199*
2S£2* pp» 69*70.
^^Soe Appendix D for representative writings of this period 
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States# It wee a period which be^an with almoat no 
literature and ended with a heritage of notable ac
compli ahment a# Irving*a flrat excursion in the field 
of letters was The Falamagundl Papera,30 which are in 
the nature of the Addisonian periodical essays# In 
the History of New York by Diedrich Knickerbocker 
(1809), Irving propounds theorlea of statecraft In 
addition to a humorous and sprightly narrative. 
Following a stay In England of some four or five 
years, Irving began to compile a group of sketches 
which would Interpret the most agreeable features 
o^* that country and the United States, and The 
Sketch Book la the result of that task# It is here 
that **The Legend of Sleepy Hollow* and ’’Kip Van 
v; Inkle” are found. By re-or lent Ing England and Amer
ica to each other in an age marked by mutual distrust, 
Irving did a great service to Anglo-American relations.

Irving was not Insensible to the lures of American 
business, and when John Jacob Astor offered him a posi
tion as publicity director of the Astor Fur Company, he 
accepted with alacrity.31 Astor was thoroughly cogni

sant of the value this internationally famous writer

^Blankenship, op. clt.» p# 247. 
Slpoc. cit.



oould be to him in the eaonumlo exploitation of the 
frontier# Farrington Bays:
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He [Irving] was easily bruutiht to aee the romanoe 
of the great struggle between rival oompaniea for 
mastery of the fur trade, but he did not oomprehend 
how the glamour he threw about the venture must 
inevitably strengthen his patron*• investment In imperialism#32

Irving wrote graphically of the historic events 
which oocured during his long life, but in those pages 
we look fruitlessly for the movements which precipitated 
those events# Spiller comaents, w0n the meaning of 
democracy, of sectionalism of the frontier, he offers 
only pretty paragraphs comunlcating his personal dis* 
taste.”33 yet, for these sins of omission Irving must 

be forgiven# He has given to American literature Ichabod 
and his one-eyed mount# He has called into being Rip Van 
Winkle and Woulter Van Twiller, and In their lives bubbles 
the seat of youth#

James Fenlaaore Cooper (1769*1851) was to represent 
a generation which, motivated by an aggressive patriotism 
and an awareness of America*a literary inadequacy, was 
eager to welcome a national literature of authentic vigor# 
Blankenship says In speaking of Cooper, that:

•^LOC* Clt#

^0p# cit## p# 21^6#
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Ee vai at once the most popular novelist and 
the most unpopular cltlsen of the United Stutee# 
He wee too democratic for Europe and too aria* 
tocratle for America* He hated the noise and 
vulgarity of Jacksonian democracy no less Umn 
be despised the moneynaklng energy of the Whigse 
His most celebrated novels are concerned with 
frontier life# but the author was always a lover 
of the old landed" aristocracy*5*
Cooper would deserve a place in world literature

if for no other reason than the creation of the back
woods philosopher Hatty Buappo, ’•the first internation
ally famous character in American f ictlon**5S t'ho

X •

Leather-Stocking Tales, consisting of The jPeerslayer.
The Last of the Mohicans, The Pathfinder. The Pioneers, 
ea<1 The trace the career of this great figure  

from his first appearance as a youthful warrior to hla 
death as an old san* taylor says of the Leather-Stock
ing Tales

• * * in them the American people possess their nearest approach to a national epic* The theme of 
that epic—the conquest of the wilderness by a great 
and hardy race—la no less noble than the warfare 
between the Christian and Moor In the fon£ of Roland, 
or the founding of Rose In the Aeneid*5®
Cooper’a writings have been severely criticised 

froa the basis of style and structure, but in their 
picture of American life of the period they have no 
equal* Spiller says:

346p* oiT*, p* 252*

55Ibid,, p* £54*

56£2« 21V* P» no»
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One fact Is clear, a by-product of the truism 

that Cooper’s writings are a p&radlee for the 
Intellectual hlntorlan: He oared little for 
literature as literature* For him, writing was 
primarily an i-:plement for hl« convictions 
ibout America. • . • Ye should be aware of 
those which recur: his belief in the moral qual
ity cf liberty) his netIonaHam; his conviction 
that an aristocracy of worth was not inconsis
tent with the deaiocratic ideal) his notion that 
native human character received its most valid 
eelf-expression in America) and his concept of 
the relation of all these ideas to the natural 
world of forest and aea. Y.'lth Infinite varia
tion in detail these themes appear in all his books*37
With the coming of William Cullen Bryant (1794-1878) 

to the American literary scene, we find the appearance of 
a new concept of nature* In Bryant’s poems nature was no 
longer utilised for nere settin. , but became a moving 
symbol of Divine Being* His poetry Is the journal of hla 
personal reaction to nature’s beauty and message, and his 
favoritetheme ie the power of nature to heal the sorrow
ful soul* In “To a Waterfowl” he sayst

There is a Power whose care
Teaches thy way along the pathless coast— 
The desebt and illimitable air— Lone wandering but not lost*38
Bryant’s most famous poem, ”Thanatopsis,” was pro

duced before he was twenty, and In almost every syllable 
It gives evidence of Its author’s puritan ancestry:

3V0pe clt** I, 264-255.
38IngIls, et el.* op* clt. p* SCO*
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. the sternnees of rod, the imiuinence of death, the 
threat of eternal damnation, the sense of life as a pre* 
lude to eternity•"SB

There is little of nationalism in fcryaiit1® poetry? 
his contributions in that realm must be judged in the 
light of his writInga fcr the Hew York Evening Foet, 
where for a half-century as editor and part-owner he 
aided In the shaping of American thoughte4® Boynton 

says of thia period in hryant’a career:
The Poet and ita new editor changed to support 

the HocIrTnes of Insurgent democracy? and Bryant’s 
own leading recruits—William Leggett, Parke Godwin, 
and even John Bigelow—were more aggreeelvely 
liberal than he. He believed in party government, 
and supported Jackson, but not in party subservience? 
and he championed the civil service reform that 
Jacksonian tactics made imperative. He created a 
legal precedent in his successful defense of the 
right of labor to group bargaining? he took an 
early stand against slavery? he insisted on the 
right of free speech, and of course, supported the 
free-soll element end opposed the Fugitive Slave 
Iaw. He' turned with most ardent literals against 
the Denlel Webster whom he regarded as an ambitious 
opportunist, and four years before the seventh-of- 
March speech be bolted the Democratic party in 
disgust. He was among the first of influential 
Easterners to rally to Abraham Lincoln and among 
the minority who were Independent and bold enough to applaud the heroism of John Brown.*1

The contributions which Lryant m6de to the rise of 
nationalistic thought lie chiefly in the realm of his 
Romantic interpretation of nature, which involves a

^Boynton, o£. alt, p. £75.
40splller, op. clt., X, 300.
*^Boynton, 0£. clt,, pp. £82-283.
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belief in the pro^reaa of nane

In the writings of Ralph V.aldo Emerson (1303*13t-£) 
there le probably only one doctrine which he did not »t 
eoinetlme abjure. This is the belief in the divine self* 
sufficiency of the individual*^ It la Intereating to 
conjecture as to whether thia idea was the result of 
pure philosophical speculation, or an outgrowth of the 
doctrine of the innate dignity of man expressed during 
the period of our national formation*

A philosophy founded on the dlvim value of man 
predicated to Emerson the belief that a government should 
possess no more authority than that necessary for the 
preservation of international and national order* Ihlr 
belief he held in common with Jefferson, but Emerson, 
as a philosopher, went on to the logical conclusion* I
If man Is innately good and can rely implicitly on

I his intuition, is not governmental compulsion wrong? 
His attitude in this situation was convincingly 
indicated In his refusal to obey the Fugitive Slave 
Law, Farrington says of his attitudes "In hla specu
lations on the nature and function of the ideal repub
lic • • • he elaborated what we may call the transcen
dental theory of politic*-, a theory closely akin to

^^blankenshlp, ojj* c it *, p* 291*
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j?hl lose ph leal anarchls«ey43

"ho pr.llcaopiiy which Es-.ereoa eapoueed—that man li 
a part of nature end tl^at nature In turn la a part of the 
deity—is clearly expressed In '’Each and Alle° Aa ell 
things are united la taelr relationship to God, all thin£B 
6re necessary for the successful Integration of the 
Individual. Thia projection of one's identity Into the 
Identity of all mankind Is certainly a concept which 
makes for nationalism, *nd if carried to its legleal 
conclusion, to Internationalism. In ’’The Concord 
Hymn,* we see evidence of l.iaerson's Interest in the 
past of our country, and a degree of worship for the 
cult of deed hei*oes in the lines t

fplrlt, that made those heroes dare'Io die and leave their children free . . 3*

In Emerson's essays, we find many nationalistic 
concepts, but In the anthologies examined, only one 
eseay, *f,eIf-P.eHance,* appeared. Ludwig Lewlsohn 
says of itt

The ecsay Is, for its length and non*teclinical 
nature, the most rcvolutlonwry document in modem 
literature. Here • • . is the American character, 
the unbinding and not binding creed of the liber* tarlan. . .45

^OPe Cite, II, 3W3.
484 Ing Ils, et el., op. elf., p. 660.
45yxpreeslon In America, p. 1£4.
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Emerson1! nationalism is, for the most part, of a 
pervasive nature, and it is aa such that it must be 
discerned* Th.** -u^hout his writings there is a cognisance 
of the role of Providence in America’s past and future* 
Td Emerson, the Americans were indeed the chosen people, 
possessed of qualities peculiar to them as a group* He 
insisted that the role of America was as the leader In 
the struggle for the welfare and growth of men and 
women individually and collectively*

To save one’s soul has ever been considered a 
concern basic to the human experience, and Henry David 
Thoreau (1617*1865) threw himself into the process with 
all the vigor he could muster* Blankenship says that 
"Emerson was the clearest preacher of transcendentalism, 
but Thoreau lived that gospel,*!^ Thoreau was graduated 

from Harvard in 1837# and the years he spent there- gave 
some Indication of bi® later concern with the realities 
of life* He lost patience with both the narrow limits of 
the traditional collegiate program and the eagerness of 
hla claaamates for academic standing rather than for 
education* He Incurred faculty displeasure and was in 
danger of expulsion, but through intervention by 
Emerson, was allowed to take his degree*^7

W ^Qp. cit.* p. 303.

Ll7̂‘Boynton, og* clt* pp* 335-336*
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The period from 1845-1847 gave hie the experience 

and most of the material for Vaiden, although it wae 
not published until some seven years later* The events 
which led up to hit stay at Vaiden have been summarised 
by Blankenship:

Thoreau soon saw that there were three ways in 
which he might solve the question of money-making* 
tie could hire himself out to some one who would 
exploit his labor, aa for instance, the Boston 
pencil makers wished to do* He eould hire other 
men and exploit their work to his gain* Finally, 
he could reduce his wants almost to the vanishing 
point and get along without any kind of exploita
tion* This last was the only satisfactory plan, 
and he determined to follow it* Manual labor was 
the moat pleasant form of work, therefore he dis
covered how little work was neoeaaary when wants 
were brought to the irreducible minimum, and did no more than the required amount*<8
The signifloanee of Thoreau’s experiment Ilea in 

that in him we see the first protest against the growing 
philosophy of materialism and pragmatism* He was con
cerned with the shallowness of much contemporary thought, 
which emphasised the value of possessions, which he 
considered the first obstacle to the good life*

The second obstacle to the good life, according 
to 1'horeau, consisted of formal institutions, particular
ly those of government* Thoreau wae of the opinion that 
it wee far better to rise above these institutions, 
pursuing a solitary path where the masses were unable

eft i., p* 305 
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to follow. Taylor esye, "Kot deeply concerned with the 
social projects fostered by transcendentalism, Thoreau 
became the arch-Individualist of hie time—Indeed, of 
all American literature***®

Thoreau*e  indlwidualita was most apparent during 
the Mexican war*  He felt that the war was being fought 
in order that slavery mi^ht be extended, and consequestly 
resolved to do nothing to support the government*  He 
refused to pay his taxes, and accordingly was seised 
and placed in the Concord jail. xhe next day his rela
tives paid the tax, and Thoreau was released. This 
event led him to re-evaluate hla philosophy of politics*  
and the result was the tract "Civil Disobedience."BO

*ypp* cit.* p* 164*
SOloc. elt.

Like many of his fellow Americans*  then and now, 
Thoreau was aware of governmental functions mainly In 
times of crisis, end, as do his fellow Americans, he 
blamed it far its iniquities*  In "Civil Disobedience,*  
Thoreau assumes that the democratie state reflects the 
moral standards of the mass, and he argues the superior 
claim of a higher moral lew*  uhen a conflict Is pre
cipitated between civil and moral law, the man who la
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concerned with personal Integrity must obey the latter* 
In obeying this higher law, there need be no warfare 
with the State, but rather man may abandon a social 
compact which he did not voluntarily enter* A half* 
century later, a Hindu student of law read this in 
London, and was so Impressed that subsequently, as 
Mahatma Gandhi, ho adopted the title and the ideas 
in the development of a foreign policy which has 
come to be one of the strongest movements in the 
field of nationalism today*51

In speaking of Thoreau*a concern with the 
educational process, Spiller eaysi

• • • more significant is his statement that 
an experiment performed before the eyes of stu* 
dents, and with their active participation, is 
worth weeks of conventional teaching* As con
ducted by the Thoreau brothers. Concord Academy 
employed pioneering methods which the passage 
of a century has made common* Finally, ho be
lieved there should be no such thing as graduation, 
and held it a fault that in his day there was no adequate system for adult education*52

Thoreau* a concepts of society sebm anaclironls- 
tic today in an Age struggling to control the atom* 
If hla social doctrines are adaptable to any society, 
they could be adaptable only to a society of Independent

^Boynton, op* olt** p* lljlj.* 
^Spiller, o£, cite. I, ij-lti,*
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fannerB, artiBans, and shopkeepers• His great contribution 
to nationalist thought In the United States lies in his con
cept of the dignity of the Individual, and the responsibility 
of that Individual to a higher power than the state.

The oontrlbutlon of Harman Melville (1819*1891) to ths 
realm of nationalism is a minor one. The setting of many 
of hla novels is in the South Seas, producing a lack of the 
externals which make fcr Amerloan nationalism. In Moby Dlok, 
Melville deals with the American scene, but in ao allegori
cal a manner that any nationalistic trend Is difficult to 
perceive. It Is the opinion of this writer that Melville’s 
conscious use of symbols was based in part on the growing 
use of symbols in our national life. In Israel Potter, an 
excellent historical novel with John Paul Jones and Benjamin 
Franklin among its characters, we detect Melville’s concern 
with the national past of this country.

In speaking of Melville’s concern with democratic 
values, P, 0, Matthisssen says:

His fervent belief in democracy was the origin of hla 
sense of tragic loss at the distortion or destruction 
of the unique value of a human being. How high he set 
that value and how he instinctively linked it with 
Christianity are suggested by his annotation to a 
sentence In Madame de Stael’s Cermany: ’A man, regarded 
in a religious light, la as much as the entire human 
race,’ Upon this Melville wrotei ’This was an early 
and Innate conviction of mine, suggested by my revulsion from the counting-room philosophy of Paley,’53

^Amerioan Renaissance, o, L1l2,
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In Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804*1864) we aee, at in 
Thoreau, an intense individualietn and an inclination to 
dissent from, if not to repudiate entirely, the enthusiasms 
of the social reformers, K clue to this attitude on the 
part of Hawthorne may be found from the limited sense of 
kinship he felt with the country in hie comment that *1$e 
have so much country that we really have no country at 
all,*S4

One of the Implications of the Romantic movement** 
which in Itself tended to bring about nationalism6®** was 

i 
the attempt to abolish sin and evil, Hawthorne was incapable 
of accepting this philosophy, and in spite of the urge of 
the era in shlch he lived to acquiesce in thia idealism, his 
sound perception acted as a constant curb to his romanticism. 

None of his writings indicate this concern with sin. 
In addition to his interest In the past, as The Scarlet Letter 
Strictly speaking, the book is not historical, but In its 
portrayal of Puritan society we see a clear indication of 
the nationalistic Influences later to be developed in The 
Maypole of Merry Mount. In The Great Stone Pace, this element 

w**eewwie* wwww, ewwwwww*

at the past Is also present, not only in the descriptive

^Nathaniel Hawthorne to Henry W, Longfellow, October 
24, 1854, cited in Lawrence S, Hall, Hawthorne, Critic of 
Society, p, 71. ----------------------

65See page SO,
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passaces Involved, but In the prototype of the etone face 
Itself • The Ell the dale Ttomenoe, which utilises Lrook Farm 
aa its setting, is • rather unsympathetic treatment of one 
of the phases of our national life* The Rouse of Seven 
Oablea, written * year after The Scarlet Letter, continues 
the theme of retributive action so popular with Hawthorne• 

An interesting concept In Hawthorne’s works, and 
certainly related to nationalism, is bls attitude toward 
women. He had scant sympathy for the strong-minded Anne 
Hutchinson and for the equally disturbing figure on the 
contemporary scene—Sfargaret Fuller, If we turn to his 
fiction, we find evidence of his admiration for the mull- 
ebrous woman. Her constancy is celebrated in ’’The Shaker 
Bridal,* ’’The Maypole of Merry Mount,* "Edward Fane’s Rosebud,* 
the list becomes tedious. In the character of Hester we detect 
a change in Hawthorne’s usual conception of femlne virtue, and 
In Hester we may discern a faint precursor of the feminist 
type, 

Hawthorne’s contribution to nationalism la not marked, 
for, as tlenkenahlp saysi

Hawthorne was preeminently an artist, interested more 
in presentatlcn. than in argumentation, more concerned 
with tone-color than with Intellectual interests. It 
Is aa an artist and not as a thinker that he must be 
considered, and as such he stands almost unique In his generation,”6

66S2« P« 577,
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Henry Wadeworth Longfellow (1807-1882) bee been of ♦ 

partlooler service to our national literature in hie trans
lation and idealisation of certain passages In the history 
of the United States. He was an IdeaHet—a typical trait 
of American nationalism67—but his idealism was of a romantic 

nature rather than Intellectual. In Longfellow we need be 
troubled only Infrequently with new concepts. Through hie 
works we look through a hase of emotion and romance into 
a nostalgic past. As long as thia mood persists, we need 
not face the realities of the day and the problems of the 
morrow. In ouch poems as *A realm of Life* we can see noble— 

and vague—aspirations which have assisted many in sustaining 
their faith.

It Is as the poet of the unsophisticated that Longfellow 
must take his place in our national literature.68 It is to 

the ingenuous that the nationalistic content of Longfellow*s 
works must appeal.69 In "The Village Blacksmith* we find 
commendation for simple goodness. In •The Children,s Hour,* 
•The Bay is Done,* and others of the same nature, the motif 
is one of homely affection or mysterious longing.

In his ballads Longfellow made a more serious contri-

67Blios Perry, The American Mind, pp. 86-87.
6sTaylor, op. eit., p. 160.
89Boaa and Burton, og. olt.» p. 103.
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button to natlonalliBi in ouch poems as wTho Wreck of the 
Hesperus," "The Skeleton In Armor," and "Paul Revere•a Ride*" 
These poems, as all ballads should, have an attractive sim
plicity, They also possess a quality of "terse, straight
forward, rapid narrative which had not hitherto appeared 
in American poetry,H60

The student who has come in contact with Evangeline, 
Hiawatha, and The Courtship of Mlles Standish at the proper 

. www wiwwewwwwwwefl* «*ww ewwwwwwew wwewweww-wwev * *

place in his disciplinary development Is probably a better 
citizen because of them, although he might discover later 
that these poems are not the masterpieces of literature he 
had thought them to be, Longfellow has contributed little 
to the mainstream of nationalistic writings, but in these 
poems he has given much to the development of the emotions 
peculiar to a domooratio people.

The birth and breeding of John Greenllef Whittier (1807* 
1892) pre-eminently fitted him for his career as a spokesman 
of the people. The language of the people was his, as were 
their popular superstitions and local legends. It Is In the 
poems based on this aspect of American life that his permanent 
reputation In American letters rests,61

Whittier’s most vlgux'ous and formative years were Inex*

6t>Tftyiore op, cit,. p» 192, 
61Splller, og. cit., I, 575.
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trlcebly bound up with his sctlvlties as an anti-slavery 
agitator* Els conoeptlon of slavery was based largely on 
an abstract Ideal, but it was none the lose a genuine con
cern* He possessed the deraooratlo concept that can Is a 
spiritual being as well as a material being, and that the 
human soul is of far greater value than to be tyrannised 
by an absolute caster*68

62Taylor, og. cit., p. 182.
c3Dlankenahip, 0£. cit.» p. 328.
66Farrington, og. clt.» II, p. 367.

Whittier's abolition poetry oocprlses the greater por
tion of his entire poetic output,but few of these poems 
rise above the level of propaganda. "Masaaehusetts to 
Virginia*1 Is an impassioned and vigorous effusion, but 
little more. When Webster betrayed the hopes of the Aboil* 
tlonlste in his notorious ’‘Compromise'’ speech, Whittier 
demonstrated his acorn in the trenchant lines of "Ichabod,* 
only later to be troubled by their severity.6* "Laus Deo* 
was written upon the passage of the T&irteenth Amendment, 
and Is a resounding paean of victory for the cause which 
Whittier served so faithfully*

Wore than most poets of hla day, Whittier remained 
identified with the region Which produced him, and throughout 
the days of hla abolitionist activity, he wrote poetry deal
ing with the Wow England countryside. He did not attempt any 
strained symbolism as did Hawthorne, but contented himself * 66
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with o revival of the atmosphere of the period, and * 
faithful and vivid portrayal of oluiractor.

"The Karefoot Boy," "irenorles," and "Cnow-Boimd" are 
probably the moat popular of rrnlttler’s New Bn^land poercs* 
In these poems he treats of simple human experiences: the 
happiness of childhood, youthful love, household chores, 
and tho fellowship of the hearth. Spiller says of "Snow- 
Bound":

• • • the finest of his Yankee idyls, a faultless 
Integration of precisely remembered detail and tender 
devotion. In a general way this poem is the New 
England analogue of Burnsr The Cotter*s Saturday Night, with which it compares favorably bbth’Tor its 
wealth of homely description and for its genuineness of 
sentiment. But against the background of a nation 
fast adapting itself to urban ways the poem appears 
something mol's than a cold pastoral. It is a quiet 
tribute to a form of civilised living that was pass* 
Ing. Here embodied in glowing terms was the Jeffersonian 
dx^ara of the virtuous small landholder and his household, 
beholden to no one and winning an honest, laborious live
lihood from the soil. Long before the Presidency of

! Grant this Ideal pattern of a good life that might have 
been realized on an unpreempted continent had been 
shattered! but It still continued to haunt the minds 
of country-born dwellers In the expanding cities whose 
simple upbringing had hot prepared them for the complex 
problems of an industrial era. In Wlilttler*s Idyllic 
picture of an exietenoe totally untroubled by the fevers 
of getting and spending, many Americana recognised with 
wistful regret an Edon from which they were forever debarred.65

In the works of James ’Bissell Lowell (1319-1891) we 
find a pex^zaalve nationalism, which takes form as faith in

^^op. cit., I, 579»580. 
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human nature, in human klndneae, and la the good life* 
Theae are the concepts expressed in such poems as “The 
Shepherd of King Admetus,* “Rhoecus,* and “To the Dandelion*” 
The most frequently quoted of Lowell^s shorter poems Is 
“Ths Present Crisis," a pleee of rousing rhetoric inspired 
by the anti-slavery strugcle, and with specific reference 
to the annexation of Texas as a slave state*

The poems which Lowell wrote after I860 lose much of 
hie earlier spontenelty, and reflect plainly the feeling 
Of their author that he is expected "to do something dignified 
and profound,*^ The finest of these is the Harvard "Commemo

ration Ode," in which Lowell becooee one of the first American 
men of letters to recognise end proclaim the greatness of 
Abraham Lincoln, "Under the Old Elm* was written for the 
centennial of Washington*s assumption of command of the 
Revolutionary forces* In both of these odes, Lowell speaks 
eloquently of the American ideals—freedom, heroism, and the 
importance of Idealism and duty rather than materialism and 
self-indulgence•

Bigelow Papers, In their first form, constitute 
two series dealing respectively with the Mexican end Civil 
Wars, Of these writings, Taylor saysI

Like many Kew Englanders, Lowell opposed the Mexican 
Ver because It Involved the extension of slavery and 
the strengthening of Southern Influence in the Union*

^^Blankenship, op* clt*, p* 343*



On tMs® gromds he decried the war* danounoed volun** 
teerinc# end ridiculed the Jinroletla editor# idio 
supported the govemaent* Lowell’s satire of Joiwnalistlo 
cant is still pertinent# and his caricature of the ideal 
of military dory# the person of the prieelesaly 
comical Blrdofreodoca Sawin# is in the best traditions of 
American humor* As was appropriate# he gave the Civil 
War a more serious treatment* In paper after paper# 
Lowell impressed upon the Northern people that'tlioy 
should prosecute the war# unitedly# cautiously# firtily) 
that their cause was Just# end under God# must win; that 
they must not merely emancipate the blades from slavery 
itself# but must emancipate the whites from the idea 
of slavery; and# above all# that they should build 
firmly# so that the tolen would last and slavery 
be poraanontly crudwd* »

In 133^.# tMle serving ns Minister to Ihgland# Lowoll 

gave a further inteipretatim of Amerlconisa in a lecture 
toititlsd ”Da£tocrgioyen Xn tills speech ho r^xintained tliat 
democracy had boon justified by the American cxperlmont;
It had produced good citizens# and recognlaed merit rather 
than social status* Lowell was not blind# however# to the 

dangers threatening American democracy* A xnxrpl population 

was being transformed to an ux^ban population; American 

cities had becomo centers of corruption; end Lowell feared 
that democracy would bo rupplanted by socialism*^

Hie contribution of Oliver V/endell Holmes (18O9«189^) 
to the American literary soene must rest largely an
Autocrat .Pt the BroRkfast Tnbl»e which in Its portrayal
of tlie American boardln^iouso should be regarded as a part

-Ttoylor, 22.« eitiijroi 199-200i 

ppi 205-206.
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of our national heritage» ’’Old Ironsides” is a vigorous poom 
pnd little more# but its theme is such that it cannot fall 
to elicit an emotional response•

In 1385» two books presenting a provocative contrast 
appeared on the American literary scene* One of these 
was Longfellow’s Hiawatha* dealing with the "natural” man 
who was the original Inhabitant of this continent* The other 
was Walt Whitman’s Leaves of ^rass* dealing with the "natural" 
man of the coming age* who* according to the author* would 
become a prototype of American democracy*

Van Wyck Brooks says of the genesis of Leaves- of Crags!
Like George Fox* he fwhitmaj^ felt a call* as clear 

to him as the "inner light*" to abandon the conventional 
themes of earlier poets, with all the stock poetical 
touches, the plots of love and war and "the high ex
ceptional personages of old-world song* He was to em
body in his verse nothing wliatever for beauty’s sake, neither 
legend nor myth nor romance nor euphuism nor rhyme* but 
only the broadest average of humanity in the ripening 
nineteenth century with/gll its countless examples in the America of his day*0/

Whitman’s poetry la basically colored by the philosophy 
of transcendentalism* but in his interpretation of the
teachings of this philosophy he so impressed them with his own ।
personality as to give them a new and more vigorous tone* In the 
first thirteen lines of "Song of Ityself** the first poem in 
Leaves of Grass* Whitman announced both his purpose in writing 
in this medium and his qualifications to fulfill that purpose2

Times of ITelvllle and Wliltrom* p?2 173-1792
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This poem appears to be an example of egotlem# but 
on closer examination it la discovered that is is not mere
ly the individual, Walt ^hitman, of whom he speaks but rather 
himself as an archetype of the human race*

In spite of hie acknowledgement of the influence of 
transcendentalism in his poetry, Whitman did not regard It 
as the principal factor* Above all else, he desired to be 
the singer and prophet of African democracy* He ascribed 
the sources of evil to oppression and superstition rather 
than to human nature, and out of America anticipated the 
emergence of a noble race divorced from these degrading fao-

70tors* This great and noble race needed a new literature 
divorced completely from its European bonds* This attitude 
is shown in the "The Muse in the New World*, in which Whit
man says I

Come Muse, migrate from Greece and Ionia • • •
For know a better, fresher, busier sphere, a wide, untried domain awaits, demands you*7*

Coincident with the arrival of the muse, * * • • 
install'd among the kitchen-ware I* Whitman would sing of 
the "divine average* of American citizenshipi of mechanics, 
carpenters, masons, boatmen, shoemakers, wood cutters, and

72 homemakers*

70Taylor, op* clt** p* 230-
71' •‘‘Louis Untermeyer, editor. Modern American Poetry, p*41

78Ibld*, p* 40* -------- -----
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More than sing of Aserloa’a workeri, Yrhitman was to 
fill hie poems full with the America he cherishedJ end con
sequently they possess a panoramic quality# This attempt 
not infrequently produces a rather dull series# but in his 
desire to portray his nation we find a nationalism richer 
than any other In our history of belles-lettree*

Whitman exulted in a free# hylothalstle America# but 
this was not enough# The ultimate of a democracy should 
be the complete development of the individual# This develop
ment could only come about in a social group, possessed of 
spiritual values# The interpreters of these values were 
to be those poets who could awaken the dormant American spirit 
to realise its new vistas# Such is the message of cly Hue 
Ontario’s Shore*1

Of all races and eras these States with veins full of 
poetical stuff most need poets# 
and are to have the greatest# and use them the 
greatest#

Their Presidents shall not be tholr common referee so much as their poets shall#7*
In spite of his strong nationalism# Whitman was also 

concerned with all men and all races# end "The Passage to 
India* is a poem expressing such universal concern# This 
writer would suggest that Whitman’s frequent use of foreign 
words# phrases, and references# imply a latent internationalism 
which should be noted#

^Ibld## p# 79#
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Two eectione of fives of rrass were baaed on V»hitaan*» 
war experlenoea,74and these are the poems most frequently 

found in high-school anthologies* The must remains, "smiling 
and pleas’d with palpable intent to stay**** 7®

^^Blankenship, 0£* dt*, p* 363*
7^alt Whitman, ’‘The Muse in the New tor Id,” cited by 

Louis Vntermeyer, editor. Modem American Poetx»y,p* 41*
76Spiller, og* cit*, IX, 694*
77Epiller, og, cit,, II, 694,

III

NATIONAL MATUK.ITY

It wee not until the nineteenth century wae well on 
its way that the American Indian wae recognised as a cul
tural asset* The works of Cooper end of Longfellow had 
idealised the Indian, but it remained for a group of ethnol
ogists working in the last decade of the nineteenth century 
and the first decade of the twentieth to give ue an adequate 
picture of Indian life*'® yhe writings, tales, and songs of 

the various American tribes contribute little to nationalism, 
except insofar as they make for an historical appreciation of 

77 the national past*
During this same period, attention was directed to the 

study of American folklore, which Spiller defines ae
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♦ • , that congeries of knowledge (beliefs, customs^ 
magic, sayings, songs, talcs, traditions, etc,), which 
has been created by the spontaneous play of naive 
Isiaglnatlone upon common human experience, transmitted 
by word of mouth ox* action, and preserved without dependence upon written or printed record*7®

In hie discussion of the origin of folklore, he goes on to 
say that

• ♦ * folklore has its origin In an imaginative attempt 
to relate events, express feelings, and explain phenomena 
according to a graphic and rememberable [sicj pattern* 
This attempt, normally begun by an individual, is trans
mitted to other Individuals by word of mouth or by action* 
Through repetition and unconscious variation, it loses its 
original individual traits, l£Qit has any, and becomes a common possession of a group*78

^^IMd./p* 70S*

7eXbld*, pp* 703-704*

®^Lucy Lockwood Hasard, The Frontier in American Literature. 
pp*79-60*

This Interest in the autochthonous has followed two
paths In recent American literature* One group of investigator* 
is concerned with the discovery of native ballads and folklore, 
and the recent findings in this area are indicative of an 
awakening national literary consciousness* The collection of 
tales dealing with Paul Bunyan indicates an effort to pre
serve the literary history of the frontier* Other investigators 
working in this general area have directed their attention to

60 the folklore of a region, rather than to the nation as a whole*
It is difficult in the study of American literature to 

distinguish the point at which regionalism stops and nationalism 
begins* Of this dilemma, Donald lavidson saysi
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The national literature is the compound of the regional 
impulsea, not antithetical to them, but embracing them 
and living in them eg the roots, branch and flower of 
its being. But I must here note that the relation be
tween the national and the regional haa an importance 
peculiar to American literature alone among the litera
tures of Western peoples, He are obliged to face prob
lems that arise out of our fairly late arrival et the 
critical concept of a national American literature ae 
the logical accompaniment of our achievement of polit
ical nationality) and out of the slowly dawning recog
nition that our political unity has to be very imperfectly accomodated to a real cultural diversitye8*

It would seem to this writer that the confusion which 
exists between regionalism end nationalism lies in the 
terms employed# Regionalism may be—and frequently is— 
nationalism, but nat Iona1ism is always regionalism# The 
final distinction must be left to future generations as 
to whether a work of-literature which deals primarily 
with a region contributes to a national literature# If it 
does, it becomes a part of that national literature, and 
hence, nationalistic# If It does not. It usually becomes the 
subject only of antiquarian Interest# It is interesting to 
note that the type of literature best suited to the portrayal 
of a region Is the short story,88 and rarely does the short 

story attain the level of great literature, unless it deals 
with universal values# * 82

^^’’Regionalism and Nationalism in American Literature*, 
American Review, 6<53-54, April-October, 1935#

82Taylor, 0£# olt#, 255#
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In the writings of Bret Harte (1E36-1902), George W, 
Cable (1844*1925), and Sarah Ome Jewett (1849*1909), one 
may discover the theme of regionaliea in the treatment of 
California, Mew Orleans, sad Mew England, respectively• From 
these writings stems the literature of "local color” in 
America, and from this milieu was to come a writer who was 
to transcend regionalism and become one of the great American 
writers*

Percy Boynton says of Mark Twain that "His writing was 
an immediate reflection of his external life, starting from 
the West, progressing to a oonsciousness of contrasting 
American and European cultures, and thence to speculative 
Inquiry as to the end and air of human existence e*®®

Twain1 a first important book. Innocents Abroad, was a 
•singularly complete expression of the frontier culturee*84 

This work did much to break our romantic ties with Europe, 
end in this served the cause of an emerging nationalism* 

Huckleberry Finn, Tom Sawyer, and Life on the Missis* 
sippi are representative of certain aspects of the frontier 
life, but by no means do they provide us with a complete 
picture of that frontier* Huckleberry Finn is clearly the 
best of the writings in this trilogy, despite the fact that 
soon after Its publication it was ejected from the village 
library of Emerson*s Concord*

--- ----- 53---------
Op* Clt** p* 634- 

84Brooks, op* clt*, p* 291.
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These books are effective portrayals of regional life 

in Ameriea, and yet they tranaoend regional literature# Inas* 
much as they possess certain universal values# Euok and Too 
are boys who can be met In any town In America# tap only In
cident ally did they live near the Mississippi# In their demo* 
©ratio attitudes they typify the youth of this nation who, for 
the most part# are more keenly aware of democracy than are 
their elders#

10 Conneotlout Yankee In KInn Arthur*a Court, Twain 
skillfully places in juxtaposition two oultures#68 To Twain, 
the worship of chivalry was disparaging to democracy, inasmuch 
as it oast a sentimental aura over what was really a barbarous 
period#6® Deeper even than this is Twain’s vitriolic assault 
on the realm of superstition, sycophancy, and malevolence# 
Man’s inhumanity to his fellow-man has seldom received such a 
penetrating Indictment as in the pages of this book* Only the 
setting la Medievalj the motives underlying such abuses were 
alive In Twain’s day, as they are in ours#

Of Twain’s leaser works, "Rot^hing It,* "The Celebrated 
Jumping Frog of Calaveras County,* and "Ths Man That Corrupted 
Hadleyburg* appear with some regularity in the high-school 
anthologies examined# "Roughing It,* the first of his regional 
works, is a vivid story of the plains and the silver-mining

e53plller, ©a* sit*, II, 930, 
66raylor* on* cit*. p* 270#
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area of Kevada* "The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras 
County* la devoid of natlonaliatlo Imp11oatIons* "The Kan 
That Corrupted Hadleyburg* la an Indictment of a smug and 
self-righteous village*

In evaluating the contribution which Twain has 
made to the realm of American letters* Floyd Stovall 
aayst

He [Twain] waa a man of many contradictions* 
and he was governed more by ills emotions than 
by his rational mind* In aiiort* he waa a re
presentative Amorloan of his tlrse* whether of 
East or #eat* and illustrated the faults as 
well as the virtues of his fellow countrymen* 
Like them he was a lover of plots and adven
tures, of wild exaggeration and practical jokes, 
of natural wonders and mechanical ingenuitiesJ 
like them too he was ignorant, cynical, and 
crude* but withal naively sincere and magnani
mous* He was a typical adolescentt that was the eource of his eharm and his weaknesses?

Regionalism was not without its advocates in the 
realm of poetry during this period* Many of the poetic 
effusions of the time were sub11tarary, but in the writ
ings of Joaquin Hiller* Sidney Lanier, Snily Dickinson and 
William Vaughn Moody* is found a vital tradition*

The development and subsequent growth of the Rew 
Poetry during the twentieth century came about largely 
through the efforts of Harriet Monroe, the driving force 
behind PoetryI A Magasine of Verse* This fact is not 

..........-"'"'wy-'——*
Araox'lo&n Idealism* p* 115*



mentioned in hlgh-eehool texte, but much of the vene 
Included in them would not have been known today had
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it not first been brought to the attention of the pub- 
110 through this magazine.

In the fourth issue of Poetry (January, 1913), 
its readers found themselves awept along with the 
rhythme of one Vachel Lindsay (1879-1931), a man who 
has since become a significant factor In American 

88 literary life* in his walking tours over America, 
Lindsay became convinced of the basic similarity of 
the people of America—they were haunted by the same 
visions mad were the followers of his own heroes I 
Alexander Campbell, who founded the Disciples of Christi 
Johnny Appleaeedl Andrew Jackson) John P« Altgeldj 
William booth; and that great prophet of democracy, 
William Jennings Bryan* From these contacts Lindsay 
emerged as a man of the people—Identified with them 

89 eVen as Mark Twain has been*
Lindsay’s reputation was established In 1913 by 

*General William Booth inters Heaven," which deals, 
both structurally and thematically with a familiar 
aspect of American life—the Salvation Array* A 
year later came The Congo, a volume whose title piece

88splller, og* clt** II, 1175* 
89 Taylor, O£* elt** p* 397.
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remains one of the beet known of poena dealing with 
the negro• The spirit of the negro, however, ie 
better caught in Lindsey’s negro sermons which are 
naively humorous without being Irreverent*

Inasmuch as Lindsay lived in Springfield It 
was but natural that he should utilise the Lincoln 
legend* Many of his humanitarian poems invoke the 
spirit of The Great Emancipator, and many refer to 
him by name* "Abraham Lincoln Walks at Midnight" 
Is a protest against war in the name of the workers 
of America* The Lincoln theme is continued In "When 
Lincoln Came to Springfield," and in "Nancy Hanks, 
Mother of Abraham Lincoln," "The Eagle That Is 
Forgotten* Is a noble tribute to John Altgeld, the 
Governor of Illinois who pardoned the Haymarket 

90 anarchists* "The Santa Fe Trail" is a fantasy on 
a purely American subject—transcontinental motoring*

Robert Frost (1975* ) has traveled much dur
ing his life, but wherever he goes, the spirit of New 
England goes with him* As such he must be considered 
a regIonalist, but he succeeds in transmuting his 
regionalism to a scope much broader* His poems out
wardly carry the atmosphere of Kew England, but they

Blankenship, og* elt** p* 598. 
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poeeess overtones that make them applicable to the nation 
as a whole#

One of the recurrent themes In Frost*s work, and In- 
dlcatlve of Anwrlcan nationalism, is a note of desolation 
at the thought of separation from other men# In "The Tuft 
of Flowers” he saysi

"lien work together," I told him from the heart, "Whether they work together or apart."®1
In "Mending ’Kall" he says, rather apprehensivelyi 

Eefore I build a wall I*d like to know 
What I was walling In or walling out, o- 
And to whom I was like to give offense.®* 
Prost clearly expresses the dilemma of America In 

"Birches." To have value, the Ideal must be related to 
the real. Man Is a dual organism, possessed of a body and 
a soul; he must know how to rise above the earthiness 
of his body, but he must also realise that a return to 
reality Is necessary. Accordingly, Prost makes the birch 
tree a symbolic link between reality and the Ideal. He 
could climb

Toward heaven, till the tree could bear no more 
But dipped its top and set me down againThat would be good both going and coming back. 5 

Reality is always invested with new light after an approach 
to heaven. This Is the essence of Frost’s message—to cling 
to the real but to strive toward the Ideal. It Is also the 
message of democracy,

®^Untermeyer, og. clt., p. 184.
£2Ibid.» p. 136.
93Ibld., p. 195.
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Like Vachel Lindsey# Carl Sandburg (1878* ) ie a
poet of the people# but mox*e specifically# he la the poet 
of Indue trie 11 sate Lecauae of his varied experleneea dur
ing hie formative yeara—ranglng from a barbershop porter 
to an organiser for the Socialist party to Milwaukee— 

Sandburg came to know thoroughly the land of which he 
wrote*

Spiller nays of Sandburg’s initial volume of verse 
that its

* * * hit genteel readers the way the butcher’s 
maul hits the steer* Chicagoans were proud of 
their city1a new polltleal notoriety# but they did 
not like the opening linea of Sandburg’s title 
poem# ’‘Chicago • *

Sandburg’s dietion presents an Interesting cofleaen* 
tary on our national life* to "Cahoots'* there are words 
such as "Haraesa Bulla#* •dicks#* •fifty-fifty,* *dipa#* 
and "gasump#* which send modern readers scurrying for 
dictlonarlec of slang* In *To a Contemporary Bunkahooter* 
are found such lines ast

You come along* • • tearing your shirt
* * * yelling about Jesus*

there do you get that stuffT 
What do you know about Jesus?

Jesua had a way of talking soft and outside 
of a few bankers and higher-ups among 
the con men of Jerusalem everybody

^Op* elt** X, 1182.
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liked to have thio Jesus around because 
he never saade any fake passes and every* 
thing he said went and he helped the sick 
and gave the people hope*

Tou eome along squirting words at us# shaking your fist and call us all dan (jlq] fools 
so fierce the froth slobbers over your lips 
« • • always blabbing we’re all going to 
hel|gStral£ht off and you know all about

To portray Sandburg In this light is not to tell the 
entire story# however# for In many of his poems are pas* 
sages of delicate beauty*

The People# Yes# published In 1936# is a strange and 
powerful testament to the democratic $TOoeBe* fpillar 
says of this work, •’Whatever may be the name you put to it, 
a foreigner will find more of America In The People# Yes 
than In any other book we can give him* But he will have 
to spell it out slowly**

Sandburg’s greatest contribution to nationalistic 
literature# the biography of Lincoln# should not go un« 
mentioned* Xt Is a minutely documented history written 
by a poet who brings to his task sympathy and understand* I
Ing*

Edgar Lee Kastere Is best known for his Spoon River 
Anthology# which on its publication in 1915 became the

^^bllllafli Rose Benet and Korman Holmes Pearson# edi
tors# The Oxford Anthology of American Literature# XX# 
1178*
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ttoet talked of book of poems in Amrloa.®® Xt cone 1ste of 
a eeriaa of eollloquiee, more than two hundred in number* 
spoken from the graves of a village cemetery* 3o poetical 
devices are permitted to obaoure its harsh atatemente# 
$he language is curt and colloquial but at times achieve# 
lyric cadences by virtue cf itr alrrtplicitye Louie Voter* 
me yer cays of this work, •’fpoen Pi ver Anthology was a 
great part of America in mtcrocos*; it prepared the way 
for Sinclair I<ew*£» ?*aIn Street and the critical fiction 
of e^sll*town life.*’57

Spoon river <ntholof.y is of nat lens Ils tie import be* 
cause of the fact that Kaatera was interested in eeeking 
the undercurrents of an aspect of American life, the small 
town, which bad previously been Insufficiently explored, 

tailor luller Taylor in consenting on this work, 
saysi '

libaterats picture of village people is only in 
part realistic. More often than not, hla charae* 
terlxatlons are subjectively controlled by a phi
losophy hostile to the regnant materialiem and 
morality of the kiddle test. This philosophy, 
infused with deep feeling, accounts largely for

Boynton, ep. eit., p. 816.

®7Podcrn American Poetry, p. 14.
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the bitterness tilth uhlch Masters pierces the 
respectable surface of village life, revealing, 
underneath It, an ui;ly welter of petty jea
lousy, hypocrisy, and sutladjustment • • • It ac- 

I counts alco for Uaatera’a celebration of the 
qualities of Individual superiority to mass stan
dards, of humanitarian feeling, of covrare, and, 
above all, of conquering vitality, fonethlnt 
core- than atolcloo rings through the advice of 
Davis hatlock, one of the Epoou Liver people, to 
live cut o^e’s life like a food; and that ecyo* 
thing la the west tonic elc«cnt In Kaatera’s poetry<13

In the poetry of Ldn* St* Vincent klllay, we find 
little of natlonallatlc spirit* In Conversation at 
Midnight there la a coromentary on the state of human 
affairs, but the characters who make these oosyoeuts, 
for the moat part, speak as advocates of untried 
theories* lhe pesslmlatie nature of Miss Millay is 
best Illustrated in her sonnet sequence “Epitaph for 
the Race of Man,** in which ehe leave a a doomed human 
race one consolationt if man la to be destroyed, he 
must destroy himself* Whether Mies SiHay’s ideas are 
true or false, there la little In them conducive to 
nationalism*

A marked contrast to Millay is Stephen Vincent 
Benet, in whose ballads are recorded incidents from

c^0p*1 clt-., p* 401*
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Asierlcen history end folklore, ^ohn From*b lody, hie 

meet dlstlnculehed work, containe ® balance of euthentle 

reallem and romantie lyrlelaa which was once common to all 

poetry.Prior to writing John Brown*e body, Benet had 

experimented with a variety of literary forms, and dis

covered that hla beat wcrke were based on eoureea taken 

fro.« uncultured groups, mountaineers, and frontiersmen. 

CT his shorter poem®, "The La Had of Vllliata Fycemore," 

which relates the story of an old pioneer, la probably 

the most notable.

John Frown* a l ody, published in 19£8, ie a long 

narrative poem dealing with the Civil War. The narrative 

moves rather leisurely through an invocation, a prelude, 

and ele.ht books. It includes a variety of verse forme 

and literary devices which aid so-newhat in overcoming 

ilts teciinlcal faults.l>00 Spiller saya of thie work:

Benet*s talents have not been considered as of any
thing like the flret order by many other poets) and 
John Frown*e Body has kept its lergest following 
among readers'under twenty. But euch an audience 
18 not to be scorned in a democracy, and Benet*a 
share in reviving the bright colore of our heroic 
legends puts him squarely in the succession from 
Longfellow and Lindsay.101

A proper evaluation of tenet*8 work la difficult with* 

^^Blanirenehlp, O£. elt», p. 632.

100lbid., p. 633.
IDTOp. cit., p. 1350.
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out the li'J'it of historical perspective * but his contribu
tion to nationalism is apparent in search for the soul 
of a people in an accurate but reverent examination of the 
past*

Archibald I'acLeish has been profoundly influenced by 
' 102Eliot and Pound* and it is questionable if his works will 

contribute to any rosunkence of nationalism*
Of the twentieth-century novelists, Willa Gather is 

the only one mentioned with any regularity in the antho
logies examined* Her contribution to national thought 
can best be domonstratod in her novels wiiich deal 
with the transplanted European# and because of these 
works,her place In American letters remains secure*

In exam nlng the literature just discussed# one 
cannot but bo conscious of two predominant forces In the 
shaping of American Ufa and literature: religion and 
nature* ’Sils was exemplified first by the New England 
settlers tdio heard the voice of God In the wilderness of 
the Hew World# and it was exemplified in the nineteenth 
century when the spiritual quest of a group of thinkers’ 
eventuated in transcendentalism*

^Spiller# on* cit*# p* 135 .
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Lecause of Its be^lnnlncs in rell£ion, American 

literature hag continued to t* • medium for phlloecphlcal 

speculation* *his is true not only of the TraneCendanta- 
I 
list, but in ao diverse a writer as Poe, who, in Eureka 

attempted to explain the universe frosa the standpoint of 

eolence, philosophy, and religion*

During a generation which seems to have espoused the 

forcer of science and rationalism rather than nature and 

religion, men have become confused Intellectually and 

spiritually. They have forgotten that man needs more 

than material sustenance in his approach to the full 

life. Of this they can be sure, however, ttiat the 

wilderness which seems at time to envelop us can be 

faced today as it w^s in the past, end In that wilder

ness we can find strength.



CHAPTFB V

A CCMKrBIARY CIS SOKE ASPLCI3 OP KATIOKAtXSM IK OUH KaTIOSAL
LIFE AS TETY AFFECT TEE C0SCLUSICS3 

OF THIS RPSEARCH»

The problessi Involved in the definition of terms 
utilised In this study have been discussed in sorae detail In 
Chapter IIt and It la not the Intent of this section to re* 
Iterate what was said therein* An effort was made in Chapter 
III to show the develcxsant of the concept of nationallas 
through the political writings of this country* Chapter IV 
was a continuation of this sa^o process from the utilitarian 
writings of the period of colonisation to the belletrlstlo 
writings of an emergent culture*

This historical evolution forms the basis for the de* 
flnlticn of nationalism upon which thia study is predicated* 
for the term has not been constant 4Ln meahtil^^^^natlonal* 
Ism of Earn lit on differed from that of Jackson) their con* 
cepts were unlike that held by Lincoln) and the concept Of 
nationalism held In America today differs from any of these 
earlier vlews*^ It is only as we understand nationalism as 

a process and not as an end in itself that we can avoid the

i
r r naywrol G* Cette 11* risto?? of American Political
Thoughts psesiia*
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dangers of an egotistical nationalism which tends to recid* * 
ivous actions*

■■ty-"- ■•***«! we^Essays on Nationalism* page 247,
^Hans Kohn, The Idea of Nationalism, pp, 17-18*
*Uayes, or* elt** p* 248*

It is probable that nationalism in some form will 
continue Indefinitely*  Of this Carlton Hayes says:

Nationality and some degree of national con*  
soiousness have been, in man*®  experience# 
ubic^ltouc and mlvoraal*  and liavlng been so# 
they will in all probability continue so to be*  
For nationality and national consciousness ere 
aspects cf gregariousnesst an instinct or com*  
plex of instincts natural to men and contin
uously efficacious with hin*  Gregarlousnsss# 
like any instinct*  can be controlled and direct
ed, but It cannot be suppressed? and though 
gregariousness by nationality might conceivably 
be transmuted into gregarlouaness by class or race, such an event is highly la-probable* 2

According to contemporary students of the issue, 
national consciousness is not only innate, but beneficial, 
andi should be fostered rather than suppressed*̂  The various 

champions of this point of view state two major points in 
defense of their position*  The first point is predicated 
upon the belief that the spiritual values Inherent in na
tionality constitute a safeguard against mterlate oosroopol- 
itanlsm, and the second point Is that In nationality Is per*  
calved high cultural values*4
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It is necessary that we roallte that this nationalism 

is of sa vital concern to us today as it was when it set in 
motion the forces which were to eventuate In the formation 
of this nation. Nationalism Is a dynamic force which must 
be analysed in the light of its present-day relevancy before 
valid conclusions for this study can be reached* According
ly, it will be examined as it affects patylotism, inter
nationalism, education, and finally as it affects the teach
ing of American literature* tilth these in the lackground, 
conclusions will be drawn,

I

XATlOHALISk AXr PATRIOTISM

In dealing with terms which have abstract values as 
their referents, we too frequently fail to realise that as 
these values change, so must the meaning of the term. In a 
nation based on democratic vrineiules, blind, unthinking 
love of country mist give way to a rational and interpre
tive ratrlctlaa if that nation is to survive. Patriotism is 
capable of a variety of meanings, but it may probably be best 
defined as “love of country# pride in It, and readiness to 
make sacrifices for what la considered Its best interest,*6

^Uorle' Curtl# The Foots of American loyalty, p, vlii.
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Patriotism Is rsl&t2^ to r-ationallaa# and the history oJ? the 
two are Inextricably joined*

The roots of .American patriotism saist be traced to 
their ruropean background> for in spite of all their xest 
for a new land of liberty* our first colonists brought with 
them a feeling of kinship for the land of their origin* The 
very fact that they left their homes in search of a new 
ideal carries with it the germ of American patriotism*

During th© early days of thia country* patriotism 
was felt only as provincial pride, coupled with a senee of 
future greatness* The American Revolution, with its de* 
structIon of the aon&rchlcal ideal, and the concomitant 
weakening of devotion to royalty as an Institution and a 
faith, required that new loyalties bo established* .The hie* 
tory of W.® Constitution Is a ccsmmentary on this development 
from.provincial pride to notional patriotic*

In a p^n&tratlng escay, Arthur tr* Schlesinger has 
remonstrated how the plenitude of land In America made its 
people primarily a rural people unlike any in th® lands of 
their origin*® The early colonists grew more and mere cog* 
nleant that their land was fer*spread and conelated of distant 
fertile acres to which any man might go If he choose* This.

011 what Then la the American, Thia Kow Want,* American 
Etstorical Review, 481 295*244, Jar.uai*y, 1943*



1S3 very tpAetyi»n»ast to.^sther with th» motility of th> early 
settlors# 'brought about pride In the nation as a whole*

Another trpnrtant factor In American patriot!sth was 
the ’belief that Divine 'Provldenca had guided Ar.erlcan expey* 

i
fence froxa the very begtnnln”* Colonial Puritans held fast 
to this idea# and It soon spread to ell parts of the ooion* 
try* DenjaTBln Trusihull, in a like manner, began his General 
History of the Vn!ted States with e sentiment which could 
easily be dnrlleated In mny other currents of the nerlod: 
"Very conspicuous have beoi the exertions of Providence In 
the discovery of the Hew eorld# in the settlement, growth, 
and protect Ion of the state® »«<■’ churches of 'Sorth America*"^

IXfrlng the present century, the concept of tlvlne 
guidance In American history also found its 6xno»ltcr$»*0 
The corollary Is obviousi If the American Is true to his 
Cod, he can not be false to Mb country. Inasmuch as it has 
t-edn guided by a Tdvlne Fewer throurh the years*

The legendary past has contributed to our national 
patriotis®#6 Hero worship is not peculiar to this country, 
but It has taken cn b particular color in America* Of th®

^Hobart Hills Thompson# Th® Fend of Ood In American 
Elstory* pass Is *

9Dixon tcater. The Eero In Arcericai A Chronicle ofFero i'orehln* passirc* “*
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national heroes, taohlngton baa led the ho»te A» the years 
have yacsedf his figure has become more and more fimly Ik* 
planted In the rlilds end hearts of Americans as a symbol of 
patriotism above and. beyond strife* This has been noted 
not only In literature, but in other foms of artistic en» 
deever*^

In the evolution of national loyalty, faith in the 
future has been even a more dynaedc force than the memory 
of great deeds and great mon* The Vnltaf States has not 
been alone In this position, for many leading European na
tions have cherished the same conviction of their unique 
predeatination**e pattern of thought which has been re
inforced by Hegel*s theory of hlstory.il

In the United States, as In Europe, the idea of a 
distinctive people has pleyed an important place In the 
evolution of national loyalty* This sense of likeness has. 
In fact, been an trndenlable force in modem nationalism* 
At no era in history have Americans agreed on the character
istics of the American people, yet those differences of opin
ion did not blot out the concept that an unique American peo
ple had come Into existence** 11 12

1^Curt 1, on* elt** t>* 59*

11nmst Cassirer, The ^yth of the State, p» 257 et ego*
ISCurtl, on* cite* p* 65*

I
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The presence of eo cany ethnic groups early gave rise 
to the belief that the American people were becoming a blend# 
unlike the Inhabitants of any one of the countries which had 
sent l^altrents to our shores* The colonial authorities fav* 
ored a liberal policy of naturalisation, and this became the 
foxtodatlcm of the national policy after independence had been 
accomplished*^

It was not until the 1830*8 that any alseable group 
became concerned with the loyalty of newcomers to the nation# 
and insisted that the naturalisation process become more dif
ficult*^4 This tendency can be best understood in the light 

of certain propensities In the patriotic and national thought 
of the period* One of the most conspicuous of these was a 
growing attlbutlcn to th® factor of *race8 In the develop
ment of the American nationality# an attitude which had not 
been seen before In America* It was# In fact# incompatible 
with the contract theory of government which had its incep
tion in America with the Fayflower Compact and which eventu
ated in the Constitution* * 14

Charles A* Foard# end iSary U* r-oard# Ti’-e Flee of American ClvllUatlon# 02 ff* ------------
14 Hay A* Fillington# Ti^e Protestant Crusade 1800*1000* 

passim*
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^1.0 oxcitlnc cause of this natlvist isovoMcnt was the 

Ci'catly IncrceBed ^omn Catholic 1 ^l^ratlGia frcxo Ireland 
and Gerasany# As a result of V is trend, in the 18S0*a there 
arose a lively anti-foreign Biovestent "directed by the Amer* 
lean or Know-nothing partye”^

This natlvlat ccnctn*n for Prctcetantleis. waa strength
ened ty ecoDXMlc consIdoratlens* Ciiarlcs and r&ry feard sayl 

Especially were the conservatives pained to find 
German socialists, fresh from ths revolutionary up* 
hs&vala In lCC£t holding meet Inga to condom Amer- 
lean capitalism, calling upon working people to 
cvsrthi'-o® the order sstatllshed by ..ashlngton and 
Jsfferscsi, and demanding a voice In government 
“proportionate to their numbers**’*^

InLora though the basic propulsion toward patrlotlwa 
acorns to be, it x^^ulros contli'^ous sustenance If it is to 
rcTjah* vital* !‘csd; Lobster was or.o of tl;c first to recog* 
ul*® this* Mhls crest dictionary cf Ju^ricsr* fnclish and 
hla ubiquitous and profitable *cp^lllng books’ popularised 
sot® cf ti,e rafona In crthograpl.iy 16 * tl ch L© deetied basic to 
the growtli of a distinctively Acsrlc&n language an-/ litem* 
ture*"^ Tde&rd I'elsner e&yst 

----------------- -  

Esard and beard, op* clt** II, £<4* 
18 Toe* ©It* 
17„ ,Curtl, op* clt** p* 1*4*
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There were, it le true, a few books that re* 

fleeted definite American feelln^*r>artlctalarly 
Frah tebeter1a Second Part, A GraKmatical Inatl* 
tube) * « * debater abated on the title page of 
the “Second Part,” that It was his purpose In 
ecrsplllng the book to bo “attentive to the 
political Interest of Am^rlca«“ In that inter* 
eat ho Included a nvitnbor of lievolutIonary $ar 
orations in which hitter feeling was expressed 
against Crest Britain# • w

The belief in the power of the printed word and In 
th^ exposition of patriotic platitudes did not expend the 
exier^les of those who concerned thesaelves with the 
strengthening of loyalty, and they next turned to the 
use of eytabcli* The seal of the United States had been in 
existence einee August 10, 1776, ae had the national motto, 
E Plurlhus VnvmelO Py a cutsequent Act of Congress, the 
American or bald eagle became a part of our symbolism* 
Th® eagle appealed to the classical temper of the times, 
and in addition, Congresa specified In true patriotic pride 
that it was to be the American bald eagle! Its subsequent 
use, which certainly is not devoid of nationalistic impli* 
cations, in the area of decoration has been noted by Clar* 
ence P* Kornung*20

' lSr4Wal^j Heisner, NationalIbsb and Education Since 1789, 
p, 558,

^Curti, on, elt», p, 130*
20«xhe American Eagle, Symbol of Freedom,® American 

Artist, BilOffe, November, 1941,
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The Rational flag la a bean, of the foremost Import* 
ance la the foot er Ing; of national aymbollasu Curtl aaysi

As late as 1793, discussions in Congress over 
altering the Stars and Stripes indicate that the 
emblem had not yet coms to be regarded with any 
reverence or even as having any particular sig* 
nlflcanee* It was decided* In spite of the plain 
Indication that many new states were bound to be 
created out of the western domain* to add two 
stripes to the original thirteen in honor of the 
admission of Kentucky and Vermont* Thus It was 
that a banner of fifteen stripes remained the na* 
tlcnal emblem for almost a quarter of a century* 
In 1818 It was apparent that the flag could not 
well cubsalt to an indefinite rmltipllcatlon of 
its stripes, and the thirteen original ones were 
restored at the same time that provislao was 
made for inciwaslng the stars as new states sn* 
tered the Union* Only in 1834 did the army adopt 
the Stars end Stripes as its eriblem) not until 
tt» e'ar with Mexico did American so Idlers fljht in the field under its colors*21

rational holidays must not be overlooked in their role 
as harbingers of patriot Ism and loyalty *C2 Hayes compares 

the feast and fast days of the Christian calendar with na* 
tlonal festivals and holidaysI

Nationalism has Its parades, processions, and 
pllgrlBages* It has, moreover. Its distinctive 
holy days, and just as the Christian Church took 
over some festivals from Paganism, so the nation* 
al state has borrowed freely from Christianity* 
In toe United States, for example, the Fourth of 
July Is a nationalist Christmas* Flag Day is sub* 
stltuted for Corpus Christi, and Decoration Day

—7*Op* c It * * p* 132*WWWWI* HWWWMW " *w

22 Ibid*, p* 135*
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for the comemoration of All Soul a of the faithful 
departed, vhllat In place of the ealnta1 daya of 
the Chrietlan calendar appear the birthdays of na* 
tlonal aalnta and heroes such aa Washington end 
L In coin

The mistake which la made frequently today la confusion 
of the ayribol with the thing itself* So long aa men fix their 
attention only on the superficial it la impossible for then 
to sake any procress In understanding*^ The Issue involved 

ia not a matter of Indifference to those tiio desire the tri* 
unph of the forces of democracy» that should bo sought for 
la a point of view which will recognlea the value of these 
symbols In our national life without making of them fetlahea 
of a nationalistic religious rite*

IX

i KATIOKALXS1! AKD IXTrnKATICKALISS
The world today Is laden with problems, the profusion 

and Intricacy of which become greater aa time goes on* Ha* 
tlonal borders have grown broader and broader. In the early 
days of the history of man# the family group constituted the 
terminus, and later this was lengtiwned to a political 
allegiance to some potentate* The nations of the world then

^Heianor, 0£* cU«, p* 108*

®^Evelyn Underhill, Worship* pp* 23*34*
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eaiae Into ©xlatence# dieshed by national boundarlea* 
and atlsulatlnc the twin aentlnents of patriotism and na* 
tldnaliem*

Today nations ere no longer separated by insurmount
able geographic barriers* Nations are in such proximity, 
end their interdependence is so obvious in every field of 
human activity^ that there have ceased to be national prob* 
lems devoid of International aspects* ^e have created for 
ourselves the conditions necessary for world unity* but we 

2S are not prepared to cope with the eventuation of that unity*
The consideration which araat be faced is whether the 

concept of nationalism la cootpatlble with the concept of In* 
tornatlonallsss* Somantlcallyt Internatlonalism has become 
ccmfused with r.>pranatlomllsra> whereas linguistically there 
is no ouch pes*pl@xltye International Ism mans according to 
* abater* s 5?ew International dictionary • * Be tween or OEicng 
nations) participated in by two or more nations) common to 
or affecting two or more nations) • • •" whereas the de* 
flnltion given of supra Is “denoting above er higher in 
position) • • •"

Henri Bonnet* "Security Through the United Hations** 
raking the United Fations ^ork* Vol* 246 (PhiladelphiaI 
lhe American ^"cadeiay of IsoilVIcal and Social Sciences* 1945)* 
p* 13*
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Thus we see that there is no Irresolvable conflict 

between nationalism and Intematlonaliane we are citizens 
of a great nation, but we are also eltlsens of a great world# 
This Is our Inescapable reeponsiblllty as eit Isens of a na
tion constructed on a Judeo-Christian tradition# As con
ceived by that tradition, religion deals in universals# It 
proclaims one God, creator of all men, and with this as its 
basic tenet, claims the brotherhood of all. Irrespective 
of race or nation# Unfortunately, when this ideal Is inter
preted by men. It becomes affected by their attitudes and 
ideas, by the group to which they belong, and by the dynam- 

27 les of their loyalties#
It is well-nigh inroossible for a man in a daraoeratic 

nation to be true to his country without being true to the 
larger loyalty exacted from him by his presence in a world 
which has become progressively smaller# The events which 
take place In the world today must concern us if we cherish 
our national security. T?ere is no alternative# Interna
tionalism is forced upon us# We are no longer Isolated— 

nor Indeed can be— tn the family group, or the tribe, or 
the nation#

...... ...........■■''"Tfg.«*•••*"«
Handle Elliott, "Begional Dynamics in World Affairs,tt 

World Government, Vol# 264, pp# 31-32•
87Underhill, oy# clt#, p* 60 et sqq#
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It Ksy te eald thet Intematlcn&lltx dlrrlnlshcs ©nc*a 

loyalty to tla ovn nation* This can te effectively refuted 
ty the fact that th© welfare of any nation today ia yredl* 
eated vpcn a yrcaperoua# peacefult an2 procroasiv© world*®^ 

Thia la not an altruistic viewpoint * tut a stem rccoynltlaa 
cf reality*

Tte achievement of won tn th® roalzis of the tclcnces 
a:si hunanltlea has hrov^ht about changes in all our relation* 
Bhips*T.Btlonal and Internatlcnsl* Thrcn’<h these achieve* 
dents have teen created new end unprecedented oyportxaslt lea 
for the advancement end prosperity of mankind* It ia rela* 
tlvely facile to acre® upon ultimate objectivea, but* ur* 
fortunately. It ia difficult to define the moral principle# 
which are Involved In effecting those objectives* There is 
little doubt, however, that th® values Inherent in our great 
religious tradition, and th© principles which ware estab
lished to confirm and preserve the freede® and dignity of 
men and women In a democratic society, should be th© basis 
upon wMch we build*8®

William Agar, * International Cooperation or ft or Id
Var III,11 The United I’atlons and the "hiture, Vol* 220 (PhlladelpKl^i^he Ato^rTcft'n'AcaueMy**of Political and Social 
Science, 12i3), passim*

2913ayea, op * clt** p* 263
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Upon these prlnclplee should be conetrue ted the Ideal 

world of ttosorrowe It must be built not by L practlcal 
vlslcmarlee, but by stern realists* The world of tomorrow 
must be built upon a rec ipro cat lire accountability on the 
part of men and nations* Thia la the only safe basis upon 
which It can come Into being# and It Is predicated upon an 
Intelligent ndtlonallsa*

An unintelligent nationalism Is an arxachronlan In the 
world today* Tvcry trend of our modern life has been to 
bring lotions Into closer unlcsi*'^ uixt must be sought for 

Is a point cf view which will co-ordinate the workings cf 
tho various nations of the world In ways tlmt will bo mutual
ly constructive and not competitively destructive* Thia 
point of view can be found only In loyalty to a great uni
versal Lelng beyond the limits of nation or race* This loy
alty will decrasslfy and ennoble the concept cf nationalism* 
Under the aegis cf thia highest loyalty# smaller loyalties 
will be elevated# and will become not competitive but coo* 
prehenslve*

^0 1Ibid*# pp* 264-265*
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III

KATXOMALISy A^KXCAS EDVCATXOS
In dlicuasing the role played by nationalism In the 

educational process# Idward heisner saysI
Three crest social taovements have conditioned 

the odr.cat tonal dcvelercjonts of th© last ccntuxy 
and a half of Western history* They are I (a) 
the Increasing i-.-yortance of national lew as a 
fora of political orcanlsstlon) (b) ttie Gradual 
enlsrjoMmt of the electcrate In control of rev* 
eraBcnt* and (c) the transformation cf econooiio 
end eoclel life which hss been troucht about by 
the aprllcaticn of a series of important esedaan* 
leal inventions to the arts of co’nmunlcation end 
to the processes of the manufacture and distrlbu* 
tlen of roods* For convenience we may refer to 
these major conditioning factors of education as. 
nationalism# democracy and the Industrial revolu* 
tion* They have been closely interrelated In their 
develorment and each has had a host of ramifies* 
tlonse In some respects they have supplemented 
one another# while in other respects they have teen 
an tag-on is tie# At all events# each has bad 1-port
ent Influence in the creation of the present social 
situation and each has entered with power into the conditions cf public educatlone^l

In America these events precipitated a course cf action 
sorirehat different from that in restem Europe# ffter the De
claration of Independence# th® colonies recorded themselves 
not only as independent of Tn-land# but as independent cf 
one another* As has been noted o&rlier in. tl;ls study# there 
was little epontaneoua feeling of national unity# There had 
been rather more coKssunlcatlon with England on the part of the

Si" 7Op# cit#* p# 1
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Individual colonies, than coiaaun lent Ion emorc themselves J 
consequently, they possoeBOd no coemon cultural heritage 
and to a treat extent were eepareted by antasonlama due to 
•hletorieal prejudices and • • • widely differing economic 
and social eondltlons.*®2

The 8pokesman of the revolutionary cause, however, 
had formed a definite phlloeophy of education In the li£,ht 
of governmental policy* These policies, test exemplified 
ty the ’’life, llterty, and pursuit of happiness” clause, 
could lest be insured by an adequate educational system* 
fl-.e viewpoint of these epeheemm differed In education as 
It did In politics. Tlx? rcdcr&llats believed In on educa* 
tlonal system which was highly centralized, and In which 
students wC’^ld be prepared for citizenship ty a careful 
indcctrlnatlon in democratic policy. The antl-Teder&llsts 
held that Individuals and localities should direct their own 
affairs, and that

• • . the central yovemw^nt, Instead ef in* 
doetrlnatlng its eltlsens with a system of Ideas, 
should cake It pcsaltle for them to cultivate 
their minds, and should encourage them to |blnk and speak freely on matters of government.*'3 

.. ................................... . .....

w^Iblde, p. 323.

53Frederick Eby and Charles Flinn Arrowood, The rwvelop* 
mc-nt cf ^otbsra Education, p. 342.
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rcr.stltuttor. of the VnlteC fteteo Biakcs no 

direct S’ctfercrce to tko cducaticnol systen, the first end 
tenth amenc'nent sw© of some el^nlflennoo* The first Rciend* 
rent 1 rilles a secular cmrhasla In education, and the tenth 
amendstent tends to protect the autonomy of the varloua 
states*

The Continental Congress under the Articles of Con* 
federation had entered into otll^atlona which led the na* 
tlonal ^oveiwtect Into ccnctm with public education In the 
stataas

The land Ordinance of 1785 provided a scheme for 
tt.o survey and sale of land ceded to fon’ress by 
the states* Tomsblpa a lx mils® square were laid 
out In parallel ranges running north and south, 
and each toroahlp was divided Into thirty-six seo* 
tlons a mile square • • * Ope section In each 
townshir was reserved for the sunrort of the 
schools*54

Xn dlBcusslnc this policy, Eby and Arrowood comitsxmte
In 1787, an l^siense area was sold to a land 

company* An ordinance adopted for the eovem* 
mont of the region forbade slavery Ln the ter* 
rltory and declared# “Ksllgion, morality, end 
knowledge beIns necessary to good goveroment 
and the happlneaa of mankind, schools and the means of education shall forever be encouraged«a35

.... .. w-"...David Saville kuzsey, tletory of the American People, 
p« ISO*

552a» clt»» p» 548•
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Eatlonftl Lend Grantat which were begun with the ad* 

toUelon of Ohio as a state in 1803> stimulated a new inter* 
•st in school#* Each state admitted after Ohio received 
every blxteenth section for the support of cOCTson achoola* 
and two townships of land for the ondowKient of a state tint* 
verslty# The seaboard states did not participate in those 
grants# and as a consoqucnce set about building up a 
permanent school fund cf their own*^3

Kany of those who believe that the Federal covemmcnt 
should more actively participate in educetlco in thia country 
have a tendency to read into these early transactions certain 
connotations that are not tenable* Helsner aayet

The Federal government made large grants out 
of the public domain lying within the states for 
purposes not only of education but of road con
struction and other forms of internal in^rove* 
went* The motive of these grants combined ele* 
cents of federal benevolence# federal self- 
interest# and regal'd for the rights and interests 
of the territories and states that were forming 
on the frontiers* Viewed in the large# the early 
federal land grants for educat ion appear to 
be the act of an open-handed Kother Bountiful# 
Seen in smaller detail* we recognise in these 
earlier transactions between the federal govern
ment and the Inhabitants of the states com thing 
of the real estate rrosoter who desires to make 
attractive the conditions of land purcliase and residence In a new cccaaunlty*37

37 Po* Clt** p* 342*

-----------g—------
Ellwood F* Cubberly* A Brief History of Education* ■ v w <•••<► ew**w**w*e ww»**eei*ie*****w* wewwewweewwwweew*vp* 371*
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At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Institu

tions for higher learning in America were still eaaall and 
unprepossessing colleges ihose fundamental objectives were 
to discipline their students by a liberal education, and to 
offer a training for the ministry* In speaking of the 
changes which took place shortly after the turn of the cen
tury, Fby and Arrowood state that

A great religious awakening aroused the people In all parts of the country and effectually checked 
the spread of trwllgious thinking that accosrpan- 
led the French Fnllghtenment* The separation of 
church and state and the adoption of complete re
ligious liberty were among the most transforming 
changes which took place* The collogee that had 
formerly Imposed religious teats now opened their 
doors to all students, without respect to their 
beliefs* Hot that they were less religious! 
they had merely discarded formlissn in exchange for a more genuine piety *38

The election, of ICiX marked the ©nd of one cycle and 
the boclrming of a new* The issue was largely a contest 
for control between the traditional and the neoteric* The 
enthusiasm which was engendered by the campaign constituted 
a minor revolution, because for the first time many of those 
entitled to vote utilised ttielr privilege* The result of the 
election represented a popular mandate* Charles and Mary 
Pea rd say of this campaignI

Op* clt *, p* S6^
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^hen the emoke of the fray had lifted* it was 

found that *dams had won nothing but the eleetoral 
votee of Kew England and not even all thoeej where
as Jackson had carried the rest of the Union, mak
ing an absolutely clean sweep in the South and &est* 
The collapse of the Adams party was complete• 
Gentlemen and grand dames of the old order, like 
the Immigrant nobles and ladies of France fleeing 
from the sansculottes of Parle, could discover no consolation in their grlef.39

As a result of this new political Influence possessed 
by the common man, the necessity for better educational 
facilities became Immediately apparent* Spirited men In 
all sections of the country united in their effort to ex* 
tend the public schools to those areas where none existed, 
and to isiprove those which were already in existence* This 
period sarka the beginning of educational journalism, which 
had as its objective to awaken the dormant consciousness of 
the public to the need for Increased educational opportunity 
and efficiency* The forerunners of the rational Education 
Association also camo into existence during this period**®

As a result of this agitation, the decision was reached 
that the provision of schools was a public obligation* Reis
ner says I

'MSB....... "
Sn* clt» 552*

40Eby and Arrowood, on* cite* pp* 716-718*
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%lth respect to tts administration of schools> 

local authorities had been established in prac
tically every state# The conditions of sparse 
settlement and difficulties of communication end 
transportation tended to &lve the local school 
boards or committees almost exclusive authority 
over the little domain of the district school* 
The statest however, were increasing their con
tributions to the support of the schools and had 
made the beginnings of state supervision and con
trol, mainly through the creation of tJbe office 
of state superintendent of public instruction and 
the establishment ct state boards of education* 
In the office of county superintendent a connect
ing link was gradually being established between 
the state superintendent and the district local 
authorities*'*

In the dark days of 186?, Congress was not unmindful 
of the educational progress of the nation, and in that year 
passed the Morrill Act, which provided for a grant to each 
state of thirty thousand acres of land for each national re-

42 presentative* This was done with the view of bringing
education Into closer relation with the mechanical arts and 
agricultural developmient of the nation*

The Civil %ar effected a close economic liaison between 
the northern West and northern Last, and as a consequence, a

'4'1.. -.Reisner, op* cite* p* 410*
42"An Act * * * for the Benefit of Agriculture and the 

Mechanic Arts," cited by Edger w, Knight and Clifton L* Hall, 
Readings in American Educational History, p, 541* 
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new stimulation was added to li-mlgr&tlon* The Umlgranta» 
for the most part# settled In industrial areas of the Eorth# 
and presented a new challence to tl»e educational system# 
Ihe increase In means of communication alao exerted a great 
effect on the natui^e of cur political life by serving to 
annihilate geographic lltltatlona# The railroad and the 
telegraph effected a degree of cultural unity by bringing 
together the inhabitants of widely-separated areas for the 
exchange of mutual ideas and problems# which does much for 
the development of a national consciousness#

The period 1emedlately following the Civil %ar saw 
the spread of the free elementary school over the entire 
nation#4® The spread of the public high school was not 
as rapid,* 44 and the effort to provide free secondary 

schools encountered serious opposition, with elements at 
both extremes of the economic scale united in opposition* 
In speaking of this difficulty# Lby and Arrowood sayl

4SIbld*, p# 721 ff.

44 Reisner, op* clt», p* 464#
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In 1872, suit was brought at Kalamsoo, III ch* 

l^an, to test the eonetltutlonallty of a tax lev* 
led for the purpose of providing mxiey for tho 
salary of a superintendent of city schools end 
for the support of a high school# Several years I later the ttate Supreme Court of Michigan, in a 
doclalon banded down by Chief Justice Cooley, up* 
held the authority of the board and the right of 
tl® people t>f the school district to follow their 

। judgment in the matters of employing a super In tetr* 
dent and ma Inta In inc a hlrh school* This deols ion, 
and othara to tho sane effect, established the 
principle in Axwriesn laur that higher oduoatlcn 
is pwporly a part of a state*® free school eye* tera*^®

In 1607, another Indication of rationalists waa,san*
Ifeated in the creation by Congreaa of a repsrtcaont of Educa* 
tlon* The act which established this department designated 
its head a» the "Commlsaloner of Education,* and instructed 
him to eutsalt an annual report to Congress*4^

In commenting cn the functions of this office, He la* 
nor aavst

• • • the federal Depcrteent of Education was 
to exercise no direct control over the state 
govemoaentse It had no eupervlsory function®. 
It had no authority. It tsad no money to distribute 
for the acceptance of which it could exact cnndl* 
tions to be fulfilled* Such influence as the E-e* 
parteont could gain could be exerted only throng

^pVTlt,* pp* 725*727*

46Reisner, op* clt*» p* 426*
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tl;s r.cml ftdvcritsLce of a federal office and 
personal qualities of the CcBKilaslcsior# It

was Intended to serve as a clearing bouse cf in* 
foraatlcss about school conditions and education* al adnlnlstratloue*7

‘urln^ this period the colleges end ur.lver&lties 
continued In cotqplete Independence end with little cognl* 
sauce of activities in other educational fields* Adaloslon 
was secured by cxaKlnatlcn* lut a change In the nature of 
the examination had taken place by the end of the Civil 
War* In diacuse lag the final correlation of the high
school and college# thy and Arrowood state I

President Pre Ito cf the T?n* varsity {of rich* 
Igenl advocated [In 1C7O1871] giving admission 
certificates to the best high school students* 
Ths faculty now adopted a plan of accepting 
students frow certain high schools that Im bom Inspectsd by a faculty cocralttoe* Thus 
It ctux# absut that tho college required tmly 
the high school currlculwa of four years as 
prerequisite to adKlGslon# and waived the ad* tola®ion examlnatlon*4"

During the twentletii century, the educational forces 
and policies which bad begun their operation during the pre* 
ceding century continued without abatement* The Increased 
role of the national government in education has been pointed 
out) and in the early years of this century, and the years
Irmedlately preceding, control In other areas became evident*

xy—"—"Op* cit*# pp* 436*427*

Eby and Arrowood, ejj. clt** p* 751*



The Interstate Ccxxwrce Act was pesscd in 1S37| the Cher* 
yan Anti-Trust Act in 160Cj and th® he^ertsnent of Coseaerce 

49 and Labor, later to he divided, vraa created in 1903*
The Cralth-Lever Act of 1914, while not directly con* 

corned with schools, had certain educational implications* 
The act provided for the dlseeislnetlon of ir.fonaatIon re* 
latino to agriculture and hone economics* The adalnlatra* 
tlve policy established by this act differed frca preceding 
grants to the states, in that etatc particlpatlesi was *to 
bo conditioned on the cpproprlatlcn by tlio eeveiyil states 
out of their treasuries or by local authorities yr private 
parties within the states J of suns of f-oney cr;ticl to Uj© 
aneunt allotted to the states accord inc to th© act*"®®

larcely as a result of th Is act, the r.-xltb-EuJtxes 
Act was passed by Congress In 1917, This act provided for 
vocational education through cooperation with the partici
pating states in pay ire tl.© salaries of "teachers and super 
visors of a^rlcxilture, horoe econonloa, trade and industrial 
subjects? for teacher training In these subjects| and for 
stud lee In vocational education*"5^

^^elenar, on* clt** pp* 472-473*

CCIbld** p* 4C2,

£1Chris A* DeYoung, Introduction to Amerlean Public 
Fducatlon, p* 19*
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^hlle the Salth-Hu^hes Act resembled the S®lth*Lever 

Act, It actually was an innovation In the area of federal 
aid to education* Prior to lie -passage, the grants which 
had been made by the federal government had not been of 
such a specific nature* The general objectives for which 
the grants vem made were set forth, but the relationship 
between the state and federal government was of a sore co* 
operative nature* In the Smltb*nxighea Act* however* the 
objectives were .clearly epeciflcd* F.clsner says, of thia 
act I

The education fostered under this act was to 
be vocatlcmal* not general* for persons over four* 
teen years of age* to be given In public schools 
or classes of less than college grade* The act 
further specified that at least one-third of the 
money devoted to industrial education was to be expended in "part-time* schools or classes, that 
one-half of all the time of the pupil should be 
spent on practical work, and gave the Federal 
Foard for Vocational Education the right to de
termine whether state boards were living up to 
the spirit of the statute in respect to the qual
ifications of teachers employed, the programs of 
study, the provision of cooperative industrial 
experience* the equipment of shops# laboratories 
and school farms, and the organisation of home 
projects in agriculture* The appropriation al
lotted to the Federal ^oord was adequate to allow 
the elaboration of a nation-wide system of inspec
tion of the schools and classes operating under 
the act, and such an organisation was Immediately 
perfected* thlle the Federal board was to oper
ate througli state boards, tbs exact definition 
of the purposes of the act and the limitation of 
the use of money to a very specif 1c type of educa
tion, together with the large powers given to the
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Eoard to accept or reject plane euboitted by the 
etate boards and to establish a system of nation* 
wide Inepectlon* gave the federal authority alaoet 
complete control over the authorItlee representing 
the states

During Korld ears I and XI* all the economic and social 
forces that contribute toward natlcaiallsm began to function 
with increased fervor* It is unnecessary to recall the sweep* 
Ing powers that were given to the federal govexwont during 
these conflicts* but these powers brought an Increased 
consciousness of the catlonal goverment to every individual* 
As a result of this tendency* we now have the movement to
ward Increased federal aid to schools* This problem is too 
lengthy in its ramifications to be considered herein* but 
Is of note to this study because of the nationalistic Im
plications Involved*

The two wars which this country has experienced dur
ing this century have revealed the complex mture of the 
problem of training for effective cltlxenshlp* and have 
caused educators to analyse the entire educational struc
ture* There can be little doubt that the educational world 
is la a period of trans It ion* The needs of modern society

gd "Tl"'r1'1"' ""r
Ope Clt*» p* 464e
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call for a type of educational practice which will not isere* 
ly impart literacy and prepare for economic coeipotence and 
national cltlicenahip^ but which will also assist national 
group® to a higher conception of national character and in* 
ternational morality*

IV

KATIOHALISS AKD TEE TEACHING OF AMERICAS 
LITERATURE

It >■»» been aestiaed in thia study that# given certain 
selections in the area of American literature# a well* 
trained teacher might inculcate in his students those traits 
which make for politically conscious cItIsens* It has been 

fix pointed out# however# that mere contact la not learning# 
that there must be interpretation and discernment* Eow then 
can the teacher most effectively Implement such, a program?

First# the teacher ssust be a liberally educated In* 
dividual# capable of discerning relationships among all 
areas of study* Ee mist be filled with enthusiasm for the 
area in which he has been primarily trained# but be must

Seo page 3*
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realise that thia area la not the whole of learninct and 
that It occupies only a portion of th® school day* Ee mat 
be capable of tranaferlng his enthusiasm to hla studenta in 
such a way that learning becornea an enjoyable, although not 
necessarily an xmturdensom® process. It can become enjoy
able only as it becomea relevant to the need of the student*

It la the opinion of this writer that to effectively 
teach Aiaerloan literature, the heritage which it brings to 
each of ua snxst be Interpreted In the light of Its relevancy 
to present needs and times* The selectiona in a well-edited 
anthology are usually relevant; It la we, the teachers, 
who all too frequently rob thorn of their relevancy* Fred
erick Rhlte has saidl

The purpose of the historical method is to 
enable the student to understand literature, 
with the pious hope that If he understands It 
be will come to like it* The method of at
taining thia end la to focus the attention of 
the student on the historical context of ths 
work of literature* Unfortunately, this pro
cedure reinforces the student*s instinctive be
lief that past literature has no conceivable 
relation to our own age* * * • Hence, paradox
ically, the historical approach to literature, 
far from bringing students closer to the past, 
merely provides them with an argument for ignor
ing the past, for disregarding Its accumulated experience, its philosophy, its literature*6'

”Instruments of Darkness," College rngllsh* 41489, 
Kay, 1043*
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It 1® necessary that ve dlaaoclate general principles 

from the particular surroundings of any literary eelectione®^ 

Thia is not to decry the historical approach# nor is it an 
espousal of the cause of the new criticism* It is rather 
an appeal to deal with universals rather than particulars# 
and as such has the sanction of the great teachers of the 
paste®^ If we separate “froedoa of worship® frcra the parti

culars of Rogers Williams* ctoitroversy with the Kew Ipgland 
coloniea# the student will be prepared to recognize a 
universal that can be applied equally appropriately to 
situations in our national life today* If wo can disen
tangle Jefferson*e concept of individual freedom from the 
contextual background the Encyclopedists, the student 
wtii come to realise that the Declaration of Independence 

is of even wore meaning In an age which la confronting a 
tdailosojAiy of collectivism* If we can separate the Gettys
burg Address from the war yeara of the 1850* s# we can assist 
our students In the realization that there will continue to 
be *a now birth of freedom® In a democracy# and that it re- 
rains an ever*pres«it challenge to produce a ®goverxotont of 
the people# by the people# and for the people*”

te era not living In the day# nor under the conditions#

ReP*Blackmur# et al** Lectures in Criticism* passim* 
86James Bryant Conant* Education in a Divided World* p, 123, ------------------------------
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which produced these inspired utterances* «e are living in 
an age that le confronted with two opposing Ideologies* 
one of which has accepted? its world-mlselon, and the other 
which i» only now realising the necessity of such a zalssion* 
Are we adapting our heritage to these changed tloesT Can 
our democratic herItage*-although not necessarily the form 
which has shaped that heritage—be extended to all people* 
or are we. Canute-like, attempting to turn back the forces 
of political developmentt

To effectively teach American literature* we mist 
realise that, by and large, such a study should present 
the Inherent dignity of the human soul In Its quest for 
fulfilhaent* B* A* Joi life, in ’’American Ve^iocracy ard 
the Teaching of Literature,* saysi

The humalsing of roan, I take it, Is of isned* 
late con com In Aroerlca* For though we say not 
be quite so presumptuous as to assert that only 
In a democratic society will beauty, goodness and 
truth be found to flourish, yet we cay consclen* tiously affirm our faith In the correlation that 
exists betwema the democratic tradition arid the Importance of roan as an individual*^”

If we believe that the study of literature—be it 
American or of some other variety—has value for life today)

College rnglish* 5x40, October* 1941•
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if we have confidence that such a study is conducive to the 
values of which we stand in need in our relationships with 
the world about ust we mat make of primary Importance those 
democratic values which we cherish*®® These should not be 

the subject of unremitting prelections# for a consciousness 
of these democratic values can be developed in terms of 
epcelfie works of literature* In their humanising faculty 
lies a persuasive medium for motivating the heart and in
tellect of man*

Finally# we can effectively teach American literature 
only if we correctly conceive our role as teachers* We 
must render intelligible the meaning and significance of 
democracy as a philosophical idea* In the Irplementatlon 
of this we should proceed from simple concepts to their 
logical concluslcms* We must not confuse symbols with the 
thlng-in-ltself# nor lose sight of the fact that symbols 
change in their meaning from group to group*M We must 
emphasise that democracy is an ever-expanding force# and 
Should it ever be ispounded within the confines of a partic
ular era or group# It can only turn upon and destroy Itself*

. laner# op* clt*» p* 559*

®®F* A* Philbrick# Understanding English* p* 25*
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C0SCW3I0K3 ASD HF-COr/EKDATIOSS

In the ll^ht cf the historical tendencies just dis* 
cussede it appears to this Investigator that there la a 
growing proclivity in the United States today to re^ird 
nationalism as an «ndt rather than as a process* There 
is an Increasing trend toward a national centralisation 
of governmental functions* which can but tend to toe de* 
velopreent of the type of nationalism which creates a spirit 
of exclusiveness and narrowness* which places a premium on 
uniformity* and which increases the docility of the people* 60 
It is the opinion of this observer that this process can be 
halted by a quality which we can call forth from within our* 
selves**the quality of objectivity*

This quality of objectivity would enable us to see 
and discern the events which are even now transpiring in 
the world of which this nation is only a part* Our emotion* 
al responses to these events should irpart quality and depth 
to our perceptions* but should not Impair their accuracy*

Kayas* on* cit». pp. 255 et sqq>
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Objective understand lug of other peoples-*  their needs, fears# 
and prejudices—tends to prevent a virulent nationalism*

In the light of objective understanding we should 
demonstrate concern for ourselves and for our actions as a 
nation* Kany of the most Important actions of nations never 
become fully disclosed to the minds of their cltlsens* This 
tendency nay be checked by the utilisation of the practices 
of democracy given us by those documents which established 
these practices* Where these practices do not function, be* 
havlor may the more easily develop, and in the absence of 
resistance degenerate rapidly into malevolence*

It has been the contention of thia study that Amer* 
lean literature contains within It an Interpretation of the 
American econo wlilch will assist In developing a full con* 
sciousnoss of the role of this country in the world today* 
At the beginning of thia study, it was Indicated that mere 
quantitative analysis doos not present the entire picture* 
The Intangible factors of the teacher and the student enter 
Into any learning situation, and inasmuch as that relation* 
ship is well*nlgh incapable of dispassionate Investigation, 
the conclusions to be presented can be regarded only In the 
light of probability*

1* Our American literature contains much in 
itself which, when properly presented and un* 
derstood# makes for an Intelligent nationalism*
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2< A national 18® which la the result of cul* 
tural growth and which recognise# the dyn&ale 
nature of the universe In which wo live, la a 
justifiable ballast against the Insecurity of 
a chaotic world#
3# The historical nllleu in which that liter* 
ature was produced promotea a sound historical 
coraraentary on the American scene#
4# The anthologies utilised in the teaching 
of American literature in the secondary 
schools# are for the moat part# well edited#
8# A course tn American literature to be 
vital# must be relevant to presen Way needs#
The recotomendatlcms which this investigator would meko 

as a result of this study ares
1# Teachers of American literature in the 
secoxklary schools shotjId be well-prepared 
in the sublect*8aatter area# in the areas of 
American history and government, and In the 

^Art of teaching#
2# Textbooks should be even more carefully 
edited, and much material removed# Thio in* 
vestIgator sees little value in many of the 
questions which appear in various texts#
3e Kore selections should be given in their 
entirety# and many selections whose literary 
qualities are doubtful should bo removed#
4# School admin1stratore should seriously 
consider# fro® the standpoint of education* 
al and financial economy# the correlation 
of courses in American literature with those 
of American history# Foth of these areas 
focus attention on man In his social re
lationships, end both alm to develop a ma
ture sensitivity#
This Investigator would emphaslgc that it Is not narrow 

provlnclallsia which he advocates# nor does he suggest tl»t the 
present curriculum be abolished# Be merely proposes that the
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probleni of American civilisation be placed In It a proper re* 
latlonehlp to the rest of the educational process* Be 
would suggest If we are honestly concerned with the problem 
of educating American citizens for an intelligent partlclpa* 
tlon in American llfe> we should seek methods for bringing 
students in contact with a far nor© exhaustive knowledge of 
cur American heritage, which. It should be remedbered, has 
Its roots In antiquity*
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EXPIAKATORT KOTS

The followies tables constitute an attest to portray 
Graphically the result of tho roaoaroh involved in the 

preparation o* this study• Appendix A consists of the query 

which was addressed, to the Department of Public Instruction 

of each of the forty*ei^it statos* Appendix p constitutor a 

survey of the prh^ry political writlncs of this country 
in wlilch nationalistic influences arc found* Tais appendix# 

fut do those following# indicates the hi£ih-sdhool anthologies 

in wiiich these writings appear* Appondicles C# D, and n 

indicate nationalistic concepts in the utilitarian and belle-* 

tristic writings of the periods 1603-1300# 1300-1370, and 

1370 to the present day, respectively* Appendix P constitutes 

a list of the anthologies which were analyzed, together with an 
arbitrary number which wps assifyied them in setting u? the 

other tables* Appendix G is a tabulation of the results of the 

questions ashed in the query addressed to the various states, 
and includes information port In ent to the course of otu^ in 

American litoraturo In t!ie states thlch submitted answors, 
in addition to the various textbooks utillzod in those states*
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QUEKY OULSHTTED TO STATE EFTARTCEKTS OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 
APPENDIX A

I* Il t eouree la American Literature Included on the eecon- 
dary level In your courae of Studyt

II* la thia course now required for high school graduation? 
If not required, on what basis Is exemption made?

Ill* that objectives have been established for the course In 
American Literature?

IV* that texts, together with the publishers, are suggested 
for use In such a course?

V* Are any specific works required If no text is recommended? 
If so, what are these?

VI* Are any other books utilised for supplementary reading? 
If so, whet are they?

VII* If no course in American Literature as such Is Included 
In your curriculum, la an effort made in any other course 
to acquaint the student with American Writings and Writers? 
If so, how is such an attempt made?



KATIOKALISH IH PRIK1RY POLITICAL WRITDrOS

Author Selootlon Textbooks 
1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10

Mayflower Coapact 
da Creveooeur, Jean Letters froa an Aeerloan 

PSUTMr
Honry» Patrick Speech in Virginia Comrentloi i
Jefferson^ Thosas Declaration of Independence 
Paine, Thoeas The Crisis
Baeilton, Alexander The Federalist
Hamilton, Alexander Speech in Defense of the 

Constitution
The Bill of Rights 

Washington, George Farewell Address 
Lincoln, Abraham Gettysburg Address
Lincoln, Abraham Seetrnd Inaugural Address
Roosevelt, Theodore Training for Cltlsenship 
Roosevelt, Theodore What Aaeriea Means 
Eliot, C» W» What is an American?

X X

i



AP^EHDIZ B (eoatlzoaed)

KATXOB^LISM I2f PRU&RT raiTTCAL WITIHGS

Author Selection 1 2
_Textbooks

9 106 7 8

Perry, Ralph Barton
Adana, James T*
Van Dyke, Henry
Nicholson, Eeredith
Foadick, Raymond B»
Wilson, Woodrow

What Price Freedom
Liberty
Heritage of American Ideals
Am I a Good Citizen
The New Civilization
Address to Newly Naturalized

X
X
X

X
X

X X X X

Hoover, Herbert 
Lane, Rose Wilder 
Roosevelt, F« De

Citizens
Hlracle of America
Long Hay Our Land Be Bright
Hew Pioneers
Good Neighbor Policy
The Four Freedoms

X
X

X
X M 

M

X

K)
3



APPENDIX C
HATIOK&LISTIC WRITINGS, 1608-1800

Author Title 1 2 3
I

It
extbooks
5 6 7 8 9 io

Smith, John Account of the Colony of X X X X XVirginia
Bradford, William History of the Plymouth 

; Plantation *
Byrd, William History of the Dividing Line X X
Knight, Sarah Kemble "’Journal of a Journey X X X X X
Franklin, Benjamin Autobiography X X X X X X X XPoor Rlchardis Almanac 

Thrift
X X X

Freneau, Philip - The Indian Burying Ground X X X X X X
The Wild Honey Suckle X X X X X X X
To a Catydld X X X X

Hopkinson, Francis The Battle of the Kegs X X

SO
S
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APPKIDIX I> 
g&TIOHALISTIC ^ITISSS, 1000-1370

X T.

TextbooksAuthor Title 12311.56789 10

Ixnrlng, ©ashinston Knickerbocker Holiday
Rip Van tinkle X

Key, Francis Scott The Star Spangled Banner
HopkinscMi, Joseph Hail Coluabla
Smith, Sanuel Francis Anorloa
Cooper, Jasscs Feniaoro The toathorstocking X

Talcs (Selections)
Bryant, Willlaa Cullen Thanatopsls X

To a Katerfowl 
The BattleTleld
0 Mother of a Mighty X 

Race
The Antiquity of Freedcs: 
Abolition Blots

Emerson, Ralph Caldo

Thoreau, Henry David 
Hawthorne, Hathanlel

Concox*d Hym
Each and All 
Self Reliance
Walden (Selections)
The Maypole of Merry

Mount

X
X

90
3



APPENDIX D (continued} 
r^7IOT^LI37IO WHITIKGS, 1800-1370

Author* Title Textbooks
1 2 3 7 8 9 10

Eaerthorae, Ilathanlel

Longfellow, Henry
Wadsworth

Melville, Hermann
Whittier, John

Greenleaf

The House of Seven
Gables . -

Hiawatha (Selections)
Psalm of Life
Thou, Too, Sail On 
Arsenal at Springfield
Moby Dick (Selections)
Laus Deol
Snowbound
Skipper Ira son’s Ride
The Poor Voter on

Election Day
Barefoot Boy

Holmes, Oliver Wendell The Autocrat of the 
Breakfast Table (Selection)

The Chambered Hautilus 
Old Ironsides

Lowell, James Russell The Bigelow Papers 
(Selection)

Lincoln



APPENDIX D (oontlnued)
EATICKALISTIC ^1717703, 1800-1870

Author_________________ Title _______ 1 2 3 1$, 5 6 7 8 9 10

Walt Song of Wyself 
I Hear Asrorlca Singing 
For You, 0 Dtonooracy 
0 Captain, Ky Captain 
Poets to Cq®b 
Out of the Cradle 
Wot the Pilot 
BeatI BeatI Druosl 
Come Up Proa the Fields 
PioneersI 0 PioneersI 
When Lilacs Last In the 

Dooryard Bloosed

X 
X

X 
X

X
X 
X 
X

X

X
X
X

X 
X

X

X

X 
X

X 
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X 
X 
X

X

X

Payne, John Howard Homa Sweet Hoina X X
Harte, Bret The Outcasts of Poker Fla

Plain Language from
Truthful James

Iliad of Sandy Bar X

X X X X
X
X

X

Harris, Joel Chandler Tales of Uncle Hemus X X X X X

eo
s



APPENDIX B
SATION&LISTIC WRITINGS,1870 -

Author Title ;
1 2 3 Cextbooka

5 6 7 8 9 10

Clesena, Sanmel W. (Twain, Uark)
Houghing It (Selection) X X
Life on the Mississippi 

(Selection)
The Celebrated Jumping Frog

X X X X X
X

of Calaveras County
Sandburg, Carl Chicago jr X X X X X

Cool Tonbs X X
The People, Tea X X X X
Lincoln’s Speech at X1 ; GetrtyBburg - 

of Steal X X X X
Lindsay, Vaohol Abraham Lincoln Walks at X X X

Midnight --
General Wllllasi Booth Enters X X X X

Into Heaven The Santa-Fe Trail X X X
The Eagle That Is Forgotten X

Stedoan, Edmund Liberty Enlightening the X XClarenoe World r

Masters, Edgar Lee Selections from Spoon River 
The Seven Cities of America X

X X X X X X X

Frost, Bobert Birches X X X X X X X X
Bending Oall X X X X X
The Tuft of Flowers X x| x 60

3



APPESWIX (continued)
T^TIOiaLI3TIC miTiltoS, 1370 -

Author Title 1 2 3
Toxtbooks

5 6? 8 9 10

Markhaa# Edwin Lincoln San of the People X X X
Hay, Sara Henderson A Kan Haned Legion X
Brown, Harry The Drill X
Mlli&saa, Oscar One Morning the World woke 0; X
Benet, Stephen Invocation X • X X X

Vincent American Saaea X
Lincoln’s Last Day
Abrahaa Lincoln
The Devil and Daniel Webster

X
X

X X
X

Kadelsh, Archibald Colloquy for the States 
To Be an Asterlcan

X
X X X

Western Sky X X
VntarB»yer, Louis Callban In the Coal Mines X X X X
Wilder, Thornton Our Town X X X
Folk Literature Wegro Spirituals X X X X X X
Folk Literature Indian Songs X X X X X X
Folk Literature Ballads X X X X X X X X X 210



APPEHDIX P
TKXtTBOOKS A^LV235>

Assigned Author Title Publisher

1 Bsumes, et ale The American Scone

2 Blankenship, et al .Amerlean Literature

American Book Company
Charles Scribner*a 

Sons
3 Brewton, et al. Literature of tlie Ayiericas Laidlaw Brothers,

Ino*
4 Briggs, et al,

5 Collette, et al,
6 Cross, et al.

Anorlcan Literature

t?riters in America

Hou^'hton-Eifflln
Caaparqr

Ginn and Company
Herl tare of American Literature The Macmillan Coi’ipany

7 Inglis, et al. Adventures in American Literature Harcourt, Brace 
end Company

8 Lucas and Wax*d Prose and Poetry of America The L. W« Singer 
Company

9 Miles and Pooley Literature and Life in America

10 Payne, et al. Voices of America

Scott, Foreaman 
and Company

Rand HcHally and 
Company



APPENDIX G
TABULATIGH OP HTQUIRY 

ADDRESSED TO STATE DEPABTOHST OF PUBLIC IKSTRUCTION
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5

BOOKS
6 7 8 9 10

Alabasa
Arisona X X X X X XArkansas X X XCalifornia X _ X X X
Colorado X XConnecticut XDelaware X
Florida X 1 X X X
Georgia X X X X
Idaho X X "TT** x X X
Illinois XIndiana X “T" X "T” X
Iowa
Kansas X X X X X X X "IT"
Kentucky X X X X X JL X xLouisiana X X X X X X X X xKaine XHaryland /' x X XKaasaohuaetts X XMichigan X
Minnesota X X X
Mississippi X 1 jL.
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TABULATION OP INQUIRT

ADDRESSED TO STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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Missouri X X
Montana X XNebraska X X X X X X X X X X X
Nevada _ X X XNew Hampshire X X •

New Jersey X
New Mexico X ~*T" X X X X X X X
New Tork X X
North CarolinaTTr X X X
North Dakota
Ohio X X
Oklahoma X T~ X X X X ' X' X
Oregon X X X "X X X X
Pennsylvania XRhode Island X
South Carolina ' X "T" X X X
South Dakota X XTemwssee X X X X X X XTexas X X X XUtah x X X
Vermont X 8
Virginia X X X X X X "T" X



APrKKDIX 0 (continued)
TABULATION CP IlI^UIBY

ADDRESSED TO STATE DEPARTMENT OP PUBLIC INSTRUCTION


